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Imports Keep Moribund U.S.
Economy on Life-Support
by Richard Freeman

Led by a surging trade deficit, the U.S. current account as this reality intersects the growing Federal budget deficit,
and the further contraction of the U.S. economy, it will assertdeficit leaped to $129.59 billion during the second quarter

of 2002, the Commerce Department reported on Sept. 12. itself in the most forceful way.
This not merely sets a record, but is a larger deficit in one
quarter, than any other nation in the world has ever had in Components of the Current Account Deficit

The growing problem is shown by the current accountan entire year.
The deficit shows conclusively that U.S. economy’s col- deficit’s trajectory (Figure 1): In the fourth quarter of 2001,

the deficit was $95.09 billion, and rose to $112.45 billion inlapse is accelerating. Unable to physically produce the means
of its own existence (for example, machine-tool consumption the first quarter of 2002—which established a record—before

leaping to $129.96 billion in the second quarter. Thus, it in-is nearly one-quarter lower than last year), the physical econ-
omy is increasingly dependent on imports, and the current creased by $35 billion over the course of two quarters. For

the first half of 2002, the deficit totalled $242.41 billion, butaccount deficit is mostly driven forward by the trade deficit.
This is paid for by an inflow of dollar-denominated funds given its quarterly rate of increase, it is likely to soar past

$500 billion for the year 2002.from foreigners.
To accomplish this, the Anglo-American financiers set An evaluation of the U.S. current account, which is com-

posed of three components—the balances on goods and ser-up the biggest speculative bubble in the world, and an over-
valued U.S. dollar—itself propped up by the speculative vices; on income; and on unilateral current services—must

focus on trade.bubble—to attract foreigners to bring their money into the
United States. But what happens, with the U.S. speculative During the second quarter, the U.S. trade deficit on goods

and services soared to a record $110.61 billion, accountingbubble teetering, as foreigners no longer wish to hold dollar-
denominated assets inside the United States, and choose to for 85% of the current account deficit. In fact, the United

States ran a trade deficit on physical goods alone of $122.64disinvest from America? Two processes will unfold in an
interconnected, self-feeding way: First, the United States billion; this was partially offset by a trade surplus on services

of $12.03 billion. The economy is suffering from a potentiallywill no longer be able finance the trade deficit portion of
the current account deficit. This will crumble the weakened, lethal addiction to imports: As long as the dollar has been

strong, the economy has been able to suck in a huge amountimport-addicted U.S. physical economy. Second, as invest-
ors bail out of the dollar, it will fall, not by small increments, of physical goods imports, mostly because it has impaired or

permanently destroyed the capacity to produce these goodsbut likely by 40-50%. This will shatter the over-leveraged,
cancerous financial system. through its own productive facilities.

An additional force played a secondary, but importantThis process has already started, reflected in the dollar’s
7-9% depreciation against major currencies since Jan. 1. role in increasing the current account deficit: the “balance

on income,” which is the cumulative amount of income thatThis is the reality that the Bush Administration, led by
Treasury Secretary Paul O’Neill, and supported by Federal Americans earn on their holdings in foreign nations, minus

the income that foreigners earn on their holdings in the UnitedReserve Board Chairman Alan Greenspan, wish to deny. But
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ternational transactions during the second quarter, “foreign-
owned assets in the U.S. increased $221.2 billion,” represent-
ing an inflow of $221.2 billion during that quarter, while they
had increased by only $113.5 billion during the first quarter.
During the second quarter, foreigners purchased net $11.4
billion in U.S. stocks (down from $25.0 billion during the first
quarter); net $1.4 billion in U.S. Treasury securities (up from
−$7.3 billion during the first quarter); and an unprecedented
net $92.3 billion in U.S. corporate and agency bonds (up
from $46.1 billion during the first quarter). (There were other
means and instruments by which foreign funds flowed into the
United States.) The combined inflows covered the $129.59
billion current account deficit.

Foreign purchases of U.S. stocks and Treasury securities
combined, totalled a rather meager $12.8 billion, as the stock
market was rather depressed.

The key category was that of “corporate and agency
bonds.” Agency bonds represent, principally, the bonds of the
giant secondary housing market agencies known as Fannie
Mae and Freddie Mac. These two agencies are engaged in
building and maintaining the giant U.S. housing bubble (see
EIR, June 21), and to do so, issue bonds. An initial report is
that foreigners bought a significant amount of agency bonds,
investing in the U.S. housing bubble. But that super-hot bub-

FIGURE 1

U.S. Current Account Deficit Grows:
On Quarterly Basis, 1960-2002
($ Billions) 
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ble is on the verge of bursting, and when it bursts, few alternate
gimmicks exist to suck in foreign funds. The funds to cover
the current account deficit may soon not be there.

States. Throughout its history, America generally ran a posi-
tive balance on income, based on the fact that America owned Federal Budget Deficit

On Aug. 13, the U.S. Congressional Budget Office re-a greater amount of foreign assets than foreigners owned of
U.S. assets, and thus earned more income in foreign countries leased a report, entitled, “Where Did the Revenues Go?”

which reported that whereas earlier this year, “experts” hadthan foreigners earned in the United States. But foreigners
have been induced to bring dollars into the United States by predicted a balanced Federal budget for fiscal year 2003, now

the CBO is predicting a $157 billion deficit, as a result, mostly,increasing their investment holdings of U.S. assets, dramati-
cally changing the relationship. of collapsed revenues. In fact, the deficit is much larger. The

fiscal 2003 Social Security Trust Fund surplus of approxi-The U.S. Commerce Department gives the name of
“America’s net international investment position” to the dif- mately $150 billion was illegally mixed into the so-called

“unified Federal budget.” Were it properly removed, the fiscalference between Americans’ holdings in foreign nations
(stocks, bonds, etc.), and foreigners’s holdings in America. 2003 general revenue budget deficit would be closer to $307

billion.In the second quarter of 2002, Americans owned $6.02 trillion
of assets in foreign nations, and foreigners owned $8.48 tril- On the surface, the U.S. Administration is intent on ignor-

ing reality. While the current account deficit threatens thelion of assets in America. Therefore, America built a net inter-
national investment position of a staggering −$2.46 trillion. U.S. financial system, Treasury O’Neill pooh-poohed it as

“not very significant,” and Fed Chairman Greenspan said itDuring the second quarter 2002, the U.S. ran a “balance
on income” deficit of $5.34 billion. This contributed to swell- is “not, in and of itself, a measure of anything bad, because

what that means, is that that much money is coming into theing the current account deficit.
U.S. on the part of those who want to invest here.”

Still, behind closed doors, the consequences of issues suchLure of the Housing Bubble
A primary mission to prevent disaster, involved drawing as the current account deficit are causing hysteria in the Bush

Administration, and fueling the lunacy of the “perpetual war”in sizeable foreign funds into the United States to cover the
$129.59 billion current account deficit of the second quarter. faction. Either this matter is addressed, through such mea-

sures as bankruptcy reorganization of the global financial sys-It appears that the sale of secondary housing market-related
paper was the principal lure to draw foreign funds in. tem, or, with the disinvestment from the U.S. dollar, it will

shatter this system.According to the Commerce Department’s report on in-
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• “The possibility of further equity price declines, and in
the worst case scenario, panic selling by both institutional and
retail investors;

• “A further weakening of financial institutions’ balance
sheets and profit outlooks, in particular among banks and
insurers in Europe; andEven the IMF Is Warning

• “An accelerating slowdown in net capital inflows to the
United and the associated potential for substantial exchangeOf a Systemic Crisis
rate movements.”

by Rainer Apel Effects from a War on Iraq
There were also warnings from inside the IMF staff, in

In its Global Financial Stability Report, published on Sept. mid-September, pointing to disastrous effects upon the world
economy from a new war on Iraq. This was immediately taken12, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) draws—after all

its previous cover-ups of reality—a comparison between the up by the German government in its reiterated criticism of the
American war plans on Sept. 14; Germany said that a war,present situation on world financial markets and the days of

the hedge-fund meltdown in September-October 1998. In that with oil prices being driven up, would hit the developing
sector even harder than the industrialized countries. The de-highly dramatic situation—as even then-IMF Managing Di-

rector Michel Camdessus later admitted—the global financial veloping nations could definitely not afford war-linked in-
creases for crude oil prices—there is speculation that pricessystem was teetering on the brink of a “true world catas-

trophe.” could hit $100 per barrel—and an instant collapse of the de-
veloping sector economies should be feared.In its first chapter, the IMF report states:

“During the period under review, a sharp erosion of inves- This theme had already been touched upon prominently
by German Chancellor Gerhard Schröder in a Sept. 5 inter-tor confidence, heightened risk aversion, and growing con-

cerns about the strength and durability of the global recovery view with the New York Times. Leading establishment econo-
mists, too, have realized that such a war would not only haveand the pace and quality of corporate earnings had repercus-

sions in all of the major equity, credit, and foreign exchange incalculable military and poltical consequences, but that it
will mean a global economic and financial catastrophe.markets. Market adjustments occurred against the back-

ground of the bursting of the telecom, media, and technology
(TMT) bubble. . . . War and ‘World Recession’

In Germany, the chief economist of the Federation of“First, major equity market indices declined significantly
and by early August were near or below levels not seen since German Industry (BDI), Hans-Joachim Hass, warned on Sept.

9 that an Iraq war would lead the world into recession. Alreadythe Autumn of 1998, when global markets were unsettled by
Russia’s default and the near-collapse of the global hedge now, he said, the German economy is “just above zero

growth”; no longer are there “any reserves left.” The moodfund, Long Term Capital Management.
“Second, as U.S. corporate bankruptcies hit records, insti- among German corporations and consumers has been bleak

for months; their hoped-for export-led recovery, in particulartutional investors and banks discriminated more clearly be-
tween classes of borrowers and reduced lending to high-risk a “recovery of demand in the United States,” is turning out to

be non-existent. A war against Iraq would therefore mean thatborrowers. As a result, corporate credit spreads widened, and
speculative grade borrowers faced dramatically higher bor- Germany “is stuck in recession,” Hass said. But he concluded

that the prime victim of a war against Iraq would be the Ameri-rowing costs. The credit deterioration also created a record
number of ‘fallen angels,’ whose outstanding bonds were can economy.

Deutsche Bank chief economist Norbert Walter said in adowngraded from investment grade to junk status.
“Third, the dollar continued to depreciate against the other radio interview on Sept. 13 that a war against Iraq would

cause a new global recession, and the German Association ofmajor currencies, reflecting reductions in foreign portfolio
flows into U.S. equity markets and in foreign direct invest- Wholesale and Foreign Trade (BGA) and the Association of

the Chemical Industry (VCI) jointly forecast that the oil pricement. The dollar’s decline, together with the continuous
stream of accounting irregularities in the United States and would shoot up and remain for some time at above $40 per

barrel, causing another world recession.the relative absence of them elsewhere so far, intensified con-
cerns about how much further the major currencies would be A City of London financial insider told EIR’s Wiesbaden

office on Sept. 13, that the “direction things are now headed,realigned and doubts about the sustainability of capital flows
needed to finance the U.S. current account deficit.” is that the United States will plunge into a very severe depres-

sion. Confidence is now fragile, and a war would shatter itThe IMF report, in unusually drastic language, then points
to “considerable downside risks” in the “imminent future”: completely.”
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Russians Debate Sustainable, ‘Stable,’
Or ‘Self-Sustaining’ Development
Without investment in infrastructure, technological develop-

Problems of Sustainablement for industry, and social protection for the population,
there can be no “sustainable development,” said Russia’sDevelopment: Are We Prepared for
official document for the Earth Summit in Johannesburg. TheThis Discussion?
report, prepared by Russia’s Ministry of Economic Develop-
ment and Trade, was summarized in the dailyKommersant
on Aug. 27. The authors, including specialists from Russia’s by Yuri V. Gromyko

One specific aspect of the topic of sustainable develop-Foreign Ministry and Natural Resources Ministry, wrote that
in order to achieve stable growth, Russia would need at leastment is of interest to us—Russia’s ability to formulate goals

for world development, in its own name and from its own$2 trillion of investments. “Stable” is the meaning conveyed
by the term, used to translate into Russian the phrase “sus-standpoint, and to define its mission and role in a world under-

going transformation and change. So far, we have to say thattainable development.”
The Ministry of Economic Development and Trade isRussia is not prepared for this discussion. It is unprepared,

despite certain work done by Academician N.N. Moiseyevheaded by liberalizer German Gref, but its paper for the Jo-
hannesburg meeting reflects the continuing high, reality-and the ideas of Academician D.S. Lvov, not to mention their

predecessors, particularly Vernadsky, whose scientific pro-based pressure from many quarters within Russia, to address
the plight of the real economy. gram prepared Russia for this discussion at least 70 years

ago. . . .ThedocumentofGref’sMinistrycontrastedspectacularly
with the subject of the speech prepared by Prime Minister Why do I consider Russia unprepared? Because we are

incapable of proposing (or we don’t want to) on behalf ofMikhail Kasyanov for the Earth Summit: “Conservation of
Biodiversity in Russia.” This contradiction apparently irri- Russia a new project for world development, a project that

would require the consolidated efforts of the majority of na-tated Igor Chestin, head of the Worldwide Fund for Nature
(WWF)Moscow office.Thisangry “biodiversifier” toldKom- tions, in order to construct a new world order. . . . As a world

power, Russia cannot simply follow some home-grown isola-mersant that the Russian delegation was as unprepared for
the discussion at the summit, as it was in 1992 at the Rio Earthtionist strategy. Being already part of the world and having

inherited world-scale resources, it cannot suddenly start toSummit. Chestin blamed Gref’s Ministry for not inviting rep-
resentatives of non-governmental organizations (NGOs) toview itself as a small European country, just because envious

and territorially greedy outsiders demand that the feeble pro-the delegation. Chestin was also dissatisfied with the fact that
the Russian delegation was partly represented by “diplo-prietor of these resources hand part of them over in payment

of its bills.mats.” “With such a level of preparation, Russia should not
send any delegation at all,” grumbled the WWF asset. We emphasize that arguments of precisely this type, based

on an alleged inability to manage life properly, will be usedThe most productive public debate of development poli-
cies in Russia occasioned by the Johannesburg event, is rep-as the main justification for territorial pretensions against

Russia, beginning with Kaliningrad.resentedby amajor, three-part articlebyProf. YuriGromyko,
appearing in the daily on-line publicationRussky Zhurnal
(also known by the name of its English edition,The Russian Russia Must Propose Planetary Solutions

Therefore Russia has always been in a position, where itJournal). The installments are in the Aug. 26, Aug. 29, and
Sept. 3 issues. Under the title “Problems of Sustainable De-had to propose extravagant, unexpected solutions of a plane-

tary nature and scale. If Russia tries to act from a position ofvelopment: Are We Prepared for This Discussion?” Gromyko
took up the theme Lyndon LaRouche has established in hismediocrity, it will be destroyed by circumstances, the rest of

the world, and its own population. . . . Russia today, whetherdialogue with the Russian intelligentsia during recent years:
what Russia’s mission should be in the current world crisis.we like it or not, lays claim to the heritage of Tsarist Russia

and the Soviet Union. . . .We offer excerpts of this important contribution to the discus-
sion, translated from Russian byEIR. Subheads have been Before integrating ourselves into the world community

and accepting its rules of the game, it wouldn’t be a badadded.
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thing to find out what kind of shape the world community 2. Design of programs for new, breakthrough research and
design projects, on the basis of a certain kind of breakthrough-is in. Might it, for example, be financially bankrupt?

Because in that event, an entity attempting to integrate research institution, in such sectors as aircraft design and con-
struction, space exploration, nuclear energy, and biophoton-into the world community will be assigned the sorry lot

of supporting the world currency, the dollar, with its ics. Obviously, a project of this type would require that Malay-
sia make some investments, but it could be an investmentresources and reserves.

The only solution is to muster all the effects of sociocultu- package, which would also provide for the reconstruction and
reorganization of the Russian Academy of Sciences, which,ral and technological development, to declare and demon-

strate a phenomenon of development to the world community, in turn, would make it possible to advance in several direc-
tions of fundamental research.and then transfer the technology for its implementation and

construction to any other countries of the world, which desire
to engage in such development. . . . LaRouche: Leadership for the Land-Bridge

The problem of development is necessarily bound up withThe disappearance of that ideological rivalry [between
eastern and western systems, under which technology trans- the organization of spaces and territories, including the con-

sciousness of the people living in a given area and conceptual-fer to the developing sector took place, but was driven by
considerations of military-strategic spheres of influence of izing it. The geometry of such “spatial” development turns

out to be a very important factor for analyzing problems andthe superpowers-ed.] means that the opportunity has arisen
for the first time, to project zones and points of development setting goals for development. Thus, it is no accident that

the well-known economist and Democratic Party Presidentialand create development technologies, with the proportional
participation of all the countries of the world. For Russia, candidate Lyndon LaRouche argues that Russia’s mission,

which should be the basis for the national leadership to definethis means the nations of the Arab and Islamic world, first
of all. With the U.S.A. at loggerheads with the Islamic world, strategic goals, is connected with mastery of the expanses

of Eurasia. Russia, uniquely, could take on the function ofit would be stupid on Russia’s part, not to build long-term
investment relations with the Arab countries. But the main building a geostrategic land-bridge between Europe and the

expanses of Central Asia, making possible the transport ofquestion is the purpose of building investment relationships.
They should be built for breakthroughs into the future, for de- innovative technologies from Europe into the territories of

Asia. This transportation of inventions, discoveries, and tech-velopment.
nological innovations could be organized through the creation
of so-called corridors of development, along the transportThe Phenomenon of Development

How many countries possess comparable, full-fledged arteries.
As L.G. Ivashov, vice president of the Academy of Geo-productive forces, based on the integration and complex inter-

organization of these three sociocultural spheres of thought political Studies, has emphasized, the circulation of freight
flows along transportation arteries is a supplementary supportactivity—scientific-design, educational, and production? Not

so many, it turns out. The United States, Japan, unified Eu- factor for security in this part of the region. The idea of creat-
ing development corridors in Eurasia, not only on the west-rope, and Russia are to be found in this field of possible com-

parisons. China is moving with tremendous speed toward the east axis, but also north-south, which will make it possible to
revive the economy of Russia’s North, is extremely importantcreation of full-scale productive forces, while the nations of

the Maghreb want to obtain such forces of integration. Other from the standpoint of the otherwise threatened amputation
of enormous, undeveloped continental expanses. To developcountries lack them. And it is precisely on this point, that

Russia finds possibilities for making a substantive and large- this area will allow not only Russian manufacturing to work
at full capacity, but also the production capacities of Germanyscale gambit. Russian could, for example, help Malaysia to

form a full-fledged scientific research and development sec- and France, many of which are bankrupt at the present time
and are being shut down.tor, including joint basic research projects with our Academy

of Sciences, just as Leibniz performed such work for Russia
at the request of Peter the Great. Malaysia has established ‘We Cannot Halt Production’

It might be objected, that the Rio and Johannesburg fo-university science, but university science is not the same thing
as fundamental research and development science. Such a rums were dedicated precisely to the task of lowering the

industrial and utilization load on nature. And, that all thesescientific development project would not mean the transfer to
Malaysia of already explored or obsolete research topics from development corridors and full-scale productive forces would

be aimed at increasing that load, or, at least, not at loweringthe Russian Academy of Sciences, but should rather be based
on the following elements: it. This is true, and here is where we approach a formulation

of the problem. If we want to ensure even relative equality for1. Creation of a fundamentally new institutional structure
for the organization of science, but using the almost 300-year the entire population of the planet, we cannot simply halt

production. That would mean inevitable famine and unem-experience Russia has in this area.
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ployment for the population of a huge number of countries, member of the Russian Academy of Natural Sciences Prof.
B.Ye. Bolshakov, may be called “anti-genocidal,” in that theyand an intensification of inequality. The ostensibly neutral

ecological standards, formulated by the developed countries, aim to overcome the terror inflicted by one small section of
humanity upon humanity as a whole. . . .serve the political and economic purpose of suppressing com-

petitor nations. An example is the standards for processed It is the task of humanity, to prevent the destruction of the
planet. This requires raising the level of utilized capacity,lumber. Without adopting the relevant measures in the timber

industry, Russia will be squeezed out by the Swedes, Finns, while reducing losses, lowering the inefficient expenditure
of living bioresources and organic substances. This conceptand Koreans. On the other hand, continuation of the exploit-

ative practices of a number of industries, including extractive implies the important task of ensuring that the power of cre-
ated and utilized sources of energy approximate the power ofindustries, is ruthlessly destroying nature, depriving future

generations of vitally important resources. the natural sources of energy that provide for life on Earth—
in particular, the Sun. The reproduction of conditions for lifeHere, we confront two irreconcilable positions. The first

is Malthusianism in its various forms. The key theses of this on Earth requires the reproduction, within a certain limit, of
all existing sources of power. Thus we have the idea put for-position are that population growth must be stopped, the birth

rate must be controlled, there are not enough natural re- ward by P.G. Kuznetsov’s close friend, the remarkable Soviet
philosopher E.V. Ilyenkov: “It is the task of humanity to lightsources, and growth has limits.

Posed as the alternative to Malthusianism is the position a sun in the universe.” What this means in the language of
technology is to achieve, at last, the first industrial results fromof the advocates of naive technological progress. The key

theses of this position are that the exploitation of natural re- thermonuclear fusion power, and to follow the extraterrestrial
imperative of Krafft Ehricke—to move on to the colonizationsources should be continued, natural rent should be divided

among nations, raw materials processing should be increased, of space.
It was the genius of P.G. Kuznetsov, to define beforehandand new areas of industrial development should be created,

allowing the derivation of ever more profit-yielding commod- the class of systems, in which humanity’s breakthroughs to
the future should occur. This class of systems is defined onities.

Both these positions lead to a dead end and are destructive the basis of the identification of types of laws and regulations,
which may be used in organizing development. Through ana-for mankind. The Malthusians propose to sacrifice a huge

group of countries to inequality and deprive them of any pos- lyzing types of laws and the invariants they determine, P.G.
Kuznetsov was able, using the table of spatio-temporal di-sibility for development, including simple demographic re-

production, in order to maintain the standard of living and mensionalities for all magnitudes in physics, proposed by the
famous Soviet aircraft designer R.L. Bartini, to construct aconsumption of the “golden billion.” The naive technocrats,

in turn, propose the pitiless destruction of natural resources. sort of “Mendeleyev Table” of development situations. This
table has some cells filled in, but also some empty ones, whichBut both of these positions deny the possibility of a break-

through in scientific methodology, which would make it pos- may orient the scientific community to the discovery of new
physical laws. . . .sible to master a fundamentally new class of technologies,

which use fewer natural resources and are more efficient.
These define a new technological development phase. To get New Financial Institutions Are Needed

If we undertake such a review, we should also go backbeyond these two positions requires the introduction of com-
pletely different notions about the development of humanity and analyze the term “sustainable development,” and look

again at the problem of translating the phrase “sustainableas a whole. Setting goals for the development of humanity as a
whole and defining the rights of mankind as a whole, together development” as “ustoychivoye” [in Russian, “stable” or

“sustained” development]. In our view, the philosopher P.V.with the rights of the individual, should be the tasks of the
Johannesburg summit. Malinovsky was right to propose, earlier, to translate “sustain-

able” as “samopodderzhivayushcheyesya” [Russian, “self-
supporting” or “self-sustaining”], and to link the idea of de-Developing Humanity as a Whole

Do groups exist, capable of conceptualizing the problem velopment, understood in this way, with the Aristotelian con-
cept of autopoiesis—a sort of responsible self-action, ensur-of the development of humanity as a whole? How should this

problem be conceptualized? Such groups do exist, both in ing the reproduction and build-up of certain principles of life
in a community or a nation. If we look at the idea of “sustain-Russia and abroad—in particular, the above-mentioned L.

LaRouche, author of physical economy, as opposed to the able development” as autopoiesis, it becomes possible to
bring humanist approaches to the analysis of the forms ofalchemy of finance. In Russia, Pobisk Grigoryevich

Kuznetsov—called a modern Leonardo da Vinci by a number organization of mentation, closer to the philosophical-scien-
tific and technological approaches connected with “break-of foreign scientists—explored this problem in a consistent

and highly interesting fashion. The basic ideas of P.G. throughs” and the transition to a new techno-sociocultural
phase. For it is mentation, organized on the basis of the appro-Kuznetsov, in the view of his student and close collaborator,
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priate highly effective type of education, which becomes the
resonating system, capable of responding to new ideas, long
before they are fully implemented. . . .

At the Johannesburg summit, Russia could declare its Controlled Debate on
intention to build a new, humanistically oriented civilization.
. . . Russia is prepared to formulate and propose large-scale Famine Kills Africans
projects for joint international implementation, including
the organization of development corridors in Eurasia, the by David Cherry
reconquest of territories with extreme climatic conditions
(Russia’s North, the arid deserts), and the exploration and

The environmentalists’ campaign to persuade African coun-development of near and outer space, including the coloniza-
tion of Mars and the creation of an artificial atmosphere on tries now facing starvation, to reject American donations of

genetically modified (GM) maize, is “revolting and despica-that planet. It is precisely projects like this, which could
become the engines of new breakthroughs in the electric ble,” U.S. Agency for International Development (AID) chief

Andrew Natsios said in Zambia, after its government waspower industry, and in air, space, and rail transport systems,
and could be directed toward the discovery and mastery of persuaded to refuse the U.S. food aid. The green groups, he

said, including Greenpeace and Friends of the Earth, “arenew physical principles.
The proposal of large-scale projects, with the participa- using big-time, very well-organized propaganda, the likes of

which I have never seen before” in 12 years of American-tion of many countries, makes it possible to resituate the ques-
tions of the condition of finances and the possibilities for led famine relief efforts, according to a lead article in the

Washington Times on Aug. 30.investment in such projects. The world financial system is in
a state of high instability. In order to provide investments for An estimated 14.2 million people in Zimbabwe, Malawi,

Zambia, Mozambique, Lesotho, and Swaziland are sufferinglarge-scale projects, there must be a project for new financial
institutions, which work in the interests of development for from famine, according to the UN World Food Program’s

September figures. This estimate is an increase of 1.6 millionall humanity.
since May; the famine is getting sharply worse. James T.
Morris, executive director of the UN’s World Food Program
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(WFP), addressed a press conference in Johannesburg,South
Africa on Sept. 16, in which he said the crisis was of “incredi-
ble proportions” and was increasing faster than had been
imagined. The WFP team had just completed a two-week
assessment tour of Malawi, Zimbabwe, Mozambique, Leso-
tho, Zambia, and Swaziland.

Zambia’s President Levy Mwanawasa told journalists at
the World Summit for Sustainable Development (WSSD) in
Johannesburg in the first week of September, “Simply be-
cause my people are hungry, that is no justification to give
them poison, to give them food that is intrinsically dangerous
to their health.” His Minister of Health, Brian Chituwo, only
days before, at a meeting of Southern African health ministers
in Harare, Zimbabwe, reported that some Zambians even fear
GM foods could facilitate the spread of human immunodefi-
ciency virus (HIV). Hysteria of this kind was evident in Lu-
saka, the Zambian capital, at a public meeting Aug. 12, which
the government convened to discuss the issue. There, Women
for Change Executive Director Emily Sikazwe said, “I am a
scientist by profession. . . . Yes, we are starving but we are
saying no to the food the Americans are forcing on our throats.
. . . I hope our local scientists are not being used to commit
crimes against their own people.” Others voiced similar senti-
ments. President Mwanawasa has now sent representatives to
other countries to study the question.

There is no danger from genetically modified foods. There
is, of course, a difference between the modification of genes
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that takes place in nature through cross-pollination, and the major advances in biotechnology to the multis is only one
aspect of the process.laboratory insertion of genes from unrelated organisms. But

there has been too much varied testing of, and experience Natsios emphasized his and USAID’s adherence to these
ugly measures in his June 11 briefing on the Southern Africanwith each marketed transgenic foodstuff, to maintain that a

hazard exists. famine at the World Food Summit in Rome. At the outset, he
embraced the work of Nobel Prize laureate Amartya Sen, “theAt least one leading environmentalist, Greenpeace

founder Dr. Patrick Moore, has broken ranks, to write that great famine economist” whose theory “is accepted by most
of us in the famine discipline as the pre-eminent theory of“the campaign of fear now being waged against genetic modi-

fication is based largely on fantasy and a complete lack of famine.” Sen’s theory is that the privatization of food produc-
tion and distribution, and the implementation of the Westernrespect for science and logic.”

Kenyan scientist Florence Wambugu, on behalf of a coali- model of democracy, are the keys to preventing famines.
In a June 16 commentary in the London Observer, “Whytion of African scientists, released a statement on Aug. 31 at

the WSSD, identifying the safety of GM foods. The statement Half the Planet Is Hungry,” Sen wrote that “Food self-suffi-
ciency is a peculiarly obtuse way of thinking about food secu-added, “GM foods have been eaten by millions of people in

the U.S., Canada, China, Latin America over several years rity”; it is “fetishist”; he insists on letting the “free market”
solve the problem! In democracies, Sen says, famines do not[eight years in the United States—D.C.] and there has been

no documented evidence of any harm to human beings, ani- occur: “The survival of the ruling government would be
threatened by famine, since elections are not easy to win aftermals, or the environment. To date, there are over 100 million

acres of GM crops being grown globally and the acreage famines.” Sen is Master of Trinity College, Cambridge.
Natsios went further just two days later, on June 13, inis increasing.”

an appearance before the U.S. House International Relations
Committee. In his written submission, he promoted the saleGreeks Bearing Gifts

While GM foods pose no dangers, their promoters do: of small financial derivatives contracts to African peasants as
a way to achieve food security, an idea worthy of his SenThe ancient Mediterranean world said, “Beware of Greeks

bearing gifts!” Who is USAID Administrator Andrew master. The idea is spelled out in full in Peter Hazell’s 1999
paper, “Potential Role for Insurance in Managing Cata-Natsios, and what general policy is his agency promoting?

One reason that Natsios and USAID bring the good news strophic Risks in Developing Countries.”
Hazell, of the Rockefeller-backed International Food Pol-about GM foods is that doing so serves the interests of the

food cartels and other multinationals, such as Cargill and icy Research Institute in Washington, D.C., says that micro-
derivatives, triggered by extreme weather conditions aver-Monsanto. We are no longer in the pre-1985 era, in which

publicly and privately funded agricultural discoveries were aged over an entire area, can protect the Africans from starva-
tion. The derivatives would be “bundled” and sold as catastro-made freely available. The “Green Revolution” in disease-

resistant grains, was a product of that era. But a 1985 ruling phe bonds. Lloyd’s of London, Munich Reinsurance,
Renaissance Re (Bermuda), and Swiss Re—as associateof the U.S. Patent Office permitted the granting of industrial

patents on plants and seeds, for the first time. The U.S. Depart- members of the ProVention Consortium at the Disaster Man-
agement Facility of the World Bank—all stand ready toment of Agriculture is also now compelled to sell the patent

rights to its discoveries to the highest bidder. “help.” Were high finance not at the end of its tether, such
balmy ideas would not be considered, let alone foisted onThe oligarchic families who control these food cartel

companies, set their sights in the late 1960s on tight, world- African heads of state.
Sen’s commentary in the Observer was answered in awide control over raw materials and foodstuffs, as part of

their intention to stop Third World population growth—an blistering article by Vandana Shiva in the same pages on June
23. Shiva wrote that Sen is “offering the disease as a cure.”intention shared since the early 1970s by the International

Monetary Fund, the U.S. State Department, and NGOs such She pointed out that “deregulated imports are a major cause
of poverty and famine in countries like India. Globalizationas the Negative Population Growth organization. The loyalty

of Natsios and USAID goes beyond the corporations to the has dismantled the system which guaranteed domestic market
access for farmers, a system which brought food security togrander oligarchic policy.

Will USAID food donations save lives in the current Afri- the poor.” Shiva is—surprise!—an internationally prominent
environmentalist extremist. Her Research Foundation for Sci-can famine? They will, but they have strong conditions

attached, to induce African nations to accept the multination- ence, Technology and Ecology in New Delhi is close to
Greenpeace and Friends of the Earth. It is a controlled debate,als’ food policy, as their own.

The relevant, politically acceptable measures in the case and it played well at the WSSD: One side promotes scientific
advances wrapped in economic strychnine; the other appealsof USAID are eliminating national food sovereignty and self-

sufficiency, and privatizing all government functions with to Africans’ opposition to this economic poison, with an anti-
science gospel to keep Africa backward.respect to food production. Giving patent control over all
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Dr. Mahathir Tells Asian Leaders . . .While we all accept and agree on Globalization, I am
afraid we differ, and differ widely, on the interpretation of
Globalization. . . .

Globalization at the moment is not about egalitarian shar-
ing, about common good. Presently Globalization is aboutBuild Infrastructure
competition, the competition of the marketplace. It is about
the dominance of the most efficient. Ostensibly it is about theTo Defeat Huntington
efficient giving the best at the lowest cost. But in reality it is
about establishing the monopoly of the strongest and the

“Huntington’s forecast has come true—there is now a clash of biggest. . . .
[W]hy are we so critical of Globalization? Well, it is be-civilizations, that of the West against the Islamic civilization,”

said Malaysian Prime Minister Dr. Mahathir bin Mohamad, cause globalization is interpreted simply, and almost exclu-
sively, as the free movement of capital into and out of a coun-speaking at the Asian Global Leadership Forum on Sept. 8

in Malaysia. try. Free movement means no rules, no regulations, no
conditions and no controls. While admittedly, inflow of capi-But Dr. Mahathir did not simply denounce the current

descent into chaos. As the war-party within the United States, tal benefits a country, but outflows, especially sudden and
massive outflows, can seriously damage the economy andBritain and Israel attempts to ignore all reason, and all opposi-

tion to the mad pursuit of war against Iraq, Dr. Mahathir posed even the social and political life of a country.
That was what happened in 1997. Devaluation of our cur-a solution: Attack the mounting depression conditions and

poverty in the world—which, he insists, are the actual cause rency impoverished us, and caused a fall in the price of shares.
To avoid losing money the shares were dumped by foreignof terrorism in the first place—through great infrastructure

development programs, as a means for building the peace. investors and the index plummeted. Banks and companies
were left breathless and distressed. They were all going to goEIR Founder and U.S. Presidential candidate Lyndon

LaRouche would agree. As LaRouche has repeatedly warned, under, taking the whole country down with them.
If Globalization, including FDI [foreign direct invest-it is not terrorism, nor weapons of mass destruction, which are

driving the “Clash of Civilizations” policy sought by Samuel ment], is to bring benefits to the poor countries, then it has to
be regulated, taking into consideration the weaknesses andHuntington, Henry Kissinger, Zbigniew Brzezinski, and their

clones within the Bush Administration. Rather, it is the ongo- the sensitivities of these countries. Total freedom of inflow
and outflow of capital cannot be allowed. Manipulation anding collapse of the International Monetary Fund-centered fi-

nancial-monetary system. Without creating a new, develop- speculation in the stock market and currency trade must be
banned. We have seen how much damage the manipulationment-based financial agreement to replace the bankrupt

global banking system, the Utopians’ policy of “perpetual of share prices can do even for the powerful economies.
Now, when the whole world becomes our country, thewar” to sustain their power, will carry us into a New Dark Age.

Although Dr. Mahathir poses a restructuring of the current place that we do business in and make profits from, surely we
should accept the need to pay a world tax. It should not befinancial system, rather than a new arrangement altogether,

as the means for financing his infrastructure development much. Even a half-percent of the profits after taxes should be
enough. And the world tax should be used exclusively forplan, Malaysia’s New Straits Times reported on Sept. 16 that

has proposed the preparation of a “concept paper” to address building the infrastructure so much needed by the developing
countries in order to develop, indeed to become more attrac-the “nature of the organization to manage world infrastructure

development” among sovereign nations. This kind of discus- tive to foreign investors.
We can build roads, bridges, railway lines, airports, ports,sion among world leaders is an urgent measure, required to

end the collapse and prepare for reconstruction of the world power plants, water supply facilities, etc., which will raise the
standard of living for the people, create jobs, support localeconomy. As Mahathir emphasized, the passion to develop

the human potential is the duty of man before God. suppliers and contractors and cause a real inflow of funds. It
does not matter who builds. It is not a matter of providing
funds to the governments. It is a matter of actually building the
infrastructure as indeed some countries have done by building‘Building and Sharping Prosperity:
bridges of friendship, for example. The difference is that theGiving a Human Dimension to
recipient countries will not be obliged to any particular do-

Globalization’ nor[s] who very often exert too much influence on the country
and its people.

Think of how much can be contributed towards the elimi-Here are excerpts from Dr. Mahathir’s speech to the Asian
Global Leadership Forum, held in Malaysia on Sept. 8, 2002. nation of poverty in this world if the poor countries are able to
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exploit their resources and even become attractive to investors as potential terrorists and are so treated. Because the majority
of the people of Malaysia are Muslims, all Malaysians arebecause they have all the necessary infrastructure. Think of

the lower cost of their imports and the higher earnings from being penalised. They are denied visas, are checked and re-
checked, and are humiliated when they go to certain countries.their exports. Think of the job opportunities created during

the construction, the supply of local construction materials, [Clash of Civilizations author Samuel] Huntington’s fore-
cast has come true. There is now a clash of civilization, thatthe little businesses selling food and other needs of the people

involved in the construction. . . . of the West against the Islamic civilization. And typically the
Western solution is to physically fight against the enemy, theThe world had once agreed on a voluntary contribution of

0.7% of the donor country’s GDP [Gross Domestic Product] Islamic civilization, the Muslims.
But unfortunately, short of total genocide, the terroriststo help poor countries. But most countries had reneged on

their undertaking. Besides, the funds provided may not be cannot be militarily defeated. The West refuses to acknowl-
edge this and will continue this costly war without end. . . .used properly. But an international tax is legally enforceable,

and the infrastructure projects will be specific and the con- There is practically no effort to win the hearts and minds
of the Muslims. In fact, everything is being done to alienatestruction internationally supervised, or indeed be constructed

by reliable international companies. them further, to anger and frustrate them, and to ensure there
will be a constant and probably increasing supply of recruitsThis way, much of the world poverty can be eliminated

and the anger and frustration of a large segment of the world to terrorism.
The West does not care to find out the causes of terrorismpopulation diminished. . . .

and to remove them. The faint voices protesting from among
them are ignored. The powerful are bent on revenge rather‘There Is Now a Clash of Civilization’

Then there is terrorism, a result of the frustration and than solutions. And so there will be no end to Muslim ter-
rorism.anger and bitterness in a world that tolerates oppression and

all kinds of injustices. People, innocent people, are being The world is today less peaceful than it was during World
War II. The world lives in fear. The world believes that thisdeliberately starved through sanctions imposed actually by

the very rich, the overfed and most wasteful of consumers. fear can be dealt with by raising high walls around it. Yet the
world talks about a borderless world, about Globalization.Weak countries are being militarily attacked, their people

killed and their land seized. They are punished for not accept- That just cannot happen. And when that cannot happen, the
rich resort to force, the only thing that they believe in.ing Western cultures, values and systems. Despite all the talk

about freedom of choice, about democracy and human rights, Just as force cannot remove the fear, force cannot create
a richer world. The rich may colonize the world once againthe fact is that the only choice permitted is liberal democracy.

Failure to accept democracy results in sanctions, even bomb- but history has shown that colonization did not work. There
will be constant rebellion and turmoil. Many will die as peopleing attacks, and blatant attempts to change governments by

force of arms. . . . struggle to free themselves.
The answer does not lie in confrontation, in force, in aIn Palestine today the killings go on. Yes, the Palestinians

too are guilty of terror attacks, but what recourse have they? war to end all wars. The answer lies in justice and fair play,
in being sensitive, in being willing to step back and to admitNo one is helping them or restraining their enemies. Indeed

the Israelis are being financed and armed to the teeth in order mistakes, and to banish the idea that any one race has a monop-
oly of the right values, the right systems and the right solutionsto systematically kill more Palestinians. Yet the Israelis are

not blamed. They are said to be defending themselves. That to all the human ailments. . . .
If we want to restore normalcy to this planet, the first thingthey occupy Palestinian land and kill more Palestinians than

the number of Israelis killed is considered as justified. Pales- that has to be done is to stop thinking of revenge and begin to
think of justice and fair play. Pride does not have a role intinians wanting to free their land and retaliate in the only way

they can against the Israelis are regarded as terrorists. solving human problems. Humility has. Only humility can
bring the kind of justice and fair play to reduce the causes ofI need not mention the sanctions against Iraq, Iran, Libya,

and Sudan—all Muslim countries. Is it any wonder that Mus- the turmoil, political, economic and social that the world is
facing. The arrogance of power must be eliminated. Until thenlims everywhere feel oppressed, feel angry, bitter, and frus-

trated? They cannot go to war in the conventional way. They there will be no prosperity for the globalized world.
did that before against Israel but they were defeated, largely
because Israel is backed by the great powers. The only way
they can retaliate is through acts of terror, hitting out blindly To reach us on the Web:at the innocents as well as the guilty.

Today the world lives in fear of Muslim terrorists, not
other terrorists, but Muslim terrorists. Because terrorists can- www.larouchepub.com
not be easily identified or located, all Muslims are considered
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Special Report: Science
and Infrastructure
by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.

August 23, 2002 world’s stubbornly wishful dreamers, that the world at large
is gripped by the terminal phase of economic collapse of the

During the recent two years, the Americas, Europe, and most present world monetary-financial system, a collapse of the
1971-2002, International Monetary Fund (IMF) system. Noof the world at large, have come to the fag-end of a decades-

long, popular delusion about economics. The present world recovery of that “floating exchange-rate” monetary-financial
system, will ever occur, neither during the months ahead, normonetary-financial system is already teetering at the brink of

a collapse, a collapse which has been caused by nothing but over the years to follow.
What we are experiencing, is a form of global crisis farthat delusion. Now, during the Summer months of 2002, it

has become clear, even to many among what had been the worse than that of 1929-1933. Nonetheless, it is a crisis which
we could overcome. It must be conceded, that were we to do
no more than repeat the measures of recovery used success-
fully by President Franklin Roosevelt et al., we would fail to
meet the present challenge adequately. We must restore theTable of Contents Roosevelt reforms; but, to succeed, we must add new features,
features made necessary by the great changes in political ge-

Introduction: Hoover, Roosevelt, and ography and physical economy over the course of the 1933-
George W. Bush .......................................... 16 2002 interval as a whole.

1.0 The Present National Crisis in The most urgent of the immediate, specifically physical-
Transportation ................................................. 17 economic U.S. reforms requiredby this crisis, involves imme-

Was It a Conspiracy?................................... 22 diate adoption of policies for rebuilding the U.S.A.’s basic
When Men Conspire.................................... 26

economic infrastructure. Sweeping measures for rebuildingWhat Was LaRouche’s Conspiracy? ........... 28
the systems of power generation and distribution, water man-1.1 Where Transportation Fits In.................... 29
agement, land reclamation, health-care, and education, must2.0 ‘Hard’ and ‘Soft’ Infrastructure....................... 32
be fully under way during the 2003-2004 interval. There areClassical Humanist Education..................... 33
two aspects of the United States’ basic economic infrastruc-Classical Artistic Composition .................... 35
ture which desperately require even more immediate atten-Health-Care As Infrastructure ..................... 37
tion, even prior to the November 2002 mid-term elections:3.0 A National Infrastructure Policy....................... 38
saving and rebuilding both the national railway system andU.S. Global Infrastructure Today ................ 39
the complementary air-transport system.Our Space Program...................................... 42

I explain those needed immediate measures, first describ-3.1 The American System of
ing the crisis-setting, and the national mission-orientation inPolitical Economy .................................... 45

3.2 Infrastructure and Profit............................ 47 which such actions are to be understood.
What the U.S.A. is experiencing now, is the closing act
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LaRouche’s emergency
infrastructure reconstruction
program represents the methods of
Alexander Hamilton’s American
System of political economy. “We
must restore the Roosevelt reforms;
but, to succeed, we must add new
features, features made necessary
by the great changes in political
geography and physical economy
over the course of the 1933-2002
interval as a whole.”

of a Classical tragedy: a self-inflicted ruin. This is a ruin from taxes to head lice; whereas, our more intelligent citizens
rightly blame the menace of West Nile killer-virus on thedeeply embedded in the habits acquired, over several decades,

habits acquired by our leading institutions, and tolerated by silly popular opinion which allowed the fraudulent banning
of DDT. No nation was ever threatened by destruction fromthe overwhelming majority of the population in general. If,

and only if, we, as a nation, can come to recognize the error within, except as a consequence of its prevalent popular opin-
ion. In fact, the greatest source of present danger to the Unitedin those presently widespread opinions and habits, we can

find a way out of the crisis. States from our so-called politician class, is a prevalent whor-
ish desire to be found attractive by what that class perceives toTo escape from this crisis, we must abandon so-called

“ free trade” and “shareholder value” follies, to return to what be popular opinion. So, we might speak, at times, of “Madam
Government,” and, often, of “Hollywood Madam Gov-our republic’s first Treasury Secretary, Alexander Hamilton,

outlined as an “American System of political-economy,” a ernment.”
We must accept the reality, that no recovery of the presentsystem entirely unlike the so-called capitalist and socialist

systems of Europe. The great German-American economist financial system is possible, unless our minds be freed from
the deadly, suicidal, “ free trade” and “shareholder value” de-Friedrich List named Hamilton’s outline The National Sys-

tem of Political-Economy. It is a system sometimes identified lusions of current popular opinion about economics. So freed,
we were then able to act on the fact, that the hopelessly bank-as the “American historical exception” : the system of such

anti-Locke followers of Europe’s Gottfried Leibniz as our rupt, failed present system must be replaced by something
like the successful 1945-1964 Bretton Woods system. OnceBenjamin Franklin, Washington, Hamilton, Mathew and

Henry Carey, Henry Clay, Abraham Lincoln, and avowed that is accepted, a solution to the present crisis is possible.
However, we can not simply wish for such a change; you“American System” follower Franklin Roosevelt.

Solving the present crisis means warning every foolish must help me, now, to cause it to happen.
The kinds of monetary, financial, and economic reformsAmerican populist to stop blaming Washington, and “ the pol-

iticians” for every actual or alleged suffering of our people, which we should remember as the experience of the 1933-
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FIGURE 1

Top 20% of Population Have More Than Half 
of All After-Tax Income 

* = projected 
Sources: Congressional Budget Office; EIR
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1945 Franklin Roosevelt recovery, are a model of the types
of recovery measures which will work, once again, today.
Now, as during 1944-1945 monetary deliberations, there are
two general steps which can bring about a general recovery.
First, a concert of nations must apply the methods of financial-
bankruptcy reorganization, to replace the presently failed
IMF system with a fixed-exchange-rate system. This must be
a system modelled on the 1945-1964 period of post-World
War II reconstruction. Second, those Franklin Roosevelt-like
monetary and financial reforms, must be matched by new
economic programs, programs of economic recovery in-
stalled as law by governments.

As was done under Franklin Roosevelt during the 1930s,
some part of those economic measures, including some ex-
panded infrastructure programs, should be introduced by the
U.S. President and Congress right now, before the November
2002 mid-term elections, without waiting for the completion
of the needed international monetary reforms. However, to-
day, we can not postpone the new monetary system for more
than a matter of months. The continued success of the immedi-
ate economic measures, will depend upon an early agreement
to a 1945-1964 type of international monetary reform.

Hoover, Roosevelt and George W. Bush
Against the background of the present economic crisis,

the use of the term “vacation” to describe President George upper 20% of family-income brackets has been increasingly
hard hit with loss of financial assets. That collapse is nowW. Bush’s recent retirement to Texas, has an embarrassing

double meaning. Instead of wasting precious time on vacation about to become much, much worse, unless drastic and sud-
den changes in national policy and practice are introducedamusements, such as that propaganda side-show described

as the Waco economic summit, President Bush should have now.
With the looming collapse of Federal Reserve Chairmanpushed his administration and the Congress into two emer-

gency measures to save the core of the nation’s public trans- Alan Greenspan’s mortgage-inflation bubble, areas of appar-
ent real-estate booms, such as the greater Washington, D.C.port. He should have led actions to stop the virtual free fall of

both the presently disintegrating national railway system, and area, are threatened with giant waves of foreclosures, and
catastrophically deep collapse in nominal value of the mort-the gravely endangered commercial passenger-airlines sys-

tem. Were there no immediate action to protect these systems, gages which had been bundled for processing by Fannie Mae
and Freddie Mac. Meanwhile, the international valuation ofaction along the lines of the Franklin Roosevelt precedent, to

save and rebuild those two imperilled elements of our nation- the U.S. dollar had been propped-up by foreigners’ subsidy
of the mushrooming U.S. current account deficit, and floodswide transport system, the U.S. economy would soon cease

to exist as a viable form of national economy. If we let those of flows of money, from sources including the OPEC states,
as subsidies of the U.S. financial system. Those subsidiesrail and air-traffic systems collapse now, it would take years

to rebuild up to even the level of those systems today. The are now drying out, as President Bush’s support for Prime
Minister Sharon’s Middle East war, and Bush’s pushing for adanger of such disintegration is an immediate national, eco-

nomic-security emergency. war against Iraq, is acceleratingflight out of the U.S. monetary
and financial systems.I repeat my warning: Were we, now, to allow a further

round of that shutdown of our nation’s public transport, As long as the present system persists, no general form of
economic recovery will ever occur. The so-called economicpower, and water-management systems, a shutdown which

began under the direction of President Jimmy Carter’s Na- fundamentals are hopelessly unsound.
Our nation’s situation is broadly comparable to, but fartional Security Advisor Zbigniew Brzezinski, the United

States would cease to have a national economy in fact. Since more menacing than that under President Herbert Hoover,
during 1929-1933. Hoover did not cause the Great DepressionBrzezinski came into that position of power, in 1977, there has

been a persistent, accelerating decline in the real (physical) of the 1930s, but he refused to reverse the accumulation of
policies which had been introduced under Presidents Theo-standard of living of Americans in the lower 80% of family-

income brackets (Figure 1). Recently, with the 2000-2002 dore Roosevelt, Woodrow Wilson, and, especially, Calvin
Coolidge. These foolish policies were the accumulatedcollapse of the so-called “new economy,” the lower half of the
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changes, such as the Federal Reserve Act, which, combined Massachusetts, down to Washington, D.C. (Figure 4). Start
from the South Station in Boston, and proceed through Penn-with the world-wide reign of the British Nineteenth-Century

gold standard, had dominated the 1901-1929 trends in the sylvania Stations in Manhattan and Philadelphia, through
Baltimore, and Washington, D.C. Starting from downtownU.S. and world economy. These were the policies which had

ultimately produced the two depressions in the 1922-1933 Boston, through downtown Manhattan, Philadelphia, Balti-
more, to Washington, compare the in-travel time of passen-U.S. economy. It was this trend, continued under Wall Street’s

Andrew Mellon, which was the primary cause for the 1929- gers by rail, with the lapsed time required for travel from the
city center to the airport, processing to board the aircraft, and1933 crash.

Now, like Hoover before him, President George W. Bush, so on, to reach a downtown destination in each of the cities
en route.“Number 43,” has been induced to make some terribly bad

decisions. Worst, has been the lie spread by that Administra- Now, compare the incurred costs to airlines, of maintain-
ing intercity passenger service, with the total incurred coststion and also some leading Democrats, that “ the fundamentals

are sound” and a “ recovery on the way.” In fact, the U.S. and lapsed time for travel by modern rail or maglev (e.g.,
persons, man-hours, miles, lapsed time of movement, dollarssituation today is, as I said, far more dangerous than that of

1933. The first step toward overcoming an economic depres- of capital plus cost. Lapsed time of movement is calculated
as average time, beginning with travel to mode of rail, or airsion, is to cease denying the fact of the onrushing collapse.

There is no recovery, George; Dracula will not be flying to- transport, to reaching the ultimate destination for which the
rail or air portion of travel is chosen.) (See Table 1 on p. 24.)night, or any night.

Contrary to rumors, Hoover’s reelection was not ruined Now, continuing to focus on the Northeast rail corridor
as a point for comparisons, consider the unpleasant reality,by the Depression; he was ruined by refusing, as Number 43

has done so far, to admit that a genuine depression was in that domestic airlines now in a state of actual or near-bank-
ruptcy, are slashing intercity passenger service as a way ofprogress. Like Hoover before him, Number 43 did not cause

the present U.S. depression; but, like Hoover, he adopted it effecting needed economies. Now, consider the action of the
Bush Administration, the Congress, and others, in continuingas his child. That mistake is what ruined Hoover’s hopes of

reelection. Hoover was not to be blamed for the Depression; to destroy even the presently remaining national rail service.
Now, compare the total cost to the national economy ofhe was justly blamed by Franklin Roosevelt for allowing it to

become worse. The same blunder would doom Number 43, moving passengers by highways, rather than rail types of in-
tercity and local mass transit. Include all of the costs whichand most of our citizens, too, unless the President were turned

around, to adopt a new set of advisors who might persuade society incurs by substituting highway transport for rail-type
mass transit, including bigger highways, traffic jams, and sohim not to repeat President Hoover’s politically fatal blunder.

I repeat a crucial fact. The chief difference between 1929- on. That far, we have only sampled some of the most direct
costs of the changes in work- and life-style for both the popu-1933 and today, is that today’s crisis, while similar to the

Great Depression of the 1930s, is far more serious. Nonethe- lation in general, and the national economy.
Now, shift attention to a related matter. This time, studyless, the same principles which Franklin Roosevelt used to

save the U.S. then, are key sources of insights, for defining the 1977-1980/2000 changes in economic relations among
intercity and national rail corridors, on the one side, withthe cure of the epidemic of accelerating collapse presently

under way. collapsing levels of industrial activity in population centers,
and with the amounts of passenger travel and freight-tonnage
along lines connecting these urban centers. Compare these
changes with 1971-2000 changes in the percentiles of the total1.0. The Present National Crisis in
labor force employed as operatives, engineers, and techni-

Transportation cians, in capital-intensive forms of manufacturing and farm-
ing (Figure 5). Compare these U.S. data to the case for the
agro-industrial economy of Germany over the interval 1971-Compare the portions of the U.S. national railway system

which are in service today, with the system in service prior to 1989 (Figure 6). We have reduced the percentile of the labor
force employed in production of physical goods, while in-1977 (Figure 2), and also look back to an earlier time, prior to

the late 1950s merger negotiations between the Pennsylvania creasing the percentile employed in such forms of overheard
costs as unessential low-skilled services and administrativeand New York Central railways (Figure 3).

Now, referring to the 1977 map, ask: Which intercity rail routines: no way to run a railroad!
Ask: What is the meaning of those changes to which theseroutes would be more efficient ways of transporting passen-

gers than passenger air-transport? In making the comparison, selected statistical benchmarks point?
Beginning approximately the time coinciding with theassume that modernized rail systems, comparable to France’s

high-speed intercity system, or the German design for a mag- U.S. entry into its official 1965-1972 war in Indo-China, the
U.S. economy underwent a profound change. It turned awaynetic-levitation (maglev) system were used.

For example, look at the Northeast corridor from Boston, from its tradition as the world’s leading agro-industrial na-
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FIGURE 2

Amtrak Rail Lines Lost Since 1971

Source: EIRNS.

Since its creation in 1971, Amtrak has eliminated passenger service on thousands of rail miles, while opening up service on just two routes.
There has been a significant overall contraction in America’s passenger rail service. Moreover, there was already at least one-third less
passenger rail mileage in 1971 than in 1945. Here, hatched lines designate eliminated corridors; heavy lines are those remaining.

tion, to become an increasingly decadent culture, to become the general welfare which is known as agapē in the Classical
Greek of Plato and of the Christian Apostles John and Paul;what has been called a “post-industrial,” or “consumer” soci-

ety. I have compared this 1965-2002 plunge into economic rebuilt the ruined nation he inherited from President Hoover’s
failing fingers. His opponents preferred the contrary traditionand cultural decadence, to the degeneration of ancient Italy

which characterized Roman civilization and its tradition, of Presidents van Buren, Polk, Cleveland, Theodore Roose-
velt, Woodrow Wilson, and Coolidge. Once the war had beenfrom approximately the close of the Second Punic War, until

the emergence of modern European civilization during the surely won, those opponents used the occasion of the Presi-
dent’s death, to begin the process of uprooting the constitu-Florence-centered Fifteenth Century Renaissance of the anti-

Romantic, Classical Greek tradition. tional foundations of that Roosevelt-led, capital-intensive
economic reconstruction of the nation’s physical productiveThose powerful political-financial forces which had hated

President Franklin Roosevelt, seized the opportunity pre- powers, which had been built up during the 1933-45 interval.
sented by his untimely death, to begin tearing up the founda-
tions of those American constitutional traditions which Roo- Nixon’s 1971 Decision Undid FDR’s Work

The primary target of this Roosevelt-hating, so-calledsevelt had invoked to rebuild the U.S.A. as the only world
power to emerge from the 1939-1945 war in Europe. “conservative” fi nancier-led interest, was the popular base of

Roosevelt’s leadership. The objective was to begin the pro-During 1933-1945, Roosevelt rebuilt the power and pros-
perity of the U.S.A. through his reliance on that principle of cess of ripping the general welfare clause out of the U.S.
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FIGURE 3A

Decline in Railroad-Track Mileage, 1950, 1970 and 2000, By Region
(Miles of Track)

Source: U.S. Dept. of Transportation. 
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This and following maps show total U.S. Class I track miles owned—a figure which counts multiple main tracks, railyard tracks, and
sidings. America has lost 77,400 miles, or 35%, of the Class I track it had in 1970. The national and regional bar graphs show the steep
reduction in rail miles—despite an 80 million population increase in the country—which has reduced economic productivity. (Note the
different scales of regional and national graphs.)

Constitution, and gradually degrading and corrupting those “chickenhawks’ ” foolish lust for a new war against Iraq.1

Under the growing influence of those wild-eyed utopians,portions of the population which had elected Roosevelt to an
unprecedented four terms as President. who used their roles as caricatures of Roman imperial pro-

consuls, to control both the Nixon and Carter Presidencies,Until President Eisenhower’s retirement from office, and
the assassination of President Kennedy, the Roosevelt legacy the United States underwent a fundamental change in outlook

echoing the imperial impulse of post-Second Punic Warwas still so deeply embedded in the U.S. population, that
the enemies of that legacy, the nuclear-utopian cabal, were Rome. Imperial Rome ceased to be a productive economy,

and, instead, relied increasingly on looting those populationslimited to corrosive, but inconclusive victories in their deter-
mination to turn back the clock to Teddy Roosevelt, Wilson, which it subjugated both within its empire, and on the Em-

pire’s borders. The crucial blow which brought about theand Coolidge. The case of the Suez Crisis illustrates that point.
The assassination of President Kennedy and the launching of transformation of the U.S. from a productive, to a degenerate,

consumer society, was the launching of the anti-Franklin Roo-the official U.S. war in Indo-China, signalled the takeover of
U.S. political and economic policy-shaping by a force which sevelt decision of August 15, 1971. That decision destroyed
Eisenhower had denounced as “ the military-industrial com-
plex.” That “complex” is what is otherwise known as the 1. The term “chickenhawks” is currently used to point out the lack of U.S.
utopian financier/war-making interest, as presently typified military service records among those fanatics currently most zealous in their

reckless demands a more or less immediate war against Iraq.by its sympathies for Israel’s Ariel Sharon and the political
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FIGURE 3b

East North Central Region: Abandoned and Existing Rail

John Sigerson / EIRNS 2002

In the East North Central region—Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, Illinois, and Wisconsin—one-third of the Class I rail trackage of 1970 had
been shut down by 2000. The map shows abandonment of lines to such cities as Chicago and Springfield, Indianapolis, Toledo, and St.
Louis, Missouri on the Illinois border. Rail ferries between northern Michigan and Wisconsin cities are also gone. The rail abandonment
starkly reflects the manufacturing collapse of this vital industrial region.

that Roosevelt-designed Bretton Woods system which had change-rate” system which led into the presently onrushing
collapse of the post-1971, global monetary-financial system.organized the great post-war economic build-up of 1945-

1964. President Nixon launched the so-called “fl oating ex- The collapse of many of the former industrial centers of
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FIGURE 3c

Middle Atlantic Region: Abandoned and Existing Rail

John Sigerson / EIRNS 2002

The Middle Atlantic region of Pennsylvania, New York, and New Jersey: Pennsylvania, the historic cradle of America’s rail development,
has seen extensive parts of its rail system abandoned.

the U.S.A., the collapse of the technologically progressive From the time of the 1944 Democratic primary campaign,
until the present, the utopian financier circles of the U.S.A.family-farm system, and the collapse of the U.S, rail system,

are leading markers of a decadent United States driven now, and the far-flung British Empire, were obsessed with the idea
of building a post-war, English-speaking world empire, a uto-like the fabled lemmings, to the waiting brink of the cliff.
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FIGURE 3d

South Dakota: Abandoned and Existing Rail

John Sigerson / EIRNS 2002

South Dakota represents many farm states: More than half of the rail grid in the eastern half of South Dakota, connecting it to the East, has
been abandoned.

pians’ empire modelled on the widely publicized “Open Con- poor. For such superstitious fellows, history is shaped by sta-
tistical accidents beyond the comprehension of the humanspiracy” design presented jointly by the utopian nuclear-

weapons fanatics H.G. Wells and Bertrand Russell and their will. For them, religion is a form of worship of an all-power-
ful, demonic croupier allegedly lurking under the floorboardsfollowers.
of reality.

If one points out the existence of such rules of behaviorWas It A ‘Conspiracy’?
At that point in this report, one can hear today’s wild- promoted by those influential peddlers of superstition, wor-

shippers of that demonic “ Invisible Hand” may burst intoeyed maenads and satyrs shrieking their protesting cries of
“Conspiracy theory!” mindless, repeated chanting of “Conspiracy theory!”

Contrary to such superstitious fellows, history is actuallyFools like those, when met among academics, are easily
recognized as victims of those types of wild superstitions met shaped in the way the German Classical military doctrine of

Auftragstaktik implies. I explain.among such followers of the Cathar cult as the empiricists
John Locke, Bernard Mandeville, François Quesnay, David History is shaped as Johannes Kepler, the original discov-

erer of gravitation, and first founder of a comprehensive formHume, Jonathan Edwards, Adam Smith, and Jeremy Ben-
tham. These cultists worship a god of the gamblers, whose of modern mathematical physics, defined the organization of

the Solar System. God, says Kepler, governs the lawfully“ Invisible Hand” operates from under the floorboards of the
universe, fixing the roll of the dice, so that some men, pre- ordered orbit of the planet by an intention, an intention which

Kepler identifies as a knowable universal physical principle,ferred by that “Maxwell demon,” become rich, and others
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FIGURE 4

The Amtrak Northeast Corridor

Source:  Amtrak.

is best termed “fl anking” the opposition.
Often, this means recognizing an ex-
ploitable flaw in the opponent’s tactical
expression of his intention. Since the
definition of the principles of strategic
defense by France’s great engineering
officer Lazare Carnot, superior skill in
development and use of logistics, rather
than kill-power, is a crucial margin of
difference in warfare, or comparable
mission-oriented enterprises. The ex-
ample of Gen. Douglas MacArthur’s di-
rection of the Pacific War, is an example
of the preeminent role which strategic
defense assigns to logistics.

It is the same in all important mis-
sions in life.

In peace, or war, the laws and cus-
toms of a society combine in their effect,
to form what scientists term a system, as
a specific form of mathematical physics
is a system. By “a system,” we should
understand something comparable to
Euclid’s geometry, his Thirteen Books
of the Elements. The system is based
upon an approximately fixed set of
definitions, axioms, and postulates.
That system is filled out by adding an
accumulation of theorems and related
impedimenta, each and all of which are
presumed to be not-inconsistent with
the set of definitions, axioms, and postu-
lates. A body of popular opinion, for ex-

ample, has many of the characteristic features of such a sys-the principle of gravitation. God is no gambler’s bookmaker,
no statistician. He is a God of truth, not mere opinion; He is tem. For example, the culture of Belshazzar’s Babylon was

such a system, in approximation. The notion of such a systema God of universal physical principles, principles which, as
Kepler shows, express His intention. is the point of Percy Shelley’s poem “Ozymandias.”

The point to be emphasized, is that virtually all such sys-In society in general, as in government itself, government
can, at best, choose a course of national action based upon tems encountered in scientific practice, or the prevalent prac-

tice of a society, are flawed. Most social systems known fromproven universal principles. However, that knowledge of
principles is not perfect forewarning of what will actually history have been exposed as tragically flawed. The rational

study and criticism of such mathematical and social systems,occur. We poor mortals never know all of the principles which
are operating; therefore, the field commander, or corporal will is the branch of science known as epistemology. A body of

religious belief is such a system. The doctrine of Karl Marx’sprobably find that the combat or analogous situation he faces,
is not exactly the situation which he, or his superiors expected. four-volume Das Kapital, represents such a system. Any cur-

rent body of popular opinion has the qualities of such aHis challenge, therefore, is to discover how to fulfill the spe-
cific mission to which he is assigned, by using his professional system.

For example, when a fanatical adherent of the systemskills and powers of creative leadership, to develop the needed
tactic on which successful leadership in the mission depends. known as empiricism or logical positivism, screams “Con-

spiracy theory!” he is denying the fact that empiricism is aIn the extreme case, as “old” Moltke illustrated the principle
for a specific case, the local assigned task may even be can- system. That means the empiricism common to such as Sir

Francis Bacon, Thomas Hobbes, Lord Shaftesbury’s Johncelled and replaced, on the judgment of the trusted local com-
mander. In German: Auftragstaktik. Locke, Bernard Mandeville, David Hume, Adam Smith, Jer-

emy Bentham, and their imitators. The respective. competing,Therefore, success of the mission often depends on what
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point of departure is downtown Boston’s South Street sta-
tion, proceeding to New York’s Penn Station, etc. FromRail Is Faster in Boston to New York, Amtrak’s normal train service is an
hour faster than the airline trip; its higher-speed AcelaNortheast Corridor
Express train is an hour and a half faster, although the poor
condition of Amtrak’s tracks holds the Acela below its top

Travel by rail is at least as fast or faster than air travel, in cruising speed. The Acela Express also beats plane travel
trips between most cities 350 miles (564 kilometers) apart to Philadelphia, and is comparable in the case of Baltimore.
or less. As magnetic levitation is built, it becomes the best It may appear anomalous that a trip by air takes less
mode of transport by far. time from Boston to Washington, D.C., than it does from

Table 1 shows lapsed times of travel, downtown to Boston to New York City, only half the distance. It is
downtown, from Boston to the leading cities in the North- ground transport to and from the airport that consumes
east Corridor. Since the Amtrak stations in these cities are much of the time in the trip to downtown New York City,
located in the downtown areas, they are easily accessible whereas Washington’s Reagan Airport is a short subway
from the city proper as a starting point for travel; whereas stop from downtown. Thus, the Boston to Washington trip
reaching an airport requires travel from downtown, usually is the only one, in which the lapsed time of travel is appreci-
involving several different vehicles. ably less by air than by rail.

The trip from Boston to Baltimore exemplifies the pro- But once the United States develops maglev rail, as
cess. Start in downtown Boston and take the Blue Line LaRouche recommends, the situation changes dramati-
subway to Logan Airport Station, and then the Massport cally. Maglev cuts the transport time by 60-85%, depend-
Shuttle bus to the airline terminal (total transit/ride time ing on the destination. In a maglev system, there is no steel
for the two vehicles, including a short wait, is 40 minutes). wheel riding upon steel rail; rather, magnetic forces lift,
A commuter must now arrive 2 hours before plane depar- propel, and guide a vehicle over, or under a guideway, so
ture. The flight to Baltimore will take 1 hour, 28 minutes, that it “fl oats” on a magnetic cushion. This eliminates the
and deplaning, another 15 minutes. Then the commuter major source of friction, vibration, and wear on the vehicle,
must take the shuttle bus to the MARC train station, and which slows all traditional modes of railroad transport.
the MARC train to downtown Baltimore (total transit/ride Maglev systems permit revolutionary methods of locomo-
time for these two vehicles, including average waiting, 1 tion and control of the moving vehicles. Current generation
hour and 15 minutes). From departure in downtown Bos- maglev systems travel, in extensive tests, at top speeds
ton, the traveller arrives at downtown Baltimore 5 and 45 of 280-300 mph (450-492 kmh). At that point, air travel
minutes later—assuming no baggage is checked. becomes appropriate only for distances greater than 500-

Compare train travel, and then the more revolutionary 750 miles (805-1207 km).
magnetic levitation (maglev) train. In each instance, the —Richard Freeman and Anita Gallagher

TABLE 1

Northeast Corridor: Travel from Downtown Boston
(Hours in Transit, by Mode)

Airline, Amtrak
Distance Airline, Baggage Normal Acela Maglev

from Boston No Baggage Checked Amtrak Express Train

New York 208 miles (335 km) 5.50 6.00 4.25 3.65 0.90

Philadelphia 299 miles (481 km) 5.25 5.75 6.00 5.15 1.30

Baltimore 404 miles (650 km) 5.75 6.25 7.50 6.35 1.90

Washington, D.C. 434 miles (699 km) 5.00 5.50 8.10 6.90 2.00

Source: Amtrak; Airport Services; EIR.

neo-Aristotelean outgrowths of the modified empiricist sys- cific types of systems which are not only distinct sub-types of
empiricist systems, but they can not be understood in a practi-tems constructed by Immanuel Kant, G.W.F. Hegel, and He-

gel’s crony Savigny, and other post-1789 Romantics, are spe- cal way, unless they are recognized as systemic outcroppings
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FIGURE 5

U.S. Labor Force, 1971-2000: 
Non-Productive Overhead Grows 
(Millions of workers) 

Source:  U.S. Dept. of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, "Employment & 
Earnings"; U.S. Department of Commerce, "Statistical Abstract;" U.S. 
Department of Health and Human Services, Health Resources and Services 
Administration, Bureau of Health Professionals; U.S. National Center for 
Health Statistics; EIR.
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West Germany 1989: Selected Routes 
of Rail Grid

of both anti-Classical Romanticism in general, and empiri-
cism in particular.

For example, the current form of combined economic and equalled success as a published long-range economic fore-
caster, is due chiefly to my emphasis of the overlay amongsocial philosophy of practice of the present United States, is

a system. It is a system which has connections to the earlier two kinds of systems: The system represented by physical
science, and systemic features of the differentiated social-systemic features of U.S. mass behavior, but which is func-

tionally distinct from the dominant systemic features of pre- cultural systems of which a society is composed.
Whether in Classical tragedy, or current history, the cru-1965 mass behavior of the U.S. The change of the United

States from its earlier character as a producer society, to its cial features of long-ranging social processes, are most clearly
expressed by the effects of the breakdown of what had beenrecent decadence as a consumer society, is typical.

For example, most among those Americans who passed previously well-established social-political systems. In such
latter cases, the society’s habitual adherence to customarythrough adolescence during the 1960s, often seem almost a

different species than their parents’ and grandparents’ genera- rules of behavior has led, ultimately, to a loss of that system’s
superficially apparent, temporary appropriateness to the situ-tions, chiefly because of the cultural paradigm-shift character-

istic of the mid-1960s shift from a producer-oriented system ation now confronting it. “The system doesn’ t work any
longer as it was supposed to!” So, a generation or more aftertoward a consumer-society system. There is an even more

pronounced cleavage between the systemic outlook of the the rise of the ideology’s influence, perhaps longer, reality
has overtaken the system, exposing the fatal flaw embedded“Baby Boomers” and their children’s generation.

It is such systemic cultural features of cultures, and such within it from the beginning.
The farcical “economic conference” recently performedsystemic differences among successive generations of the

same culture, which are crucial in attempting to make any at Waco, is an exemplary symptom of such a breakdown
at the end-phase of a previously habituated system of massimportant forecast of the likely developments within a society

as a whole, or a definable stratum of that society. My un- behavior. President Herbert Hoover’s pitiable folly, in his
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response to the 1929-1933 crisis, is an example of the way in and monetary-financial crises, are reflections of the effects of
widespread sharing of what are chiefly the misguided beliefswhich what had been considered reliable beliefs, turn cruelly

against the believers. Such are the evidences of what is accu- (vox populi) of a large population. The center of the systemic
conflict so defined within today’s U.S.A., is the often embit-rately identified as a systemic crisis.

The following little example is noteworthy. tered opposition between those who believe in the regulated,
production-oriented American System of political-economyThe occurrence of what had been the inevitable collapse

of Enron, has triggered a hue and cry against alleged “bad of President Franklin Roosevelt, and the opponents of that
system, who prefer the decadent, consumerism-oriented sys-apples” among prominent executives of corporate basketry.

Foolish people now cry: “Weed out the bad apples, and all tem of deregulation and “ free trade” currently preferred
among anti-Roosevelt, American Tory ideologues. It is thewill be well once again!” In fact, the badness of those apples,

the inherent moral corruption of those apples, is an inevitable latter system whose axiom-driven failure has prepared the
way for, and unleashed the present world depression.product of the system launched by Federal Reserve Chairman

Paul Volcker in the fourth quarter of 1979, a system continued Today’s relevant, systemic conspiracies are assorted
among three outstanding types.by Volcker and Alan Greenspan ever since: the so-called

“shareholder value” system. To clean up that system would The first two types, represent, respectively, ad hoc or sys-
temic forms of belief in a fixed system, the latter like that ofrequire nullifying all of those relevant legislation and Federal

court decisions since 1982, which favored the practices of both Aristotle and the empiricists; the definitions, axioms,
and postulates of the system remain permanently constantIvan Boesky, Michael Milken, the Keating Five, and George

Soros. The rotten-apple system features the role and influ- within the limits of that specific system. The third type, ex-
presses the Classical conception of man in the universe asenceof the Democratic Leadership Council (DLC), deregula-

tion, “privatization,” and so on, which went into building such typified by Plato, Kepler, Leibniz, Gauss, and Riemann. This
latter view rejects axiomatically that notion of a fixed setedifices as the financial architecture and corporate practices of

Enron, the dot.com bubble, and the Fannie Mae-led mortgage of so-called “ ivory tower” axioms, which we associate with
Aristotle, Claudius Ptolemy, and empiricists such as Galileo,bubble. The problem is not the apples; the source of the rot in

those apples is the tree. The rot is the decadence built in, Descartes, Bertrand Russell, et al.
The third view is typified by the discoveries of mathemati-axiomatically, to the consumer society as a species of politi-

cal-economic system and legal philosophy. cal physicist Bernhard Riemann, as Albert Einstein came
around to accept, explicitly, that view—of a finite but un-
bounded universe—which had been defined by the discover-When Men Conspire

The scrupulous epistemologist warns, that the uses of the ies of Kepler and Riemann. This third view is that which
I have shared, with increasing efficiency, since adolescentterm “conspiracy” have one meaning in common, but also

three meanings which are explicitly contrary to one another. wrestling with the leading Seventeenth- and Eighteenth-Cen-
tury English, French, and German philosophers, includingEach of these uses of the term, signifies a sharing of inten-

tion among some, or even nearly all of the members of a Leibniz and Kant. My choice is the view which corresponds in
practice to what Alexander Hamilton defined as the Americansociety. In the term’s common use, it signifies a plot, a

scheme, to some purpose which is held secret from persons System of political-economy. This third view, explicitly that
of Leibniz, locates the source of profit of national economiesoutside that particular association. In the more significant use

of the term, it points toward a sharing of belief in a set of as a whole in the development of the physical productive
powers of labor, a development originating in the discoveryassumptions which have the implied character of a special set

of definitions, axioms, and postulates. In the latter case, we and application of new universal physical principles.
That American System has its explicit origins in two cru-may speak of “shared belief in a system.” We speak of sys-

temic, rather than ad hoc conspiracies. cial aspects of Leibniz’s discoveries in political-economy.
First, Leibniz’s founding and initial elaboration of that branchAll of the important features of the present U.S. economic
of physical science known as physical economy, over the
interval 1671-1716. Second, as the U.S. 1776 Declaration of
Independence attests, Leibniz’s definition of “Life, Liberty,WEEKLY INTERNET
and the Pursuit of Happiness,” in his exposure of the fraudAUDIO TALK SHOW
of John Locke’s Cathar-like, pro-slavery definition of “Life,
Liberty, and Property.”The LaRouche Show

In the third view, the only source of actual profit of an
EVERY SATURDAY economy as a whole, is the application of discovered universal

physical principles to the effect of creating new states of na-3:00-4:00 p.m. Eastern Time
ture, states of nature which could not have existed prior tohttp://www.larouchepub.com/radio
making those discoveries of what are provably universal
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physical principles. The proof must be physical, not mathe- powers of labor.
Such progress confronts us with three leading proposi-matical.2 The typical effect of such policies of science-driven

practice, is to increase what I have defined as the potential tions. First, progress as expressed by the individual’s econom-
ically efficient relationship to the state of affairs of the existingrelative population-density of society, as measurable per cap-

ita and per square kilometer of the Earth’s surface. society; second, the physical condition of the society in which
that individual is acting; and, third, the care for the welfare of
the individual member of society, including the transmissionThree Characteristics of the American System

The meaning of the term “ ideas,” as defined by Plato of the store of knowledge of principles, culture per se, to
the development of the individual, especially the immature,and his followers, is restricted to the implications of such a

definition. Such discoveries of principle (ideas) are of two new individual.
Therefore, the primary function of government is to con-forms. First, the discovery of ideas concerning nature, as by

an individual discoverer of a principle of abiotic physics or spire to provide and maintain the system which responds to
those requirements. This intention is best served by the Amer-of biology. Second, discoveries of social principles bearing

upon mankind’s increased power to acquire, and cooperate ican System of political economy.
That system has three leading components: basic eco-in realization of such ideas. The latter ideas, respecting the

intellectual organization of social relations, have distinct nomic infrastructure, the economic responsibility of govern-
ment; economic entrepreneurship, the economic functionphysical effects. Therefore, such ideas respecting the social

organization of mankind around ideas, also qualify efficiently contributed by the individual proprietor; and, culture in the
Classical sense of that term. These characteristics of theas universal physical principles, in the same sense as any

other experimentally validated discovery of a universal physi- American System of political-economy are expressed essen-
tially in the Preamble of that U.S. Federal Constitution whichcal principle.3

Therefore, the ability of society to generate a true profit, is everywhere subject to the controlling principles expressed
by the Preamble.depends absolutely on the discovery and application of man’s

discovery of both classes of new universal physical princi- Three essential principles are expressed by that Preamble,
two primary, one an important corollary. First, the principleples, as I have included among physical principles, certain

types of ideas respecting social organization. With that impor- of perfect sovereignty; second, the principle of the general
welfare; and, third, that the general welfare is defined as in-tant qualification, we might say that the only source of sustain-

able true profit of a society, is the quality of scientific and cluding that of posterity, not only those presently living.
The significance of that Constitution, as defining an his-technological progress driven by an ongoing process of an

individual’s voluntaristic discovery and application of an ex- torically exceptional quality of U.S. accomplishment, is best
demonstrated by looking at the axiomatic folly embedded inpanded store of such combined types of universal physical

principles. the European models of parliamentary systems.
To begin, we should stress that anyone who regards U.S.Thus, we should rightly regard the influence of the doc-

trines of the neo-manichean Cathars, as echoed by Locke, constitutional law as rooted, in any sense, in the English
Magna Carta, is a hoaxster or a fool. The Magna Carta wasQuesnay, Mandeville, Adam Smith, et al., as intrinsically evil,

since those doctrines define a social order in which the pros- intended and applied to defend the form of baronial anarchy
characteristic of a feudal system of virtual slavery. The intentperity of a few, is premised upon the subjugation of the many

to the status of dumbed-down virtual human cattle. In opposi- was to protect the privileges of “serf-holder value” from any
attempt to establish a sovereign nation-state accountable fortion to such wicked doctrines as those of such neo-Cathars,

the American System of political-economy is premised upon the general welfare of the nation and its people. The imposi-
tion of that Magna Carta typifies the order of Europe duringthe efficient sharing of participation in a system based upon

increasing the productive powers of labor, an increase ef- the brutal near-millennium of domination of Europe, and
other parts of the Mediterranean region, by the imperial mari-fected through fostering and employing increasingly capital-

intensive investment in scientific and technological progress; time power of Venice’s financier oligarchy. Throughout most
of the centuries during the interval from the death of Charle-through fostering the universal increase of the productive
magne until the death of England’s Richard III, Europe and
the adjoining Mediterranean region were dominated by a part-

2. Cf. Carl Gauss’s 1799 announcement of the discovery of the fundamental nership between Venice and the brutish Norman heritage of
theorem of algebra is the Classical refutation of the axiomatically “ ivory William the Conqueror and his Plantagenet/Anjou suc-
tower” mathematics ofd’Alembert, Euler, and Lagrange, andalso of Laplace, cessors.
Cauchy, Clausius, Grassmann, Felix Klein, Ernst Mach, et al. Gauss’s argu-

The Norman conquest of England, and all of the Crusades,ment echoes those of Archytas, Plato, Eratosthenes, et al., showing that there
were a continuing expression of this Venice-orchestrated alli-exist only physical solutions for the doubling of the square and cube.
ance of so-called “ultramontane” interests against recurring3. Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. The Economics of the Noösphere (Washington,

D.C.: EIR News Service, 2001). efforts to establish sovereign states. The efforts to “globalize”
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the world economy today, are an attempt to resurrect the de- rope have been the lawful prey of either foolish monarchs,
such as Edward VII, Kaisers Wilhelm and Franz-Josef, andpraved conditions of life under medieval Venice’s imperial

sway. The rise of Venice-orchestrated religious warfare Czar Nicholas II, or of those central banking interests which
act in concert to topple elected parliamentary regimes almostwithin Europe, from 1511 through 1648, was a product of this

same ultramontane interest.4 at whim.
The root of the centuries-long conflict between the Ameri-With the decline of the temporal power of the city of

Venice, following the 1648 Treaty of Westphalia, the Venice can patriots, such as Lincoln and Franklin Roosevelt, on the
one side, and the American Tories, since Judge Lowell andmodel of financier-oligarchical forms of imperial maritime

power, was adopted by the rising financier oligarchy of the Jeremy Bentham’s agent, the Bank of Manhattan’s Aaron
Burr, on the opposing side, is this issue of central banking. ItNetherlands and England. The cases of William of Orange

and the Eighteenth-Century British East India Company, typ- is a matter of principle, that a government which is unable
to exert sovereignty over its credit, currency, and bankingify this development. It is fairly said, that the parliamentary

systems of Europe since 1648, owe most of their axiomatic system, has no real sovereignty at all. Only as under a Presi-
dency as powerful as Franklin Roosevelt’s was, can the Vene-characteristics to the legacy of either Venice’s traditional

asset, the Habsburgs, or the Anglo-Dutch imperial maritime tian-style oligarchical insolence inherent in an existing cen-
tral banking system be held in check. The appropriate measureform of oligarchical model.5 The axiomatic difference be-

tween the United States’ constitutional American System of for all times, is typified by Treasury Secretary Alexander
Hamilton’s design for a U.S. National Bank.political economy, and British capitalism, and also Marx’s

principled opposition to the U.S. economy and Constitution,
are rooted, respectively, in the Venetian characteristics of What Was LaRouche’s Conspiracy?

At this point, for the sake of clarity, I shall now shift forAnglo-Dutch financier-oligarchical models and Marx’s sci-
entifically illiterate defense of the British model against the a while, to referencing myself in the third person singular.

That axiomatic conflict between sovereign governmentcontrary American system.
Thus, the most characteristic feature of governments de- and central banking, has been the uninterrupted issue of a

LaRouche Presidential candidacy since 1975. As official FBIrived from the Venetian imperial-maritime model, is the es-
tablishment of a private corporation, a “central bank,” as a documents and comparable sources have documented repeat-

edly, since 1973, the combination of Lyndon LaRouche’sseparate, ruling financier power: a virtual power over govern-
ments, as Presidential candidates Gore and Bush agreed in uniquely vindicated long-range forecast of what happened

on August 15, 1971, combined with LaRouche’s humiliatingtheir 2000 campaign debates. The U.S. Federal Reserve Sys-
tem, created at the direction of the personal banker of En- defeat of Professor Abba Lerner, in a celebrated public Au-

tumn 1971 debate at Queens College, marked LaRouche asgland’s Edward VII, Ernst Cassel, through Cassel’s New
York agent Jacob Schiff, is such a Venice-style echo of Ven- an intellect to be feared by the financier interests which had

launched the new, floating exchange-rate monetary systemice’s medieval Lombard banking system of Bardi, Perruzzi,
et al. The new form of International Monetary System (IMF), on August 15, 1971. LaRouche’s 1975 announcement of his

1976 Presidential candidacy, his launching of a Middle Eastlaunched on August 15, 1971, has since shown itself, as in the
cases of Argentina and Brazil, a faithful heir of that Lombard peace initiative in April of that year, and his simultaneous

proposal for an emergency international, gold-reserve-basedbanking-system which wiped out one-third of the population
of Europe during the mid-Fourteenth-Century “New Dark monetary reform, produced vivid, often even paranoid ex-

pressions of intellectual fear from relevant quarters, such asAge.”
Lacking a form of Presidency specified by the U.S. Fed- then Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger.

The problem has been, that since the assassination of Pres-eral Constitution, the parliamentary systems of modern Eu-
ident Kennedy, no President has challenged the post-Roose-
velt arrogance of the Federal Reserve System. Since 1976, no

4. Much credit for ending that war belongs to Pope Urban III and his special currently prospective U.S. Presidential candidate but Lyndon
diplomat, France’s Jules Cardinal Mazarin. Mazarin was key in bringing LaRouche has shown the indispensable combination of
about the Treaty of Westphalia. For that reason, Mazarin’s Jean-Baptiste

knowledge and commitment to principle, required to chal-Colbert has been bitterly hated and libelled by the Netherlands and British
lenge those reigning American Tory interests (including tra-followers of the Venetian oligarchical model, ever since. The development

of what became the American System of political-economy owes much to ditional organized-crime interests) which presently exert
Leibniz’s alliance with the circles of Colbert. jointly, top-down control over the political parties and many
5. In modern history, the Spanish and Austrian branches of the Habsburg parts of the Executive and Federal Court. The issue has been:
monarchies are expressions of a broader Fürstentum assembled from a recur- Will the leading parties, and the voters generally, continue to
ring alliance of feudal princes often operating under the title of “Holy

support only Presidential candidacies acceptable to the ToryLeague.” This body was usually more powerful than the monarch himself,
forces controlling the Federal Reserve System? If we continueand usually ran the secret police agencies (e.g., Geheimpolizei) through the

Fürstentum’s control over Chancellors such as the famous Prince Metternich. to support that system of selection even now, the United States
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is probably doomed to an early end of its existence in its professions and useful crafts.
Essentially, speaking in broad terms, that which pertainspresent constitutional form, and to a hopeless plunge into

something far worse than a mere depression, into a general to the relative universality of all the general area of land and
sea, and to the entire population occupying that territory, is thebreakdown crisis.

President Reagan had some of the essential qualities of a responsibility of the sovereign nation-state and its agencies of
government. That which pertains to the particular individual,President, and, beyond reasonable doubt, Bill Clinton was,

personally, the most intelligent of the Presidents since Jack family, or to persons associated in some closely held private
enterprise, should be usually treated as within the provinceKennedy. However, if the President of the United States lacks

the combination of intelligence, knowledge, and guts, to take of private enterprise.6 General transportation, by sea, ports,
inland waterways, rail, and also public highway systems, typi-on the American Tories’ fi nancier oligarchy, directly, consis-

tently, without vacillating as all political opportunists do, “He fies the government’s unique responsibility and authority for
creation, maintenance, and direction of basic economic infra-ain’ t worth shucks” in today’s crucial moments of existen-

tial crisis. structure. General land-maintenance, development and man-
agement of water resources, related functions of public sanita-Suppose a candidate now qualified for the Presidency is

presented. Would the majority among citizens support that tion, the general production and distribution of power, are
also typical subjects of the inalienable responsibility of gov-candidacy? Offhand, most observers would agree, “Probably

not.” If they are right, what happens to the U.S.A.? Therefore, ernment to promote, protect, and regulate for the benefit of
the general welfare.as was the case with the self-doomed citizens of Italy under

ancient Rome, the greatest source of danger to the people of Such typical elements of hard infrastructure, are comple-
mented by essential elements of universal social welfare, prin-this nation is their own current popular opinion. That popular

opinion is also a system, the system which is, in fact, the cipally education and the health-care and sanitation systems
which support and complement the private role of the medi-greatest single threat to all of them today.

Such was always the cause of a nation’s doom, on the cal profession.
The principal other aspect of a national economy, is thestage of Classical tragedy, or real-life tragedies of actual na-

tions or cultures. The root of a self-inflicted national tragedy application of the sovereign creative powers of individuals,
such as private entrepreneurs, to a local part of the wholelies in the smallness of the mental life of the people; tragedy

is what a people, a popular culture, does to itself. territory and population. The technologically progressive
farmer is typical, as is the technologically progressive varietyIf you have not been working to change popular opinion,

as candidate LaRouche is doing, you were not qualified to of closely held entrepreneurship in manufacturing, or skilled
technical services.become President in 1976, 1980, 1984, or any later time, up

to the present. A real crisis requires real leaders, like Athens’ Thus, the essence of real economy (physical economy), is
defined by the distinction between the two interdependentSolon, even if the only such available are wise-cracking old

geezers. Real leaders, in such a time, are those who challenge elements of the economy as a process, as a system: the physi-
cal economy of the territory and population of the nation asthe authority of the foolish popular opinion which got us into

the mess; the cowards appeal to the very prejudices which an indivisible whole (the relative universal) and the role of
the particular, sovereign individuality within the process as athey seek out and to which they appeal; they have created the

disaster. Otherwise, the cowards and bunglers reveal them- whole. The function of transportation can not be competently
defined, except by addressing that subject in terms of thatselves to be such, by their attacking isolated, so-called indi-

vidual “ issues,” usually local or special-constituency issues, relationship between the universal and particular.
For purposes of first approximation, start from the laterather than the actually determining role of influential person-

alities in all crucial historical matters. Real leaders for a time Professor Wassily Leontief’s contribution to developing a
system of accounting for the U.S. national economy in linearof crisis are those who act for relevant, competent, axiomatic

changes in the existing system. Such is the lesson which his-
tory had already taught to those wise enough to have learned.

6. Today’s publicly held joint-stock corporation, is, typically, a different
order of species than an entrepreneurship. The latter functions under the
intent of the right to hold and use personal property under the protection and1.1. Where Transportation Fits In
rules of government, and within the bounds of the “general welfare clause.”
Although this is specific to the U.S. Constitution, the notion of a common-
wealth was the principle of natural law underlying the practice of post-feudal,The chief feature of the general division of labor in a
modern European civilization since France’s Louis XI and England’s Henryhealthy form of modern nation-state, is the distinction be-
VII. Themoral inferiority of the WallStreet-controlled variety of large corpo-tween what are distinguished from one another as, on the one
ration to the entrepreneur has gone to extremes, for the worst, under the

side, basic economic infrastructure and, on the other, the role impact of the recent thirty-five years cultural paradigm-shift, especially since
preferentially assigned to private entrepreneurship in such Zbigniew “ technetronic” Brzezinski’s 1977-1981 reign as National Secu-

rity Advisor.categories as agriculture, manufacturing, and relevant learned
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terms of approximation. Actually, a linear input-output model Friedrich List through the completion of the first transconti-
nental link, under the influence of Abraham Lincoln. Thedescribes only an economy at the first moment of its death;

a viable economy is intrinsically a non-linear system of a transcontinental system transformed land-area from a rela-
tively primitive economic state into regions of rich agricul-Riemannian type, as I have defined this.7 Nonetheless, the

Leontief model illustrates some crucial facts about the eco- tural and other development along the flanks of the right of
way. The railway was creating physical economy within thenomic function of mass transportation, After that fact is pre-

sented, we can proceed to address the way in which transpor- region through which it moved, and the railway became the
mode through which the resources of relatively remote areastation functions in a healthy, non-linear economy, rather than

an implicitly dead, linear-mathematical model of the axiomat- could be accessed, and then combined, to produce the explo-
sive growth of agro-industrial power of the U.S.A.ically pathological John von Neumann, systems-analysis

type. Actually, the railway system was developed at no net cost
to the U.S. economy. Even if that railway system produced
nothing else, the production facilitated by such mass transitThe ‘Worldwide Cup of Coffee’

The particular production of a product at some particular increased the per-capita productivity to such effect, that this
benefit exceeded greatly the actually incurred capital andlocation in the world’s economy as a whole, depends, today,

upon inputs to the location of that production from many parts operating, physical costs of the transportation system. The
ability to effect the assured delivery of passengers and freight,of the world. This input includes labor, materials, power, and

so on. The analysis of local production, requires estimates from any locality within the nation, to any other locality
within the nation, was a principal source of the growth ofand management of items listableon what are termed “process

sheets” and “bills of materials.” The items so listed, as sup- national productivity, from the time of the Lincoln Presi-
dency, until the wrecking of the agriculture and other essentialplied from other production, include production from various

parts of the world as a whole. parts of national economy, under the 1977-1981 direction of
National Security Advisor Zbigniew “Technetronic” Brzezi-In teaching a course in economics, at various college and

university locations during the 1966-1973 interval, I included nski’s program of “deregulation.”
It was not the operating costs of that rail system whichthe concept of “a world-wide cup of coffee.” I situated the

class’s attention on the idea of sitting in a diner where they ruined it. It was the cannibalistic looting of almost everything
by Wall Street’s and London’s parasites, combined with theare presented with a cup of coffee. I asked them to back-trace

the ultimate origin of everything represented by that cup of catastrophic effects of deregulation, which virtually de-
stroyed a railway system whose contribution to net nationalcoffee. This included not only the coffee beans, but the water,

the cup, the spoon, the milk, and the sugar; but also the diner physical income exceeded the actual combined depreciation,
maintenance, and operating costs incurred. In a rational sys-within which it was being served, including the stool and

other fixtures of the diner; and also what was required to tem, long-range truck transport’s inherent costs borne by the
national economy, are far greater, per ton mile, than a techno-produce and support the families of those employed there. I

asked them to consider not only the quantities from each logically modern form of well-managed, integrated national
rail system.source, but also the cause-effect time-sequences involved.

Thus, the students found themselves staring at that imagined By a rational system, one means one in which freight-
rates and schedules provide a local community with a qualitycup of coffee, and seeing much of the history of world-wide

mankind reflected in that object before them. of service at a cost per ton to the shipper no higher than
available for major markets. Entire regions of the U.S. na-All of the ingredients transmitted, to be expressed by that

cup of coffee, involved a system of transportation. Think of tional economy have been murdered economically by Brzezi-
nski-led, cannibalistic “deregulation” of transportation andcertain similarities between that process of transportation and

the interdependency expressed among cardio-vascular, lym- other categories of basic economic infrastructure. Brzezinski
and his accomplices destroyed precious physical capital; theirphatic, digestive, respiratory, and nervous systems. At each

interval along each of those pathways of movement, things looting operations down-shifted the U.S. economy as a whole
to a qualitatively lower level of national productivity per cap-are happening, entering and departing the conduit represented

by the system as a whole. The existence of every process ita and per square kilometer.8

When the economy is examined in axiomatically non-through which these conduits are leading, is essential to some
aspect of the adjacent activity at each point along the pathway. linear terms, rather than the linear input-output models of

Leontief et al., the most crucial features of the national rail-The system is no mere “pipeline,” no mere conveyor belt; it
is an active organism. transport network become clearer. Refer to my description of

Compare the development of the railway system in the
United States, from the work of German-American economist 8. U.S. government and Federal Reserve reports published since 1982, have

been dominated by an increasingly massive ration of willful accounting
frauds, conducted under the rubric of “hedonic values.”7. LaRouche, op. cit.
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“ the third view,” the Riemannian view, earlier.9 knowable truth.
The fostering and application of such discoveries, to theTo the degree the individual or society acts according to

stubborn tradition, he or that society is behaving as an animal, effect of increasing the potential relative population-density
of society, is the proper physical definition of economic profit.not a human being. An animal can learn, but the limit of its

learning is defined by what we may term loosely, and fairly, Without such profit, the marginal depletion of currently em-
ployed natural resources would result in a lowering of theas the creature’s genetic heritage. The creature can adapt to

its environment through learning, but its powers of adaptation effective per-capita physical income of society, resulting in
an economic loss through technological attrition. The watch-are limited by what are ostensibly the outer limits determined

by its (his, her) biological heritage. Similarly, to the degree word becomes, thus, “progress or die!”
All known cultures existing prior to Europe’s Fifteenth-that the members of society act according to sense-certainty,

the same kind of limitation prevails. It is only as the person Century Renaissance were thus either doomed, like ancient
Babylon and Roman culture, or collapsed into a prolongedgoes outside habitual, or customary belief and behavior, that

a culture is qualified to continue to survive more or less in- relative dark age. The cause for this collapse was either intel-
lectual scientific and moral bankruptcy of the culture, as indefinitely.

The only existing physical proof, that the human individ- Babylon and Rome, or, in the case of the relatively superior
culture of Classical Greece, the subjugation of a large part ofual is better than a mere animal, is the ability of the individual

member of the human species to generate the discovery of the population to the abused condition of human cattle, even
slavery. So, the hegemonic culture of medieval Europe, asan experimentally valid universal physical principle, such as

Johannes Kepler’s uniquely original discovery of the princi- typified by that Venetian-Norman abomination, the Thir-
teenth Century’s Holy League, plunged all of Europe into theple of universal gravitation.10 The discovery of those types of

universal physical principles, or the re-enacting of such a genocidal New Dark Age of the Fourteenth Century, the dark
age from which the Italy-centered, Fifteenth-Century platonicdiscovery, as by a student, is the act which distinguishes the

man and boy from the monkey.11 Through the discovery and Renaissance not only rescued the previously shattered Pa-
pacy, but also gave birth to that modern European civilizationapplication of such discovered principles, society is able to

burst the kind of biological limits which impose an approxi- which the Venice-led, Sixteenth-Century anti-Renaissance
sought to drown in religious warfare.mately fixed upper limit on the potential relative population-

density of the higher apes, thus raising the potential popula- The only assurance of continued prosperity, is the foster-
ing of the intellectual development of all of the people oftion of the human species from mere millions of individuals,

to billions today. Such efficacy of universal physical princi- society, the practice of the common good, the promotion of
the general welfare. This requires the collection and transmis-ples of those characteristics, serves mankind as a standard of
sion of the truthful discoveries of other societies, as well as
those of our predecessors. The reliving of those inherited dis-

9. A truly non-linear view bans all ivory-tower mathematics, such as that of coveries of principle, combined with the devotion to effecting
Euler, Lagrange, Laplace, Cauchy, et al., from physical science, and replaces

and sharing new discoveries of universal principle, ensuresthe space-time assumptions of a Cartesian model with a system in which
the optimal moral development of the character of the young.only experimentally proven universal physical principles are accepted as

mathematical “dimensions.” See Riemann’s 1854 habilitation dissertation, This provides the climate in which an optimal ration of the
Über die Hypothesen, welch der Geometrie zu Grunde liegen ; (New York: members of society will participate in the promotion of prog-
Dover Publications reprint, 1953). For example, in his 1761 Letters to a ress. This fostering of such participation by the individual, is
German Princess, Newton doctrinaire Leonhard Euler premises his attack

the reality for which the use of the term “ freedom” shouldon Leibniz’s infinitesimal calculus, on the assumption that infinitesimals do
be allowed.not exist, arguing that straight lines can always be drawn between two points

along a line of the shortest possible distance. Hence, Euler, like Lagrange, Such are the rightly included goals to be served by aid of
Cauchy, et al., degrades physics to a mathematics based upon linear systems, mass transportation. The moral and economic effects are two
in opposition to the definition of the catenary as a physical curvature express- faces of the same coin. The “bloodstream” of mass transporta-
ing universal least action. The latter, as shown by Leibniz and Jean Bernouilli,

tion also transmits ideas and their application, as expressedis the basis for the definition of the infinitesimal calculus. This notion of
in the form of technologies spun from the thread of scientificphysical geometry, as opposed to the “ ivory tower” geometries of Euler,

Lagrange, Cauchy, Grassmann, et al., is expressed by Gauss’s 1799 definition discovery, and expressed in the forms of products and tech-
of the complex domain, as opposed to the delusion of Euler, Lagrange, et niques. Thus, the development of the U.S.A. through high-
al.’s assertion that the square root of minus-1 is merely an “ imaginary” ways, canals, improved river courses, and rails, was more
number. The complex domain expresses the efficient existence of a physical-

than the transport of things; it was the transmission of ideas,geometric domain, as distinct from an essentially arithmetic one. The cate-
and of the means needed to express those ideas in forms ofnary is the typical physical curvature of the complex domain.
physical practice conducive to the fostering of accelerated10. The New Astronomy (1609).
rates of scientific and technological practice. The innovative11. As I have already specified, a principle of social cooperation which
spirit of the progressive farmer and mechanic, transformedenables society to apply such physical principles, is also an experimentally

provable principle. such objects into, not merely objects of consumption, but
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stimulations of the innovative potential of the users of those mental proofs of discovered universal physical principles.13

The discovery of a valid universal scientific principle, beginsproducts. Henry Ford’s Model T, is a celebrated example
of this. The development of the integrated generation and with evidence which stubbornly defies current methods of

systemic interpretation of some aspects of sense-perception.distribution of electrical energy in cities, characterized the
upward leap of the industrial revolution during the early de- The experimental validation of the hypothesis which over-

comes that paradox, defines a working scientific principle.cades of the Twentieth Century; rural electrification launched
under Franklin Roosevelt produced similar effects in agri- The suitably exhaustive further experimental work may, then,

refine and define that as a universal physical principle, suchculture.
Not only is a national railway grid like a living tissue; it as Kepler’s definition of universal gravitation.

The work of Louis Pasteur and his followers presentedis a living tissue, a living interaction among the cognitive
powers of the people who are participating in the activity geologist Vernadsky with crucial evidence of mathematical-

physical differences of universal physical principle betweenorganized around that economic bloodstream. What is being
transmitted is the combined maintenance and increase of the the chemistries of living and non-living processes.

Vernadsky, as a geologist, took into account the evidence ofproductive powers of labor.
fossils provably products of the activity of living processes.
These fossils included the Earth’s oceans and atmosphere,
and included the outer surface of the planet down to a consid-2.0. Hard and Soft Infrastructure erable number of kilometers below sea-level. The resulting
picture of the geological evolution of the planet, including its

All competent teaching and practice of economics for atmosphere, defined a Biosphere.
today’s world conditions incorporates the concept of the Noö- From the vantage-point of that same method, Vernadsky
sphere presented by Russia’s Vladimir I. Vernadsky, as com- defined a higher state of existence, called the Noösphere. In
bined with two corrections borrowed from my own original, the case of defining the Biosphere, his experimental method
parallel contributions to the science of physical economy. focussed upon physical effects systemically incongruent with
This use of Vernadsky’s work is crucial for defining global physical chemistry’s known classes of abiotic processes. In
and national infrastructural policies for today’s circum- examining the impact of human activity on the Biosphere,
stances. I summarize the relevance of this point. he defined a universal physical principle, which he termed

The pivotal feature of Vernadsky’s successive definitions noësis, which corresponded to effects beyond the systemic
of the Biosphere and Noösphere, is his work in founding the capacity of all known living processes excepting human activ-
branch of physical science known as biogeochemistry. The ity. Noësis signifies the class of mental activity which gener-
first phase of his discoveries led to the definition of the Bio- ates the discovery of those hypotheses which qualify experi-
sphere. The same method led subsequently to his definition mentally as universal physical principles.
of the Noösphere. The only two crucial shortcomings I find So, as the Biosphere presents us with life stubbornly tak-
in those published achievements reported to me by relevant ing over the outer regions of our planet, so the action of noësis
specialists, including translations of relevant writings by him, exhibits itself as, in the longer run, superior to merely living
are that he did not live to complete his intended mastery of processes in general. Hence, the Noösphere.
Riemannian physical geometry, and that his presented con- The resulting image of our planet, is of an evolving
ception of the human intervention creating the Noösphere, entity, within the Solar System, and, thus, the universe.
does not include explicit recognition of those elements of Three mutually distinct categories of action are constantly
Classical principles of artistic composition which provide so- transforming this planet, interacting with one another, and
ciety the ability, in the words of Shelley, to promote the power who knows what else besides. These processes, the abiotic,
“of imparting and receiving profound and impassioned con- the living, and the cognitive (or, noëtic), are distinct, but
ceptions respecting man and nature.” 12 interacting, and, in that sense, also interdependent. Let us

A very brief summary of relevant features of his develop- say that they are multiply-connected processes, or “multiply-
ment of the conception of the Biosphere, will probably be connected phase-spaces.”
sufficient for the discussion of our present topic, the policy Now, since the scale and impact of man’s impact on what
which must underlie a modern notion of basic economic infra- are called “natural resources,” has become relatively large,
structure.

Since Kepler’s successful discovery of gravitation and 13. Kepler’s scientific method was derived, ultimately, from Plato’s Socratic
dialogues, but Kepler’s immediate predecessors were, as he emphasized,related matters, Kepler’s discovery and proof of that principle
the founder of modern experimental science, Nicholas of Cusa, and Cusa’shas been the standard of reference for building a competent
followers Luca Pacioli and Leonardo da Vinci. It was the challenge ofform of systemic mathematical physics, one based on experi-
Kepler’s work which prompted the work of Fermat, Pascal, Christiaan Huy-
ghens, Leibniz, et al., through thecompletion of the foundationsof mathemat-
ical physics by, chiefly, Gauss and Riemann.12. LaRouche, op. cit.
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especially when compared to the situation during earlier cen- earlier locations, an argument which is axiomatic in all of my
contributions, over five decades, to the development of theturies, it were inevitable that mankind must now think of

giving a helping hand to those planetary abiotic and living science of physical economy.
Famously, Plato emphasized that what human beings ex-processes of our Biosphere. If we presume that we are going

to continue, and accelerate, scientific progress in discovery perience with their senses, as usually perceived, are merely
shadows, as on the walls of a dimly fire-lit cave, as the Apostleand use of universal principles, we must develop ways in

which to assist the Biosphere in producing those precondi- Paul warns famously in I Corinthians 13. Our sense-appara-
tus is an integral part of our biology. The world acts upon thattions which expanding human life will require, if we are to

maintain and also improve the average conditions of life for sense-apparatus; it is the reactions of those sense-organs, the
shadows of the real universe, which are immediately con-a growing human population throughout the planet. We must

do things in the sense of making the deserts bloom, and must veyed to our consciousness. Plato’s Socratic dialogues, and
Laws, taken as a whole, are a special quality of outgrowth ofapply principles of public sanitation in a richer sense than

during earlier generations. Classical Greek drama, a collection of spiritual exercises, by
aid of which the human mind is aided to sort out the paradoxi-In this vein, we must consider what has been termed “basic

economic infrastructure” as the relatively “hard” form of ba- cal relationship between the shadow-world of sense-cer-
tainty, and the real universe which those shadows imper-sic economic infrastructure, as man-made improvements in

the Biosphere. This includes nationwide and continental sys- fectly reflect.14

In modern physical science, the most important opponentstems of transportation, regional systems of integrated genera-
tion of power, national and international systems of water of a competently scientific practice include the René Desc-

artes whose misconceptions of space, time, and matter, de-management, extensive systems of land reclamation and
maintenance, and the rational design and management of grade mathematical practice to the kinds of crudities which

polluted the work of such otherwise able mathematicians ascities and the relationship of urban life to, and integration
with countryside of field, mountains, and forests. These are the “ ivory-tower” formalists Euler and Lagrange.

On that pivotal point: In my current choice of pedagogy,matters which come under the special domain of government;
private entrepreneurship may play an important, even indis- I emphasize five points of pedagogy as the elementary basis

for a comprehension of the way in which the issue of appear-pensable helping role, but the responsibility and authority for
the outcome lies primarily with government. ance versus reality arises: a.) Kepler’s actual process of dis-

covery of universal gravitation, as elaborated in his 1609 NewNow, to the matter of “soft infrastructure.”
Astronomy; b.) the comparison of Classical Greek treatment
of such problems as the doubling of the square and cube, withClassical Humanist Education

From the standpoint of even ordinary schoolbook physi- Gauss’s 1799 publication of his discovery of the fundamental
theorem of algebra, in which he exposes the relevant axiom-cal science, the provable distinction of the human species

from all other forms of life, is expressed by comparing the atic follies of D’Alembert, Euler, and Lagrange; c.) the
Leibniz-Bernouilli proof of the coordinate principles of thepotential relative population-density of the human species,

with that of the higher apes. The human potential is expressed infinitesimal calculus and universal least action, in their ex-
ploration of the implications of the catenary; d.) the emer-in the millennia-long span of an increase from a few millions,

to present billions. This is an increase of a type which occurs gence of Riemann’s 1854 definition of physical geometry
on the basis of Gauss’s earlier development of the notion ofin other species only through genetic “evolution.” For us, it

is a potential for increased potential which occurs equally, general principles of curvature, a notion of curvature emer-
gent from Gauss’s 1799 report on the fundamental theoremand universally, among all branches of the human family; it

occurs, for example, in the same degree, among children of as point of departure.
The typical fallacy in contemporary discussion of thewhat are falsely called “aboriginal” stocks of persons in Aus-

tralia, as anywhere else. paradoxical character of sense-certainty, is most efficiently
shown by indicating the intrinsic incompetence of efforts toThis point defines the axiomatic quality of difference be-

tween a competent form of general education, known histori- derive a physics from either a Cartesian view of geometry,
or the even cruder basis of a counting arithmetic. Since thecally by such names as “Classical humanist education,” and

the monstrously corrupt forms of education prevalent in U.S. Classical Greece of Archytas and Plato, the essential prog-
ress of scientific thinking has been premised on definingpractice and doctrine, including that of universities, today.

The need for our return to the conception of a Classical mode and solving those ontological paradoxes which arise in the
misguided effort to degrade physical science to the statusof humanist education, corresponds to an indispensable ele-

ment of the improved economic infrastructure which must be of a mere hod-carrier for an “ ivory tower” mathematics of
built into the U.S.A.’s public life today.

To make this point comprehensible, I must now summa- 14. Plato’s method is reflected in the work of Leibniz, from whose writings
I was originally educated in these matters.rize a crucial scientific argument I have made repeatedly in
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the type presented by Descartes. Science does proceed from a critical attitude toward pre-
existing notions of the organization of action in physicalBack to Kepler.

During the Sixteenth Century, doctrines on the subject of space-time. Thus, it does proceed, in fact, from describing,
from an historical perspective, a naive conception of space,astronomy had reverted from the Solar hypothesis of both

Aristarchus and founder of modern science Cardinal Nicholas time, and matter, a conception more or less consistent with
sense-certainty. It is by uncovering the fallacies of sense-of Cusa, to the medieval dark-age’s mysticism of Aristotle,

as typified by common features of the work of the ancient certainty, by discovering the principles required by encounter
with ontological paradoxes, that mankind overcomes a child-Claudius Ptolemy, and also Copernicus and Tycho Brahe. All

three were in accord with the gnostic, ivory-tower dogma ish faith in the shadow world of sense-certainty, to discover
those universal principles, by means of which we act to in-of Aristotle, insisting that man could not know the efficient

causes of action, but must accept the appearances judged in crease man’s power in and over the real universe. Examples
of the pathway of scientific progress, include: the ancientterms of presumably unchanging principles expressed by

what was assumed to be “perfect” uniform motion. Kepler’s discovery of the doubling of the cube, like Gauss’s similar
discovery of the fundamental theorem of algebra, andmore precise calculations showed not only that the orbit of

Mars was elliptical, but that motion along the orbital pathway Leibniz’s and Bernouilli’s kindred discovery of the meaning
of that curvature—the catenary—known as expressing bothwas never uniform. This signified what Kepler defined as a

controlling “ intention,” embedded in the universe, evidence the principle of the infinitesimal calculus and universal least
action. The catenary, so understood, is a specifically physical-which discredited Aristotle’s dogma absolutely. Thus, Kepler

defined that efficient intention as a principle operating on the geometric existence, and is the most typical expression of the
physical reality of the complex domain’s universality.universe from outside Aristotle’s dogma. This intention was

identified as a universal principle whose effect is observed The term knowledge were, therefore, rightly restricted to
the cumulative progress away from the merely learned crudi-as gravitation.

One can not perceive gravitation as an object; yet it is an ties of sense-certainty, through successive discoveries of uni-
versal physical principles. These discoveries have the formefficiently acting universal physical principle. Gravitation is

real, and perceived evidence of its effect is the shadow of of that principle of hypothesis typical of Plato’s Socratic dia-
logues. Thus, as illustrated by the successes of nuclear micro-reality. With Riemann’s announcement at the outset of his

1854 habilitation dissertation, all ivory-tower conceptions of physics, we become able to act efficiently upon the unseeable
reality beyond the reach of the senses; we become able tospace, time, and matter, were, speaking figuratively, thrown

into the waste-basket, as unwanted relics of a superstition- manipulate the unseen reality which controls the shadows.
So, experimentally valid physical science assumes theridden past. Among literate and honest scientific opinion, only

experimentally proven, universal physical principles could form of a special quality of latticework. The unfolding of
that lattice of increasing knowledge of reality, describes thebe accepted as the geometric “dimensions” of a universal

physical geometry. freeing of mankind from the darkness of sense-certainty. Dis-
covery by discovery, as typified by ancient Greek science’sThis was not entirely a new discovery. Already, during

the interval from Archytas and Plato, through the work of still durable discoveries, the light of reason guides our hands
into the real universe, beyond the shadows of perception.Eratosthenes and Archimedes, Plato and his associates had

recognized that the physical differences among the notions Man’s power in the universe increases. The study of the cumu-
lative benefits of this process of discovery of such knowledge,of line, surface, and solid, were not consistent with a naive

conception of linearly extended space and time; the difference a process leading upward and away from simple sense-cer-
tainty’s systems, is called the epistemology of what is recog-among these species of physical existence represented the

action of specific powers, as Plato emphasized in his Theate- nized today as the subject-matter of physical science.
Vernadsky’s distinction among the powers of the respec-tus dialogue. This notion of powers, is that employed by

Leibniz for defining a science of physical economy; it is the tively abiotic, living, and cognitive domains, is an example
of the way in which physical science has, in fact, applied theuse of the notion of powers employed by Gauss in defining

the fundamental theorem of algebra, the same notion Gauss principles of epistemology to itself. He applies the Classical
method of experimental hypothesis and proof of principle,employed in number theory, in defining the significance of

residues. The appearance of the falsely named “ imaginary to the subject of physical science in general, including the
generality of mankind’s process of discovery of universalnumbers” in number theory and geometry, is a reflection of

the efficient existence of such physical powers for defining physical principles.
However, that experience of the progress of science, fromall mathematics suited for the practical requirements of physi-

cal science.15 the Classical Greek of Archytas, Plato, et al., through modern
times, demonstrates the existence of a still higher principle

15. Hence, Riemannian geometry is not a non-Euclidean geometry, such as
logical assumptions of Euclid respecting space, and replaced these with noth-those of Lobatchevky and Bolyai, but as Gauss’s teacher Abraham Kästner

had argued, an anti-Euclidean geometry, which scrapped the axiomatic onto- ing but a physical geometry of physical-space-time.
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than any of those I have referenced here thus far. No lower the same principle of truthfulness applies to principles of
Classical artistic composition, as to the history of knowledgeform of life is capable of effecting the progress from an onto-

logical paradox, to an hypothesis, to the proof of that hypothe- in physical science, as I shall indicate summarily here.
For such reasons, the study of the principles of Classicalsis as a principle; this can be accomplished only by the sover-

eign cognitive powers of the individual human mind. This is humanist education properly begins with focus on the way in
which valid original discoveries of universal physical princi-the principle, the power, which distinguishes humanity abso-

lutely from all lower forms of life. ples are to become experiences replicated by present-day stu-
dents and others. The picture is then broadened, to show theThe proper function of education, is to afford the develop-

ing young individual the means to become assured of his or same “mechanisms” at work in transmission of ideas by meth-
ods of Classical artistic composition. The picture is com-her command of that higher principle which sets the human

being above all other species, the principle of hypothesis as I pleted, by indicating the relevance of Classical artistic compo-
sition, as for scientific knowledge, for the understanding ofhave just described it. This is accomplished by creating the

circumstances, including education, in which the developing history, and for the practice of statecraft by leaders and oth-
ers alike.individual re-enacts important discoveries originally made in

the past. This includes physical principles of the type I have Like all physical reality, the act of discovering a universal
physical principle, is not an object of sensory perception.just illustrated, above. It also includes principles which be-

long to the category of principles of Classical artistic compo- Like the discovery of any physical principle, we are able to
prove the presence of such an act of discovery by the effi-sition.
ciency of that action. Thus, the central problem of communi-
cating what are actually ideas, rather than merely opinions, isClassical Artistic Composition

As indicated above, the two crucial omissions in that such acts of cognition (noësis) are products of a perfectly
sovereign process within an individual mind.Vernadsky’s definition of the Noösphere, were the absence

of reflection on that anti-Euclidean quality characteristic of As Plato’s Socratic dialogues illustrate this fact, such an
act of discovery has three principled phases:all competent representation of modern European science

since the work of Leibniz, Gauss, Riemann, et al.; and lack of 1. The recognition of what is called an ontological para-
dox, a paradox which threatens one’s confidence in previouslyattention to those social processes, on which society depends

for the transmission of valid discoveries of principle as actual accepted ways of thinking; 2. An hypothesis, which, if proven
true, might overcome that paradox; and 3. A proof-of-princi-knowledge. I mean knowledge, rather than forms of class-

room learning associated with rehearsals for the monkey-see- ple test, such as an astrophysical observation or a crafted
experiment, which disproves, or proves the hypothesis.monkey-do performances known as responding to computer-

scored multiple-choice questionnaires.16 If an individual who believes he has discovered a univer-
sal principle wishes to communicate that discovery to anotherThe history of the transmission of valid discoveries of

universal physical principle, provides a relatively obvious, person, he must rely on the immediate fact that he can commu-
nicate two elements of that three-step discovery to a qualifiedmore readily understood approach to the principled feature

of social relations which must be taken into account. The second person. These two evidences are, the paradox and
the experimental or equivalent evidence. This, of course, issignificance of the principles of artistic composition in both

plastic and non-plastic art-forms is rarely recognized today. exactly what should be the characteristic teacher-student rela-
tionship. Then, if the posing of the paradox by the first personOn the latter account, the reader might reference C.P. Snow’s

Two Cultures.17 The relevant issue of education is: Is there a produces a kindred hypothesis in the second, and if the empiri-
cal test bears that out, the generation of the hypothesis by theprinciple of truthfulness in Classical artistic composition, as

experimental method provides a standard of truthfulness in first has been replicated in the second. If the empirical tests
do not substantiate the hypothesis, new tests must be made,assessment of proposed universal physical principles of sci-

ence? Classical humanist education is premised on the evi- and, possibly, more appropriate hypotheses.
That is the only way a valid hypothesis can be replicateddence that such a principle of truthfulness applies.18 Actually,

in the mind of another. It can not be seen with the senses; its
generation must be replicated. That may seem to be unfair;16. Compare education keyed to multiple-choice questionnaires with the

educational practices described in the “Voyage to Laputa,” from Jonathan but, after all, to see the unseeable beyond the shadow-world
Swift’s Gulliver’s Travels.

17. C.P. Snow, Two Cultures and the Scientific Revolution (London and She reads Kant’s intent correctly. The neo-Aristotelean reformers of empiri-
New York: Cambridge University Press, 1993 reprint). cism, such as Kant, the ideologue of the fascist state G.W.F. Hegel, and

Hegel’s crony Savigny, used a neo-aristotelean denial of any comprehensive18. The most extreme opponents of a principle of truthfulness include the
radical positivists, including the devoteesof Bertrand Russell and the existen- principle of knowable truth to, so to speak, bring their burglar friends in to

loot the house. She makes one think of the Pokémon addict who respondedtialists as typified by Theodor Adorno, Hannah Arendt, et al., in The Authori-
tarian Personality, (New York: Harper, 1950). Notably, Arendt traced her to his mother’s detecting his hand in the cookie jar by killing her with an

axe. Before the court, the addict explained to the judge: “ It was her fault.defense of the position, that there is no truth, but only opinion, from the
reading of Immanuel Kant’s Critiques by fellow-existentialist Karl Jaspers. She peeked!”
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of sense-perception, requires the help of an unseeable agency. unrivalled genius reflects the post-1648 Classical renaissance
which followed the awful “ little dark age” of religious war-That is the continuing importance of Plato’s Socratic dia-

logues. The method of those dialogues is needed, to educate fare, just as the developments around Padua at the beginning
of the Fifteenth Century produced that florescence of geniusthe cognitive powers specific to human individuals, which

means to make the individual conscious of such activity largely crushed during the subsequent 1511-1648 little dark
age.within his or her own, sovereign mental processes.

A creative personality is one who has developed the abil- The case of Classical sculpture and architecture shows
the relatively obvious connection between Classical forms ofity to conceptualize his or her own cognitive processes as

objects of intentional thought. The practice of epistemology plastic artistic composition and genius expressed in physical
science. What of the non-plastic arts: Classical drama, Classi-is an example of such looking at the cognitive generation of

hypothesis as an object of conscious attention. The develop- cal poetry, Classical musical composition—all in opposition
to the Romantic and modernist?ment of such a capacity in the student, is the principal continu-

ing objective of a Classical humanist curriculum. It is that In all poetry and prose deserving of those names, the func-
tion performed by paradoxes in mathematical physics, areself-development within the student, which fosters the moral

development of the child and adolescent. That is the Classical accomplished by irony, including metaphor, and conjunction
of moods. In spoken poetry and prose, meter, voice-registra-humanist principle of education, if only in first approxi-

mation. tion, voice-coloration, and rubato effects, blended with ges-
tures, transform a more flow of words from recitation of mereLook first at plastic, and then non-plastic art-forms, as I

have now described an epistemological overview of physi- text, into the prompting of intended idea in the mind of the
hearer. In written prose and poetry, the spoken intent is con-cal science.

Classical sculpture. Classical Greece freed itself from the veyed by marks of punctuation, such as commas, which warn
the reader of an intended prosodic change of spoken utterance,archaic practice of tombstone art, to produce off-balance fig-

ures with such refinement that the mind of the viewer saw not to be heard in the mind of the reader.
In music, J.S. Bach’s development of a system of well-a static figure, but figures frozen in an infinitesimal instant of

motion. This was applied not only to images of living figures, tempered counterpoint, employs the natural prosody and reg-
istration of the bel canto-trained singing voice, to define ideasbut to designs of products, architectures, even cities. I illus-

trate the importance of this Classical form of sculpture by an and the interaction among ideas, with an ability far beyond
even customary Classical poetry. Classical instrumental mu-example from my personal experience.

During the middle to late 1980s, I was concerned with sic is performed by instruments singing bel canto under the
control of the capable performing musician.saving the famous cupola of the Cathedral of Florence from

the effects of some ill-advised modifications brought about Classical drama is never arbitrary fiction, but is always a
medium for use of paradox to bring into focus some principleby a local government. I became involved with the work of

an outstanding specialist in the matter. The crucial issue to be of actual history. As for Classical Greece, the dramas of im-
portant writers, such as Shakespeare or Schiller, were neveraddressed was: what was Brunelleschi’s physical principle of

design of the construction of that cupola? I looked, and fiction, but were historical studies of principles of statecraft
referenced to actually known history, or to legends, such aslooked. It struck me: The hanging-chain principle, the cate-

nary! Suddenly, it was all obvious; I looked at images of the the Homeric, which expressed a reflection on some period of
history in a way relevant to current problems of statecraft.cupola, and had the occasion to observe it again directly. I

could see it all so clearly! My relevant scientist friend con- As Shakespeare’s Chorus steps forward to describe the
play, Henry V, about to begin, he says:firmed my discovery.

Brunelleschi had used the hanging-chain principle, ex-
plicitly, as his method of constructing the cupola. This was For ’ tis your thoughts than now must deck our kings,

Carry them here and there; jumping o’er times,more than two and a half centuries before Leibniz and Bernou-
illi had settled the role of the catenary in defining both the Turning the accomplishment of many years

Into an hour-glass. . . .proof of the infinitesimal principle of the calculus and the
principle of universal least action. How was this possible?
Look to the effect of such developments as the revival of In successful Classical drama, the matters on stage fade,

like the smile of the fabled Cheshire Cat, and the parts beingClassical Greek culture, at the beginning of the Fifteenth Cen-
tury, at Padua prior to the Aristotelean reaction there. A Clas- performed on stage give way to the reality being enacted

on the stage of your imagination. And if the play were wellsical humanist education produces an enriched state of the
individual human mind, by means of which the principles of performed, you are astonished at the close, to see the actors

standing still on that other stage before your eyes. If you arecreative discovery common to physical science and Classical
artistic composition, are reflected in a genius such as Brunel- wise, and the play were well composed by author and the

company, what you have experienced in your imagination, isleschi, Nicholas of Cusa, and Leonardo da Vinci. Leibniz’s
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not a fiction, but a true insight. The fiction is the illusion which associates were presenting a research report on the calculable
consequences of continuing the global trends resulting fromappears on stage when the play has ended; those actors there,

are not now what they seem to be. Such, are matters of cogni- the policies which utopian plotters Kissinger, George Shultz,
and Paul Volcker set into motion, as President Nixon’s ruin-tive substance and sensory shadow.

All Classical art has the form of play: play in the double ous monetary policy of August 15, 1971.20 In our own report,
which was the result of a study-project which I had set intosense, of playing and drama. Its function, as play, is to evoke

a study of matters of principle, as paradox is used for the motion during Spring 1973, we pointed to the likelihood, that
if then-current U.S. policy-trends of the 1971-1974 intervalteaching and progress of mathematical physics. Discovery

of principle, is intense work, as adequate performance of a were continued, we would witness a massive, early- to mid-
dle-1980s, epidemic eruption of then still relatively dormantmusical composition is. But it is always dependent upon a

spirit of playfulness, and richly exciting to the committed pests and diseases in areas such as the Sahel region of Africa.
During the early 1980s, it happened, as our 1973-1974 workparticipant. It is always, in that specific sense, fun. A person

who is not playful in that sense of the term, is going cogni- had forecast.
Today, we must not overlook the fact that the evolutiontively dead, as too many university graduates do, about the

time they pass through the unhappinesses of orals, written of the HMO-dominated system has been significantly shaped
by the intent to cull the American “human herd,” by meansexaminations, and securing their employment in their chosen

career.19 A man who considers himself already perfected, is akin to Adolf Hitler’s elimination of lives deemed by him “not
worthy to be lived.” Like the NSSM-200’s intent to promotealready cognitively dead.

The physical progress of humanity is expressed in the genocide in places such as Africa, we have the promotion of
euthanasia in the U.S.A., as in the Netherlands and Belgium.form of accumulated discoveries of universal physical princi-

ples. The comprehension of history is accessed through sci- “No code” is a related part of this. The use of “malpractice”
suits, creating the pretext for insurance companies’ drivingence’s partnership with progress of discovering and applying

the principles of Classical artistic composition to the under- physicians, financially, either into restricted practice, or out
of the profession, has been part of this. Current trends towardstanding of the passion on which society’s cooperation in use

of science depends. “one standard disease, one standard treatment—and no
more!” is part of the process of accelerating mortality rates.
Pricing pharmaceuticals out of the range of ever larger por-Health-Care as Infrastructure

The fraudulent argument, of Rachel Carson and others, tions of our senior citizens, and of others, is part of this. The
creation of the pre-conditions for widespread food shortages,for banning DDT, led to the present situation in which West

Nile Virus threatens the U.S. population today. Sanitation and is part of this.
Now, under the impact of thefloating-exchange-rate mon-health-care are inseparable partners in the defense of human

life. If we do not restore DDT to use now, we as a people, and etary system, with legislation such as the predatory U.S. HMO
law, with the rampage of deregulation unleashed under Na-its government, are morally insane. The overriding authority

of the Preamble of the Federal Constitution demands a return tional Security Advisor Brzezinski, by Garn-St. Germain—
implemented by the Keating Five—by Kemp-Roth, and byto the governmental policies of sanitation and health-care of

the 1960s, such as the post-war Hill-Burton law. It demands the financial-derivatives bubble, the destruction of those safe-
guards of sanitation and health-care has already taken on thea return of the legal authority for diagnosis, prescription, and

treatment to medical professional, now. The law of sanitation character of a more or less global mass-murderous effect.
The legendary Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse must bemust be to contribute to preventing the spread of the sickness,

and of health-care, to allow the physician to treat the patient. prancing triumphantly, when they see the continuing folly of
most of our governments and their people.The policies expressed by National Security Advisor

Henry A. Kissinger’s mass-murderous 1974 National Secu- The central feature model for a national health-care sys-
tem, is, like the system intended by the Hill-Burton law, therity Study Memorandum 200 (NSSM-200), and National Se-

curity Advisor Zbigniew Brzezinski’s kindred, 1981 Global application of the system required for support of a U.S. mili-
tary at war. Under Hill-Burton, the unit was the county. TheFutures and Global 2000 policies, must be reversed, on both

the grounds of the Preamble, and according to the implied private and other physicians were rallied around a set of pri-
vate, voluntary, university, and public hospitals, which repre-obligations of the post-war Nuremberg Code. Human beings

are not human cattle, to be herded and culled at the pleasure sented what was estimated as an adequate bed-capacity of
various classes, representing hospitals and auxiliary facilitiesof the self-anointed “shareholder” interest.

At about the time Kissinger was issuing NSSM-200, my for both expected and, to a significant degree, exceptional
situations. This array of capabilities was buttressed by the

19. Cf. Dr. Lawrence S. Kubie, The Neurotic Distortion of the Creative
Process (Lawrence, 1958), and “The Fostering of Scientific Creative Produc- 20. New Solidarity, Jan. 9 and 16, 1974, “Rockefeller’s Ecological Holo-

caust.”tivity,” Daedalus (Spring 1962).
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functions of the Corp of Engineers, the Public Health Service, government as that last-resort amount which enables the
institution to meet the requirements of relatively indigentand the reserve which could be drawn from the military medi-

cal institutions. To the degree this development progressed in patients.
the respective states and counties, and to the degree in-time
access to emergency hospital facilities was built into the pub-
lic highway and transport systems, it worked; whereas HMO 3.0. A National Infrastructure
has been increasingly a failure. HMO law is not merely an

Policyinevitable failure, now becoming a national catastrophe; it is
a predatory medical malpractice performed by shareholder
value. Today, under the implied reading of the U.S. Constitution

by Treasury Secretary Alexander Hamilton, government-di-We must reverse the presently continuing, disastrous
course. rected building and maintenance of basic national infrastruc-

ture, should represent approximately half the economicAmong the principal changes to be made, we must end
the worsening trend toward basing the financial system of throughput of the U.S. national economy. To reestablish a

healthy national economy, we must understand and accepthealth-care on that usurious illogic, of using case-by-case
accounting as an instrument of accountants’ fi nancial control the functional basis which defines that relationship between

basic economic infrastructure, as primarily the economicof the medical practice, respecting the functions of diagnosis
and care for the individual patient. It is ultimately as injurious function of government, and the particular role of individual,

private economic, or related initiative.to the U.S. national interest, to regulate the delivery of medical
service on a patient-case by patient-case basis, as it would Admittedly, today, to achieve and maintain such goals,

we must reverse the past three-decades shift in compositionbe to provide public sanitation for the sole benefit of one
residence, but not the adjoining ones. My neighbor’s disease of the U.S. labor-force, to emphasize an increase in the ration

of employment in technologically progressive physical out-is a disease of our neighborhood, or like epidemic contagious
disease, or pollution, a disease of the nation as a whole. put, a shrinking of unemployment, and a curtailing of dubious

employment in such make-work activities as unskilled per-Health-care for a society is a matter of national-security
interest. sonal services and redundant aggregates of sales employment.

This change in composition of employment of the labor-force,The delivery of health-care by the medical profession is
“entrepreneurial” in respect to its most essential characteris- must be accomplished through increasing emphasis on in-

creased capital investment in production of physical goods,tic: the application of the developed creative mental powers
of the individual professional; public-health policy is a matter per capita of the total labor-force. That means increase of

physical capital, as distinguished from merely financial capi-of the interdependency of the universal and particular role of
the professional. The provision of available health-care is tal. To rebuild production, we must, like President Franklin

Roosevelt, lay the foundation for that, by a relatively massiveuniversal; the professional care for the patient, is a privileged
action by the relevant individual professional’s direct rela- concentration on rebuilding basic economic infrastructure.

We must build our way out of the current bind, in this two-tionship to the patient. The arrangement under which quacks,
guised as financial executives or accountants, engage in the fold manner.

The essence of healthy politics, is the role of the sovereignmalpractice of medicine, must be ended, and banned from
future recurrence. initiative by the individual personality. As such among our

founders as Cotton Mather and Benjamin Franklin empha-The leading edge of the process of rebuilding our national
health-care system, will be the emphasis of public effort, by sized, the essential basis for a healthy republic, is the shared

commitment among sovereign individual personalities of thethe Federal and state governments, on buttressing existing
full-service general hospitals, and reestablishing them where intention to do good. To this end, moral individuals create

and shape the government of their republic, and entrust to thatclosures of essential such institutions have occurred. Full-
service general hospitals which function as teaching institu- government the authority and duty to make such laws as are

needed to foster cooperative intentions, or to conduct suchtions, are crucial. Such an emphasis on general hospitals, and
enhancement of their relations with the related research func- necessary operations as are beyond the competent authority

and scope of private individual economic action. This author-tions of universities, will provide the technological lever of
reconstruction of the nation’s health-care potential as a whole. ity and obligation requires us to conduct common and related

action to secure the sovereignty of the republic’s powers toOn the financing of health-care, we must return to the
pre-HMO system. Health-care as a whole, is a bulk-purchase, promote the common good, and ensure those powers, com-

mitments, and benefits to our posterity.not a retail sales outlet. The forecast payments from private
patients, and from those under insurance or related programs, Individual freedom does not tolerate anarchy, nor anarchy

individual freedom. As our Solar System, like the movementmust be supplemented by the combination of contributions
to hospital budget-requirements, and also capital improve- of our planet, is governed by those intentions defined as uni-

versal physical laws, the enduring freedom of the individual,ments, by fund-raising, with contributions from agencies of
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FIGURE 7

The Northern Rotterdam-Seoul-Tokyo Land-Bridge Corridor

Current actions by the Koreas, Japan, China and Russia are moving the northernmost of the three Eurasian Land-Bridge corridors—the
“world’s longest railroad” from Rotterdam on the North Sea over the Trans-Siberian, down through the Korean Peninsula and over to
Japan—closer to fruition.

requires that our free choices be governed by adoption of and U.S. Global Infrastructure Policy Today
The U.S. system of infrastructure must be assessed assubmission to an appropriate choice of orbital trajectory for

our society, as a whole. If we err, we shall correct our error. dovetailing with a now emerging global system of multi-con-
tinental economic-development corridors.To this end, a republic must regulate the economy as a whole,

to protect it from the follies of some or more of its own citi- The spines of these corridors are defined by a combination
of continental systems of blended friction-rail and magnetic-zens, as from foreign errors which might spoil our national

intention. In addition to those protectionist rules set forth by levitation transport, and water-corridors used for combined
functions of extended inland waterways for transport, and forleading American patriots, such as Benjamin Franklin, Ham-

ilton, Monroe, the American Whigs, Friedrich List, and land-management—as for agriculture and human consump-
tion of water. These corridors parallel the transport-lines withFranklin Roosevelt, they showed that government must

change the environment in ways which enable the common large-scale systems for generation and distribution of power
and, often, distribution of water through pipelines. The corri-action of individual producers, to increase the productive

powers of labor of the republic as a whole. dors, which may be in the order offifty to a hundred kilometers
in cross-section, will incorporate presently existing or newThe primary responsibility of government for basic eco-

nomic infrastructure, is among the principal vehicles to be urban centers, which will be linked to secondary urban centers
within the same beltway.used by government for its functions of protectionist and regu-

latory measures in shaping the direction of the U.S. economy. In the case of one of these corridor-networks, the Eurasian
Land-Bridge linking Pusan and Japan to Rotterdam (FigureIn the state of affairs associated with today’s combined na-

tional and world crisis, concern for our nation’s own infra- 7), the included mission of these corridors, is to transform
corridors running through large regions of Central and Northstructure must now also figure, to a greater degree than ever

before, in our nation’s long-range foreign-policy. Asia, into regions of development through which efficient
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FIGURE 8

The NAWAPA Plan for Bringing Additional Fresh Water to the United States, Canada, and Mexico

The North American Water and Power Alliance project, on the drawing boards since 1964, would provide a 20% increase in water supply
to the United States, while making additional water available to Canada and Mexico.

access to the development of mineral and other resources world trade throughout the interior of Eurasia as a whole.
In North America, the need for a nationwide water-man-becomes economically feasible. Thus, the transport of tech-

nology, from “ fountains” of technological progress through- agement program, such as an expanded North American
Power and Water Alliance (NAWAPA), implies a unifiedout Eurasia, to regions of Asia which have presently a large

deficit in such capacity, defines the principal lines of future rail-water grid-system reaching, through cooperation among
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FIGURE 9

Proposed Inter-American Railroad Line

Source: Hal B.H. Cooper, Jr., Cooper Consulting Co., Kirkland, Washington. 

sovereign states, into Mexico and Canada (see Figures 8 and The Eurasian Land-Bridge system is to be linked with
systems of the Americas through a rail/maglev link across the9). Domestic infrastructure policy and related elements of

foreign policy must now be seen as of greater importance to region of the Bering Strait (Figure 10).
The North American rail-water grid is to be extendedus than past practices imply.
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FIGURE 10

Bering Strait Tunnel Connection for Rail Corridors

Source: Hal B.H. Cooper, Jr., Cooper Consulting Co. 

through Central and South America (Figure 11). Within its surface areas, are also subject to powerful influences ex-
erted, not only by patterns of behavior of the Sun itself, butSouth America, the combination of wide-scale rail/maglev

and water management systems, have an outstanding in- the Solar System as a whole. We have come into a recently
new phase of human existence, during which we must nowcluded importance, in doing for inland South America what

the Eurasian Land-Bridge makes possible for Central and think seriously of space exploration as an essential part of the
world’s, and, therefore, our nation’s essential economic infra-North Asia.

The Southernmost tier of the Eurasian Land-Bridge sys- structure.
The known catastrophes heretofore suffered by peoples,tem enters Africa at Egypt, through a great railway bridge

soaring above, and spanning the Suez Canal (Figure 12). have fallen into two classes,21 man-made, and from so-called
“natural” causes, the latter usually presumed, in earlier times,Within such a global grid of development corridors, the

nations enter into a new phase of history, in which cooperation to be beyond man’s power to prevent. As physical science
progresses, we begin to imagine that we can either controlin effectively managing the Biosphere becomes as feasible as

it is indispensable. some of the forces behind so-called “natural” catastrophes, or,
in other cases—such as architecture for earthquake zones—at
least mitigate the damage suffered. Also, through scientificOur Space Program

However! The habitable portions of our planet occupy a progress, we become aware of new kinds of threatening long-
relatively small, if crucially significant part of the planetary
body as a whole. Moreover, the planet as a whole, including 21. Cf. Plato, Timaeus.
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Modern civilization’s technological
progress has depended upon exploring
in three directions: outward, into the
astrophysical domain; inward, ever
deeper into microphysics; and, toward
the extremes of what is loosely termed
“energy-flux density.” It is sufficient,
for the purposes of this report, to offer
one illustration of this point, the matter
of life.

As I have indicated earlier, the
physical proof that life expresses a
principle absent from our definition of
abiotic processes, argues that the prin-
ciple which life expresses is univer-
sally efficient. Therefore, are there
fossils on Mars which attest not only
to fossils of earlier life on that planet,
but some active form of life today?
This requires a multi-planetary experi-
ment. To conduct that experiment in
an adequate way, we must use probes,
but we must, sooner or later, actually
visit it.

Consider this matter from the van-
tage-point of my earlier, qualified em-
phasis on the conception of the Noö-
sphere. The requirements of
development along the lines indicated
by the accompanying figures showing
development corridors and waterways
developments, represent global under-
takings, with global effects. We know
enough in advance to be assured we
can be successful in the explicitly
stated intentions behind such plans.
Nevertheless, we must also look ahead
to consider the challenge of managing
the long-range, global effects of what
we are building. We must consider the
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South America: Great Water Projects

Earth’s own Noösphere within the So-
lar System of which it is a part, espe-

cially that inner ring of Sun and planets within which thewave natural effects built into our Solar System, or perhaps
from beyond. The sense of those dangers from natural extra- Earth’s own Noösphere is functionally situated. For this pur-

pose, we must also look at our Earth from relevant viewpointsterrestrial cycles, gives us a fresh sense of the frailty of the
system of human life on Earth. Scientific progress provides in nearby space.

I refer to a proposal for a Mars-oriented space program,the grounds for optimism about mankind’s emerging power
to gain control over these dangers. which I developed, in memory of Krafft Ehricke, during 1985-

1986. A reflection of that proposal was presented in a half-Shall we then say to ourselves, “ In a few billions years,
or much less, human life on this planet will be crushed”? What hour television documentary, “The Woman on Mars,” which

I broadcast in 1988. During those years, I concluded thatof a large asteroid hitting Earth directly? So it goes. Shall we,
then, resolve to squat pitiably on the surface of our planet, or such a long-range program, for placing a permanent science

station, exchanging personnel by means of continuously pow-shall we get out “ there,” seeking the knowledge by whose aid
future generations might defend our planet from such things? ered flights of flotillas of partially Moon-manufactured space-

craft between Earth-orbit and Mars, should define the mis-There are other, if related reasons for space exploration.
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FIGURE 12

Greater Middle East, Existing and Proposed Rail Development (Arab League)
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the Suez Canal, a joint project
of Egypt and Japan, is opened
on Oct. 9, 2001. The Mubarak
Peace Bridge was inaugurated
by Egyptian President Hosni
Mubarak (right) and former
Japanese Prime Minister
Ryutaro Hashimoto.

sion-orientation of the organizational umbrella of our national progress in discovery and application of valid notions of uni-
versal physical principle. As we progress, both the possibilityscience-driver establishment. Implicitly, virtually all of the

frontier development and pilot implementation of scientific and urgency of accelerating such progress are increased. To
that purpose, we must choose one or several possibilities fordiscovery would be situated with the greatest efficiency, in

a organized effort built around a space-oriented mission of achieving broad-based breakthroughs, each such loosely de-
scribable as a field of scientific breakthroughs.discovery and pioneering development.

Such a space-exploration program is no mere option. The space-exploration mission-orientation which I have
indicated fits such a requirement for the world’s present levelAs I have emphasized, once again, within the foregoing

pages, man’s ability to increase our species’ per-capita and of its scientific-technological frontiers. A fuller appreciation
of the implications of the concept of the Noösphere, points usper-square-kilometer power on our planet, depends, uncondi-

tionally, upon the efficient intention to promote and rely upon in that direction.
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As I emphasized in the report sampled by my 1988 nation- unique event in the past half-millennium of world history.
During a time when it was still impossible to establish a trueally televised “The Woman on Mars,” any sensible scheme

for man’s scientific visits to Mars, must be a long-range effort, republic in Europe, the best minds of Eighteenth-Century Eu-
rope rallied to the hope of the establishment of such a republicfor which about forty years of development must be expected.

The requirement must be flotillas of spacecraft, whose from among the English-speaking colonies of North America.
The exemplary result of that process, was the role of the ener-weightiest components will be produced from materials avail-

able on the Moon (including, probably Helium-3 fuel). These getic scientific and political genius of Benjamin Franklin, in
steering his followers through the perilous 1763-1789 strug-journeys will be made as continuously powered (accelerated,

decelerated)flight, from a base in Earth’s geo-stationary orbit, gle to establish a Federal constitutional republic premised
on the principle of agapē (the common good, the generalto a position orbiting above Mars. From materials in the latter

position, assemblies will descend to the surface, and subsur- welfare). As our friend, the Marquis de Lafayette expressed
it, the newborn U.S. republic was a temple of liberty andface of Mars, thus establishing a station to receive and provide

protective housing for working teams. This will require the beacon of hope, for all mankind.
The celebrated. London-orchestrated events of July 14,development of technologies now known to be feasible ac-

complishments, but not yet available otherwise. 1789 sealed the defeat of the effort of Bailly and Lafayette,
to rescue France from its deadly crisis. They created a consti-Although, back in 1986, I allowed about forty years for

the completion of the initial manned-flight mission of the tution which they had intended should transform France
quickly into a constitutional monarchy echoing the draft U.S.project, even allowing forty years means attacking the prob-

lems as a high-intensity “crash program” roughly broadly Constitution. A break between the U.S.A. and its former ally
France, was accomplished under such influences as Britishcomparable to President Kennedy’s Moon-landing mission.

However, that does not mean that the pay-back begins forty Foreign Office agents Danton and Marat, a break deepened
by the London-steered Jacobin Terror, by the Napoleonic tyr-years from now. Each and all of the technologies required

for that mission, will be applicable ways of bringing great anny, and, then, by the Devil’s own Congress of Vienna.
These ugly events left the young U.S. republic imperilledbenefits to life back here on Earth. We need not wait the forty

years for such benefits; we will be able to apply some of them throughout the ensuing period, until the crucial military vic-
tory of 1863 at Gettysburg. Throughout that period, from theto life on Earth in the years immediately ahead, and others at

later stages of the initial program. As I emphasized in 1986, Duke of Wellington’s successful seating of Britain’s puppet,
France’s disgusting Restoration monarchy, on France’sif we can design housing for a scientific station on Mars,

we have thus the quality of technology needed to transform throne, France, Britain, and the Habsburgs, and the Spanish
monarchy, among others, were our enemies, through and be-the Sahara.

Look at the U.S. Moon-landing program, which brought yond 1865: until those U.S. military victories of 1863-1865
which led to the expulsion of the fascistic puppet-regime ofmany times the cost of the program as economic benefits to

our national economy. Science-driver modes of “crash pro- the tyrant Maximilian, which London and Napoleon III had
imposed upon Mexico. By the role of leaders such as thegrams,” have been relatively the greatest source of progress

in the productive powers of labor. American Whigs, such as President Abraham Lincoln, our
republic survived, to emerge as a world model of agro-indus-I emphasize my warning. In the universe, nothing good

simply happens. The notion of universal physical principles trial development during the 1861-1876 interval.
During the perilous early decades of the emerging repub-can not be competently separated from intention. Without

a will, there is no way. In general, it is the efficient intention lic, 1763-1865, including the “ four score and seven years”
preceding the Battle of Gettysburg, the treacherous Americanto do good which creates and maintains a good society; it

is persons committed to do good, who protect societies Tories enjoyed the sympathies, and also support from our
British and other enemies based in Europe. Under these diffi-against the doom of decadence. Never trust programs, except

as they express the unswerving intention built into the rele- cult circumstances, the U.S. interior had become a battlefield
between two forces: the American Tories, such as bankersvant political or other personalities. To save our imperilled

nation, our imperilled planet, we must develop the institu- Aaron Burr and Martin van Buren, controlled chiefly from
London; and the patriotic tradition associated with the Whigs,tions, including science-driver types of “crash programs”

which are relevant to an intention for progress as such. Lincoln Republicans, and President Franklin Roosevelt’s
Presidency. That conflict persists to the present day.

As a consequence of that yet-unresolved internal conflict
between the forces of good and evil—and, notably, because3.1. The American System of
of the political conditions which developed during the post-

Political-Economy Franklin Roosevelt decades—virtually none of our universi-
ties’ economics, history, and political science departments
today acknowledge, or even seem to know of the axiomatic,As I have said repeatedly, here and in many earlier loca-

tions, the creation of the U.S.A. as a sovereign republic, is a systemic distinctions between that American System of polit-
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ical-economy implicit in our Federal Constitution, and the chiefly on a combination of financial power and rigging the
game of financial affairs greatly in favor of “ the house,” ormodel, often called “capitalism,” established in Britain under

the British East India Company and its Haileybury school of the squabbling “houses,” which are almost as much predators
in their dealing with one another, as with their customaryBentham, Adam Smith, Malthus, Ricardo, et al. Still today,

the political processes of our nation are polluted with the popular prey. They dispense their pillaging liberally.
The most concise expression of the axiomatic distinctionincompetence expressed by the often-babbled lie, that the

U.S. Constitution is a testament to British Eighteenth- and between the American System and the axiomatic quality of
the Eighteenth-Century British East India Company model ofNineteenth-Century liberalism.

Again, as I have emphasized in these pages, the economic imperial financier-oligarchical maritime power, is the differ-
ence in policies of education.policy-shaping of today’s U.S.A., is divided between two

conflicting, axiomatically incompatible systems, the Ameri- The British Eighteenth- and Nineteenth-Century liberal
model prefers not to cultivate “excessively” the mental pow-can System and its opponent, that presently extremely deca-

dent form of the British Eighteenth-Century system. The ers of young members of the human herd. It prefers to degrade
the mental powers of the many into a condition which theirony is, that we have been invariably brought to the brink of

ruin, as now, by the varieties of that British liberalism which rulers have selected for each victim as his or her destined,
future economic role and station in adult life. That tradition,President Franklin Roosevelt denounced, and the liberalism

from which we were repeatedly rescued, as from the brink, which is an echo of the Roman imperial Code of Diocletian,
and its echoes in U.S. educational policy-making today, mea-by a turning back to the American System, as the case of

President Franklin Roosevelt illustrates that point in practice. sures education in terms of estimated fitness of the young
for adult employment, as if one were expressing deep moralTherefore, the principal intellectual obstacle to saving our

republic from ruin, is the lack of competence in the economic concern for the production of wool and meat, not human
beings.opinions of not only most within our government and leading

parties, but the citizenry in general. Unfortunately, only the Our American patriotic model rejects that. The difference
is reflected in the relative literacy of the two populations atsmell of doomsday in the presently accelerating, global mone-

tary-financial collapse-process, could shock parties and con- the beginning of the Nineteenth Century. The level of literacy
in Benjamin Franklin’s America, was more than twice that ofstituencies sufficiently to cause them to consider rethinking

their recent opinions about the principles of economy. That the British. Our republican education policy, as expressed by
Benjamin Franklin’s leadership, was always consistent withshock is being delivered with increasing force right now.

To understand that conflict, we must look back to its roots what German history should recall as the Schiller-Humboldt
mode of Classical humanist education. Our tradition in educa-in pre-Treaty of Westphalia Europe, in that period of a post-

Renaissance, little dark age of Venice-orchestrated religious tion-policy, is the development of human beings, rather than
households of employable human cattle.warfare in modern Europe’s history, from 1511 to 1658.

Out of the Seventeenth-Century developments in England If we are true republicans, we develop the economy and
its opportunities for employment, in directions intended forand the Netherlands, two varieties of tyranny emerged as

leading powers in Europe. One, was typified by the advocacy the needs of human beings, rather than degrading human be-
ings, as if there were wood or bone to be carved into theof that absolutist, Hitler-like tyranny associated with Paolo

Sarpi follower Thomas Hobbes. The other, that pro-slavery shape of employees. Since it is natural for human beings to
be cognitive beings, we must require our economy to developform of oligarchical tyranny more reflective of the tradition

of Venice’s financier oligarchy, was that of the followers of in directions of that scientific and related progress which ex-
presses the essential distinction between human nature andWilliam of Orange and John Locke. As Irish recollection

insists, there is, of course, no genetic difference between the the beasts. We must educate all of our young to become mak-
ers of a history of progress of the human condition, ratherbrutishness of Hobbes and the Mephistophelean liberalism of

Locke. The two are, like the slime-molds, two seemingly than species of human cattle.
In the great sweep of that European civilization, rooted inopposite appearances of the same species expressed in the

form of what are merely alternating states of organization. Classical Greece, which was originally the child of Egypt, the
Classical humanist tradition has always been expressed as aIn both political systems, the Hobbesian and Lockean, the

oligarchy conceives of itself as a Cathar-like “elect,” or “se- struggle: first, to discover human nature and its requirements
less imperfectly; and, second, to steer the process of changelect.” Under Hobbes, there is a dictator. Under Locke, the

oligarch’s hedonistic exercise of political and economic within society in directions which are compatible with the
natural requirements expressed by the human power to dis-power, is typified by the principle of the slime-mold-like cen-

tral banking system, a collective parasite which herds, loots, cover, transmit, and apply discoveries of those universal
physical principles of art and science, by means of which theand lulls and culls the common herd of human cattle.

The more liberal approach to pillaging the poor, that of human being acts as one made in the image of, and love for,
mankind and the Creator alike.the followers of Locke and his like, usually prefers to rely
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Under such a policy, we do not foster technological prog- between the exercise of the individual human will and the
Biosphere in general. It is the tool which amplifies the appli-ress for the sake of becoming rich; we choose technological

progress as the way in which the living individual, caught cation of the human will and hand. It does this in much the
same sense as the investment in essential physical forms ofbetween the brevities of individual life and death, can find a

meaning of an individual life’s work which shall become a capital goods in manufacturing or agriculture. The connec-
tion between such notions of infrastructural and industrialnecessary, useful part of the future of humanity. The dying

man must smile, because he knows his life was not a waste; productions’ capital, is relatively more immediate, more ob-
vious in the case of modern agriculture. These connectionshe must live and die, not as a pet or cattle do, but according

to that essential nature of the human being which wise men are best understood from the standpoint of the Noösphere,
as I have summarized my view of the Noösphere earlier inknow as a creature made in the likeness of the Creator.

The great scientist must be paid, but pay is not his motive. this report.
The concept is even clearer, at least implicitly so, whenRather, he must be paid because he must be enabled to do that

work on which his contribution to future mankind depends. we look at the development of the mind of the individual as a
form of stored-up investment in physical capital. The accumu-He must be paid such that his family and community will

continue an upward course of human development. He must lation of cognitive knowledge of valid universal physical
principles, as distinguished from mere forms of learning com-be educated for that role, the all-sided role which every person

in a just society must be educated to perform. parable to textbook learning, brings the essential point into
better focus.The axiomatic root of the difference between the Ameri-

can System and Eighteenth-Century British liberalism, is that. Thus, the recent three decades of madness, in destroying
capital through privatizing public infrastructural institutions;
in substituting “blab school” qualities of instruction in mere
opinion, in most aspects of public and higher education; in3.2. Infrastructure and Profit reducing techniques more and more to techniques to be
learned by dummies; typifies a vast, systemic process of de-

Competent policy-shaping of a national economy treats struction of physical capital of the landscape and human
the concept of financial capital as a fiction. To understand minds alike, as the case of “The Keating Five” illustrates
any of the essential mechanisms of a national, and world the point.
economy, we must rely on the notion of physical capital, If we take those horrors introduced during the recent three
rather than financial capital. It addition to the physical capital decades into account, there is nothing properly mysterious
essential to production of products and essential services, we about the fact that our economy is sliding deeply into a physi-
require, absolutely, two other categories of physical capital cal, as well as monetary-financial collapse.
which are usually overlooked in recent decades of official and The complementary point to be stressed, is that produc-
other U.S. estimates of national income and product. This tion costs far more than present accounting practices allow.
defect in U.S. official accounting already existed even before By reducing the acknowledged costs of education, for the
the early introduction of the fraud known as the Quality Ad- sake of “ the bottom line,” accounting practice of the recent
justment Index, during the early years of Paul Volcker’s decades has contributed much to bringing our economy to the
Chairmanship of the Federal Reserve System.22 bottom we are now experiencing. The perilous collapse of our

The two accumulations of physical capital which are, capacity for generating electrical power, the decay of our
most often, either overlooked or greatly underrated, are gov- investment in large-scale water-management systems, the in-
ernmental contributions to the development and maintenance tentional looting of the national railway system, and what
of basic economic infrastructure, and the development of that deregulation of transportation did to our national trucking and
artistic and scientific cultural development of the members air travel industries, illustrate the point.
of society which is to be best assessed by the comparative We must regard standards for minimum wages, pensions,
standards of strictly Classical culture. freight-rate schedules, protectionist approaches to defining

Such infrastructure, like the capital development of the fair prices of essential produced goods, and maintaining a
facilities of production of physical goods, performs an indis- repertoire of national production of most of the types of essen-
pensable, if largely intermediate function in the relationship tial goods for our own internal use, as, admittedly, increases

of the apparent accounting costs of marketed goods; but those
price-floors are essential to the formation of essential produc-22. Recently, the fraud of the early 1980s Quality Adjustment Index has

been continued under the accounting fraud of “hedonistic” valuation. This tive capital, including the basic economic infrastructure, and
fraudulent notion of a “hedonistic” principle was introduced into late-Eigh- levels of cognitive mental development of our young.
teenth-Century British practice by Lord Shelburne’s Jeremy Bentham, the

After more that three decades of qualities of folly oftenlatter the putative father, and stuffed dummy, of the “utilitarian” school. It
verging upon insanity, or worse, it is time to correct thosepersists today as a reflection of the dogmas of John Stuart Mill and the

“marginal utilitarians” generally. mistakes, and rebuild.
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Koreas Open DMZ at Last: ‘Silk
Road’ Rail Construction Starts
by Kathy Wolfe

At 11 a.m. on Sept. 18, North and South Korea cut open the ers, and an ambulance.
The military determination with which the Koreans seekDemilitarized Zone (DMZ) barbed-wire fences which have

divided them for 50 years, in ground-breaking ceremonies to to make their country whole was clear from the front-page
photo of Seoul’s top daily, theKorea Times, showing troopsrebuild the “Iron Silk Road”—the trans-Korean rail and road

links severed since the Korean War. marching in formation behind the mine-sweeper. “This is not
a simple construction job but a historic military operation,”In the west, where the Seoul-Pyongyang Kyongui line is

being rebuilt toward China, South Korean soldiers unlocked said Lt. Col. Bae Yoon-Hyo. “North Korean troops, whose
weapons are normally trained on us, are instead doing theirthe ten-foot-high fence that runs the 250-kilometer length of

the DMZ, at Dorasan Station in Paju, as thousands applauded. work at the same time.”
If work goes smoothly, the western railway is to be re-Simultaneously, 14.2 kilometers to the north, North Korea

opened its fence at Kaesong Station. On the peninsula’s east opened this year, making it possible to travel by train from
Seoul to Pyongyang for the first time since the 1940s. A west-coast,where theDonghae-Wonsan line isbeing rebuilt toward

Russia’s Vladivostok, North Korean Prime Minister Hong ern road will be opened alongside next Spring. An east coast
road could be opened as early as December, to allow familySong-nam, Railway Minister Kim Yong-sam, and 3,000

guests cut the north fence of the DMZ at Onjong-ri at the foot reunions at Diamond Mountain. The east coast railway is to
be finished in early 2003.of Mt. Kumgang (Diamond Mountain). Some 27 km to the

south, South Korea opened its east coast fence in Kosung at Distances are short, but the engineering feat is huge. The
DMZ is a 4 km-wide no-man’s land strewn with millions ofthe Unification Observatory, as crowds gazed north toward

the revered Diamond Mountain. land mines, running 250 km from sea to sea. Troops must
clear some 2,000 mines from each of their 2 km halves, onAt all four points, ceremonies with fireworks and music

exploded. At the beautiful new Dorasan Station, a South Ko- both coasts, to create a 250 meter corridor in the west and a
100 meter one in the east for rail and roadways.rean girl in white, symbolizing the North, emerged from be-

hind the barbed wire holding a single red rose, and joined
hands with a boy in a black suit, representing the South, also‘The Work of All Eurasia’

South Korean President Kim Dae-jung was in Europecarrying a single rose. They joined a chorus singing the emo-
tional “Our Wish Is Unification,” as a train decked with a Sept. 20-24, urging European leaders again to help rebuild

not only the Trans-Korean Railway, but the entire length ofunification flag and flowers rolled slowly toward the fence
where the rails end. Overhead screens broadcast simultaneous the New Silk Road, from Pusan in the southern tip of Korea,

to Paris, across Eurasia. Yonhap News reported that in Co-ceremonies in the east.
In more ceremonies on Sept. 19, construction began: penhagen on Sept. 22, “He will ask Asia-Europe Meeting

(ASEM) nations for cooperation in South Korea’s ambitiousSouth and North Korean soldiers simultaneously entered the
DMZ at all four points for mine-clearing operations. Near plan to realize an ‘Iron Silk Road’ railway linking the Korean

Peninsula to Europe.”Dorasan, 50 soldiers with live ammunition and 50 engineer-
ing troops followed a German-made mine-sweeper along the U.S. Presidential pre-candidate Lyndon LaRouche, the

author of the 1992 “New Silk Road—Eurasian Land-Bridge”rail lines in a massed procession of trucks, backhoes, bulldoz-
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concept, was overjoyed with the
events. As EIR reported on Sept.
13, the sudden breakthroughs in
Korea are not a domestic affair,
but an international strategic
move by the heads of state of Rus-
sia, Japan, and China, as well as
both Koreas, to stop the threat-
ened Mideast war from spreading
into Asia. Furthermore, “ this was
beyond only that” LaRouche
added, referencing both Kim’s
European trip and private initia-
tives by certain Europeans. “This
was the work of all Eurasia, in-
cluding Germany, to help the Ko-
reas solve the problem. This was Seoul’s Korea Times portrayed the dramatic opening of the Korean Demilitarized Zone, after 50
their answer to the devil”—mean- years, with this shot of South Korean soldiers marching into the zone to begin mine-clearing

operations for the rapid building of through rail lines and roads.ing, the threat of global war and
economic collapse.

President Kim, who has
adopted what he calls the “ Iron Silk Road” from LaRouche’s help raise the $2.2 billion needed for reconnecting the Trans-

Korean Railway, said Hideshi Takesada at Tokyo’s Nationaloriginal idea, is vocal about his grand Eurasian-wide vision.
“South Korea and Europe could be connected if we link only Institute for Defense Studies. Putin has held several summits

with both Kim and Koizumi in recent years, emphasizing14 kilometers of rail,” Kim said recently, repeating his slogan
of December 2001 at the European Parliament in Strasbourg, Russia’s support for the New Silk Road. Japan could already

be committing close to $10 billion for the project. The Kim-France. Korea, Kim said, could become the gateway to the
Pacific for Europe, via this Eurasian Land-Bridge. “When the Koizumi joint statement said Tokyo will provide North Korea

with grants-in-aid, low-interest loans, and aid through inter-Trans-Korean Railway is linked with the Trans-China or the
Trans-Siberian Railway, a train leaving London could reach national organizations upon normalization of diplomatic ties.

When Tokyo normalized relations with Seoul in 1965, it gaveSeoul and Pusan via Paris, Eastern Europe, Central Asia, and
Siberia or China. Goods could be shipped to all Pacific regions $500 million—about $10 billion in today’s terms—in apol-

ogy for Japan’s 1895-1945 occupation of Korea.from Pusan, the third-largest container port in the world.
Transportation costs would be cut by 30% and time shortened “You could call it ‘Japan’s grand entrance’ into the Eur-

asian Land-Bridge,” said one Korean observer. Despite muchby two-thirds,” he said.
The Presidents of Russia, the Philippines, and the Euro- historic rancor between Tokyo and its neighbors, the reality

is that Japan’s technological, industrial, and financial mightpean Union congratulated both Koreas on Sept. 18. Russian
President Vladimir Putin said he is “sure this wise decision are central to the Eurasian grand project. There is already

serious discussion of linking Japan’s famous Bullet train lineswill expedite constructive progress in inter-Korean reconcili-
ation and reunification.” directly to Europe, by building an ambitious bridge-tunnel

system between Pusan, South Korea, and Fukuoka, Japan, as
EIR reported on Sept. 13. Prime Minister Koizumi, a diplo-‘Japan’s Grand Entrance’

The international nature of the New Silk Road strategy, mat’s nightmare who has long alienated many Asian nations,
“ is not running the show,” said one source. This is a strategicas a Eurasian-wide proposal for rapid economic development,

in opposition to global war, was also put in sharp focus by policy decision by a large faction of Japan’s elite.
Events inside North Korea are also key. Kim Jong-il dem-the remarkable surprise summit on Sept. 17 in Pyongyang,

between Japanese Prime Minister Junichiro Koizumi and onstrated what Korean observers had forecast as a decisive
turn in Pyongyang policy, away from “military hard-liners”North Korean Chairman Kim Jong-il. The nominal antago-

nists reached a sweeping set of what Japan’s Foreign Ministry who prefer confrontation.
The summit’s big shock came when Chairman Kim gavecalled “comprehensive accords,” agreeing to formal diplo-

matic normalization talks in October, said a joint statement a full apology for North Korean abductions of 11 Japanese
during the 1970s-1980s. “The people responsible for this inci-by the two leaders.

“Underlying the summit is a plan which Russian President dent have been punished and we will never see this kind of
thing happen again,” a Japanese official quoted Kim saying.Putin, Kim Jong-il, and [South Korean President] Kim Dae-

jung are playing out together, to woo cash from Japan,” to “ I take this opportunity to express my regret and apologize
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Kenji Hiramatsu of Japan’s Foreign Min-
istry.

End of Bush Unilateralism
The Pyongyang summit pulls several rugs

out from under the war party in Washington.
A Korea Times editorial on Sept. 17 (plainly
leaked by the President’s Blue House), is enti-
tled “ Is North Korea Ready for Peace? Koi-
zumi Picks Up Where Kim Left Off.” It com-
pares the Koizumi-Kim summit to South
Korean President Kim Dae-jung’s first his-
toric June 2000 Pyongyang trip, asserting that
Koizumi’s trip was architected by President
Kim Dae-jung. “The Japanese Premier did
what Kim bid him to do—settling Tokyo’s
biggest unsolved diplomatic task. He decided

In a crucial parallel to the Korea accords, Japan’s Prime Minister Junichiro
to make perhaps his biggest wager, going toKoizumi and North Korea’s Kim Jong-il signed unprecedented agreements Sept.
Pyongyang to meet the man who holds the17, leading towards stability and Japanese-aided economic reconstruction on the

Korean Peninsula. key to the deadlock. Koizumi, the man once
considered as disdainful of the country his an-
cestors ruled with an iron fist.” The editorial

quotes a Blue House official: “ ‘ I think that the Koizumi-Kimsincerely. . . . This happened over decades of hostile relations
and I want to talk about it frankly.” Kim said four Japanese Jong-il summit will result in things whose repercussions will

be felt for a long time to come in terms of a lasting peacewere still alive and could return home to Japan, and that those
responsible in North Korea’s military “have been sternly pun- on the peninsula, as well as in the region.’ ” And the paper

concludes, “This will most likely affect Bush, who is busyished.”
Kim also agreed to cease any further North Korean missile waging his war on global terrorism, and make him reconsider

his attempt to introduce unilateralism, the sword Bush usestests “beyond 2003,” said the statement, and to accept nuclear
inspections, largely pulling the rug out from under the Anglo- to rearrange the world order as he sees fit. This seems to be

the only approach available to the Kim Dae-jung Administra-American utopians’ war drive to label North Korea the next
launching ground for world war after Iraq. tion to have the United States change its mind and give another

chance to inter-Korean rapprochement.”As part of the “comprehensive approach,” Japan also
made surprising concessions. In addition to the financial At the DMZ on Sept. 17, the two Koreas finalized a his-

toric accord between their two militaries—under bitter nego-agreement, these included a full apology for Japan’s occupa-
tion of Korea. “Japan humbly recognizes the historical fact tiations for over two years—which will allow engineering

troops to clear mines and build railways in cooperation. Thethat it caused tremendous damage and suffering to the people
of Korea through its past colonial rule and expressed feelings accords, signed by both the North and South Korean Ministers

of Defense, were exchanged at the border truce village ofof deep remorse and heartfelt apology,” the statement said,
repeating a 1995 apology by Japanese Prime Minister Tomii- Panmunjom. “Today we have completed all paperwork

needed to start work on the reconnection of cross-border rail-chi Murayama to China and Asian nations in general.
Koizumi also called for Kim’s cooperation in support of way and road links,” a South Korean Unification Ministry

official said at the exchange of documents signed by bothTokyo and Moscow’s proposal for six-way talks among the
two Koreas, the United States, China, Russia, and Japan. Kim South and North Korean Defense Ministers. The accord en-

sures the safety of soldiers who will walk into the DMZ toreplied that North Korea is prepared to join such a framework,
a Japanese official said. Bringing Japan and Russia to the table clear mines.

South and North Korean military officials hailed the mili-is another factor meant to dilute the war cries from Washing-
ton. The joint statement says that Japan and North Korea have tary accord as a springboard for rapprochement. “This demon-

strates our firm determination to implement the peace declara-reached a comprehensive solution to nuclear issues on the
Korean Peninsula and confirmed their cooperation in main- tion” of the leaders of the two Koreas in June 2000, North

Korea’s chief delegate, Ryu Yong-chul, said. His South Ko-taining and strengthening peace and stability in Northeast
Asia. rean counterpart, Brig. Gen. Kim Kyong-duck, said the mili-

tary accord will open the door for reunification of the Ko-“We sense North Korea has changed, expressing more
willingness to listen to our proposals and to talk,” said rean peninsula.
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Indian External Affairs Minister Sinha also met sepa-
rately with his Iranian counterpart, Kamal Kharrazi, on Sept.
15, and the two agreed on the importance of the “Dialogue of
Civilizations” urged by the government of Iran. The two sides
suggested that the dialogue could take place among India,
Iran, China, and Greece—the great cultures of Eurasia sinceEurasian ‘Strategic
ancient times.

Triangle’ Meets at UN
Against the War Drive

The “strategic triangle” has been on the agenda this year,by Mary Burdman
although at a relatively quiet level. In April, Primakov himself
visited Beijing on the invitation of the highest-level military

At the moment when the George W. Bush Administration is policy institute in China, and met with Chinese President
Jiang Zemin. At that time, a number of strategic analyses weretrying to drive the world toward war, leaders of the three

greatest Eurasian nations—Russia, China, and India—have published in India and Kazakstan, on the importance of the
“strategic triangle” and “New Silk Road” for Eurasia. In June,opened up a new chapter in relations. On Sept. 14, Russian

Foreign Minister Igor Ivanov, Chinese Foreign Minister Tang there were separate meetings between Jiang Zemin, Russian
President Vladimir Putin, and Indian Prime Minister Atal Be-Jiaxuan, and Indian External Affairs Minister Yashwant

Sinha held the first-ever high-level “triangular” meeting on hari Vajpayee, at the first summit of the Conference on Inter-
action and Confidence Building, held in Kazakstan.the sidelines of the 57th United Nations General Assembly in

New York City. While the meeting was informal, the three All three of these nations have opposed Washington’s
drive for war against Iraq, being aware of the horrific conse-have agreed to hold “official meetings” in the future.

While low key in comparison to the historic developments quences such a war will have throughout Eurasia. The U.S.-
led forces are floundering in an ever-deeper quagmire in Af-on the Korean Peninsula (see our lead article in this section),

the meeting was a crucial, and decidedly public, step in the ghanistan; this is exacerbating the drug- and weapons-run-
ning “warlord” conflicts in a huge region, which directly af-concerted effort to re-launch cooperation among the nations

of the vast Eurasian land-mass, which has been hindered by fects India via Pakistan, as well as Russia and China, via
Central Asia.the U.S.-led war drive set off after Sept. 11, 2001.

Ever since then-Russian Prime Minister Yevgeni Prima- Promises made of the benefits to be gained from the U.S.-
led “war on terrorism,” have hardly been fulfilled. Tensionskov first proposed, in New Delhi in December 1998, a “strate-

gic triangle” for cooperation among Russia, China, and India, between India and Pakistan, the latter a primary U.S. base for
its “anti-terror” war in South Asia, remain sharp; some 1the potential for these nations to pursue their “joint aspirations

of establishing peace and security in the world,” as Primakov million troops remain mobilized on the Indian-Pakistani bor-
der. Leaders in China are quite aware that, not too far downthen said, has posed a potential challenge to the utopian policy

currently dominating the United States. Internal “geopoliti- the line, their nation is the final target of the U.S. “axis of
evil” crowd. Russia has been increasingly pursuing its vitalcal” tendencies “left over from history” in the three nations,

and external machinations from the “Clash of Civilizations” interests with its neighbors in the Koreas, China, India, Iran,
and Japan.crowd, have held up substantial progress so far.

Times, however, are changing.
The Russian side had proposed, and hosted, the nearlyState Visits

Chinese Foreign Minister Tang announced on Sept. 15two-hour informal meeting on Sept. 14. Afterward, Foreign
Minister Ivanov annouced that “we had agreed to hold this from the United Nations, that Russian President Putin will be

making a state visit to China Dec. 1-3. Putin will also visitkind of meeting in New York long ago. We will be meeting
in the future also. We exchanged views on current subjects in India in December.

Tang Jiaxuan told Ivanov, that Putin’s visit will be thethe UN General Assembly. We have common positions on
principal matters, in the first place related to strengthening most important event in Sino-Russian relations this year.

Putin will also meet Chinese President Jiang at the Asia-Pa-the UN’s role and formation of a world order based on the
superiority of the UN Charter and international law.” cific Economic Cooperation Forum (APEC) summit in Mex-

ico in October, before Jiang’s scheduled visit to the UnitedThe three sides discussed “current international prob-
lems, given the coordinating role of the UN,” Ivanov said. States.

Ivanov referred to the highly successful visit of RussianAsked if the future meetings on this level would be annual
or biannual, Ivanov told the press that this “depends on Prime Minister Mikhail Kasyanov to China on Aug. 22-23.

Kasyanov was in Shanghai and Beijing for the seventh Regu-the occasion.” Other meetings, at different levels, are also
being planned. lar Meeting with his Chinese counterpart, and signed a joint
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communiqué with Prime Minister Zhu Rongji on expanding
cooperation. The communiqué also called for a new concept
of security, based on international law, mutual trust, equality,
and cooperation. The leaders denounced “selfish” unilateral New Mossad Chief
policies and said that attacks on terrorism should be based on
international law and cooperation—a dig at Washington. Signals ‘Dirty Ops’

“Common development” and peace must be the basic
principles of strategic coordination, they said, noting the im- by Dean Andromidas
portant role of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization
(SCO), which was founded by China, Russia, Kazakstan,

The appointment by Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon ofKyrgyzstan, and Tajikistan.
The two sides also called for economic and trade coopera- Gen. Meir Dagan as the new Mossad chief, signals his inten-

tion to use the spy agency for provocative operations. Sharontion, in rail, road, and water transportation, energy—includ-
ing nuclear—aerospace, “science parks,” and “high techno- has now placed his flunkies in every significant position in

Israel’s security-military and intelligence command. The ap-logies.” The Sino-Russian Siberian oil pipeline project, which
could, notably, also be extended to the Korean Peninsula, is pointment coheres with his announcement that Israel will

have all its security, military, and civil defense plans in placecritical, as is the “strategic value” of cooperation on China’s
west-east gas pipeline. by Nov. 1, in expectation of a U.S. attack on Iraq. Senior

military commentator Amir Oren wrote in the Israeli dailyChina-India relations have also been developing steadily
this year, following Zhu Rongji’s visit to India in January and Ha’aretz on Sept. 11, that the naming of Dagan “ is the security

appointment of national significance that Sharon alone hasthat of then-External Affairs Minister Jaswant Singh to China
in March-April. made. It reflects his wish, on the eve of an expected American

campaign against Iraq, and as Iran and other Arab states buildAlso of note, is the highest-level visit in 20 years of repre-
sentatives of the Tibetan Dalai Lama to both Beijing and up stockpiles of weapons of mass destruction, for a combative

team at the head of the military-intelligence establishment.”Lhasa, during mid-September. Although the visits of Lodi
Gyari and Kelsang Gyaltsen, the Dalai Lama’s representa- Dagan’s appointment was made within weeks after

Sharon named Gen. Moshe Ya’alon as Chief of Staff of thetives in the United States and Europe, are being described
in China as “personal,” their official positions indicate that Israeli Defense Forces (IDF). In an interview published in

Ha’aretz on Aug. 29, Ya’alon expressed precisely the samesomething more is going on. Tibet has been a strategic bone
of contention between China and India over many decades; hard-line positions as Sharon, comparing the Palestinians to

a “cancerous” threat, and saying that Israel will have to waitmoves to resolve differences could do much to promote re-
gional relations. China is making serious progress on its rail- “generations” for the possibility of enjoying peace with its

Arab neighbors.road to Lhasa, the first-ever into Tibet, which could be of real
economic benefit for India. It was Ya’alon, according to an Israeli intelligence source,

who in 1996 drafted the IDF’s current operational plan, “FieldIn August, it was reported that India had decided to up-
grade its effort to gain membership in the SCO. This is already of Thorns,” whose aim is to crush Palestinian resistance. Al-

most all phases of the plan have now been accomplished,supported by Moscow and the Central Asian nations; final
agreement has to come from Beijing. including reoccupation of the entire West Bank, economic

blockade, and closure of Palestinian areas. Only two stepsOn cue, the lunatic fringe in Washington, which has been
trying to cultivate India, stepped in. Neo-conservative fanatic remain to be carried out: The first is the final destruction of

the Palestinian National Authority, with the arrest or death ofand China-hater Frank Gaffney, head of the Center for Secu-
rity Policy, on Sept. 18 said that “one of the most exciting the entire Palestinian political leadership. This has already

been partially implemented. The second is the deportation ofareas for future U.S.-Indian cooperation could be missile de-
fense. . . . Pakistan’s nuclear and missile capabilities are de- Palestinians from “sensitive areas,” which means the entire

West Bank. The plan was denounced by Palestinian Authoritypendent on China for nuclear weapon and solid fuel technol-
ogy and on North Korea for liquid fuel missile technology,” President Yasser Arafat in a speech on May 15, 2002.

The “Field of Thorns” plan received the endorsement ofGaffney alleged. “Helping democratic India to defend itself
against these missiles is a way to stand up to Communist Anthony Cordesman of the U.S.-based Center for Strategic

and International Studies, in a CSIS report published on Nov.China’s nuclear and missile proliferation, and to help India
defend itself from China’s growing nuclear missile arsenal,” 9, 2000. Among Cordesman’s colleagues at CSIS are leading

ideologues of the Clash of Civilizations policy, includinghe claimed.
New Delhi had earlier endorsed the Bush Administra- Zbigniew Brzezinski.

Dagan not only shares Ya’alon’s views, but has cooper-tion’s National Missile Defense policy, but has been silent on
the issue lately. ated operationally with him in the past. Oren wrote: “Dagan
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complements Chief of Staff Moshe Ya’alon. Twelve years
ago, after the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait, then Brigadier General

With Gen. Meir DaganDagan was head of operations in the general staff and initiated
appointed head ofsome far-reaching operations deep inside Iraq. Some were
Israel’s spy agency,

meant for the Paratroops Brigade, commanded by then Colo- the Mossad, Prime
nel Ya’alon. Minister Ariel Sharon

has his flunkies in all
the command positionsActivate International Hit Squads?
for security, military,Sharon’s desire for a “combative team at the head of the
and intelligence.

military intelligence establishment” can only mean that he
intends to launch provocative special operations directed at,
especially, Syria, Lebanon, Iraq, and Iran. These will be
launched under the pretext of “combatting terror” and the latter commanded the 143rd Division during the 1973 Arab-

Israeli War. After the war, Sharon made Dagan his protégé.threat of “weapons of mass destruction.” But Sharon’s inten-
tions could go beyond these these objectives, and he is consid- As Operational Commander of the IDF’s Southern Command

in the 1970s, Sharon named Dagan to head the infamous “Say-ering other forms of provocations under the cover of fighting
anti-Semitism, all around the world. eret Rimon” unit, which was modelled after Sharon’s 101

Brigade of the 1950s. For Sharon, those were the “good oldHa’aretz recently reminded its readers that in 1994, Israel
changed its penal code to include “extra-territorial crimes” : days,” when no one in Israel talked about war crimes by Israe-

lis. The Shin Bet intelligence service would simply compileAccording to Section 13 of the penal code, Israeli law will
apply to “crimes against the Israeli state or against the Jewish a “death list,” and give it to Dagan. After the Palestinian

activists were assassinated, their families would be roundedPeople”—not only crimes committed against Israelis living
abroad, but against “ the life of a Jew, his body, his health, or up and sent to the remote Abu Sneima Detention Camp on

the Sinai coast.his property, because he is a Jew, or the property of a Jewish
institution, because it is Jewish.” Dagan then was deployed to Lebanon, where, by the end

of the 1970s, he was part of Israel’s support of the ChristianWhile this clause has yet to be activated, one wonders:
Will Sharon deploy the Mossad to fight real or alleged anti- Phalangists in the Lebanese Civil War—the people whom

Sharon would later deploy to massacre Palestinians at theSemitic attacks in France, Germany, or Belgium? This is im-
portant, since all three countries are being called anti-Semitic, Sabra and Shatila refugee camps. Dagan soon became part of

Sharon’s conspiracy to launch the war against Lebanon inmore because of their opposition to Sharon’s policies, than
because of anti-Semitic acts, which have actually been com- 1982. Just prior to that war, Dagan led a provocative military

operation under the command of Chief of Staff Rafael Eitan,mitted in those countries. On Sept. 15, the London Sunday
Times ran a leak for the Mossad, reporting that Dagan wants a collaborator of Sharon, and Northern Commander Yanosh

Ben Gal, which was conducted by deceiving Prime Ministerto reactivate international hit squads. The Times quotes a
source as saying, with reference to targetted assassinations of Menachem Begin (who was also Defense Minister). Shortly

after this incident, Sharon became Defense Minister and de-Palestinians, “There is no reason why we should not do the
same abroad. They will have nowhere to hide. Gone are the ceived Begin again, launching the Lebanon War. Dagan was

also involved in organizing the Israeli-controlled puppetdays of black-tie parties and fat expense accounts. Whatever
we can’ t shoot will be closed down. . . . [Dagan will] trim South Lebanese Army.

Dagan’s new appointment has the approval of both De-years of useless fat and rebuild the famous Mossad muscles.
We have a war to win and there’s no reason why the Abdullahs fense Minister Benjamin Ben-Eliezer and Foreign Minister

Shimon Peres (both of the Labor Party), despite the fact thatand Muhammads in Damascus, Tehran, and Beirut should
sleep better than their brothers in Gaza.” Dagan is a member of Sharon’s Likud. Ben-Eliezer has

known Dagan, since the former was a liaison officer with theMeanwhile, veteran Mossad chief Ephraim Halevy,
whom Dagan is replacing, is to take over the Israeli National Phalangists at the end of the 1970s.

In 1997, when Benjamin Netanyahu was Prime Minister,Security Council. The hard-line Halevy will replace Gen. Uzi
Dayan, who had recently released a study recommending that Dagan was reportedly involved in the attempt to assassinate

Hamas leader Khaled Mashal in Jordan. As Netanyahu’s ter-Israel accept a two-state solution with Palestine, or face the
fact that it will become an undemocratic state. This was a rorism adviser, he would have been on the infamous “X Com-

mittee,” which approves Mossad assassinations. At the time,conclusion which Sharon did not welcome.
this committee reportedly included Netanyahu and Sharon.
Although the operation was a spectacular failure, the late KingDagan: Thirty Years a Flunky

Dagan has been Sharon’s man for more then three de- Hussein of Jordan saw it as an Israeli attempt to overthrow
his government, by triggering a revolt among Jordan’s Pales-cades. He served as a junior officer under Sharon when the
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tinians, who comprise almost 50% of its population. Sharon Tiberias also stretches the imagination. The Wassani, which
is nothing more than a stream, is a tributary of the Hisbanithen secured the release from an Israeli prison of Hamas spiri-

tual leader Sheikh Yassin, supposedly in order to appease River, which it enters within Lebanon’s own territory. The
latter, in turn, flows into the upper Jordan, the main sourceKing Hussein.

Dagan’s appointment has come under fire because of his of water for Lake Tiberias, whence Israel draws much of
its water.pronounced affiliation to the Likud and the fact that he ran

Sharon’s election campaign for prime minister. Said Labor Declaring his nation’s rights to the water, Lebanese Presi-
dent Emile Lahoud said: “ Israel’s exploitation of the springParty Secretary General Ophir Pines-Paz: “Dagan is clearly

a Likud man who is deeply entrenched in political life and during its 22-year occupation of south Lebanon does not
mean, in any way, that this de facto situation should continuewas active in Sharon’s campaign team. Even if he is skilled,

appointing a political man to head the Mossad is a severe by force. . . . Israel does not want to believe that its occupation
of south Lebanon is over.”blow to such an independent, apolitical organization.”

The Lebanese government has demanded that the issue
be brought before the five permanent members of the UN
Security Council—U.K., Canada, U.S., France, and Russia—
in order to prevent Israel from resorting to military action.

Israel’s claim, that the 3 million cubic meters of waterSharon Threatens War
which the Lebanese plan to withdraw poses an “existential
threat” to its water resources, drew ridicule from some IsraeliAgainst Lebanon, Syria
commentators, who point out that abundant water could be
supplied to Israel by desalination. Aviad Kleinberg of theby Dean Andromidas
daily Ha’aretz wrote on Sept. 18 that Israel and the Palestinian
Authority will require 800 billon cubic meters of water annu-

Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon is threatening to launch a ally, which could be supplied through desalination at the cost
of $480 million. If just Israel’s needs were considered, it couldwar against Lebanon and Syria in the event that the Bush

Administration’s plans to attack Iraq are thwarted. The flash- cost as little as $170 million. “This is much less expensive
than war,” wrote Kleinberg. “ It would make it possible topoint for this conflict is Israel’s bellicose opposition to a proj-

ect by Lebanon to pump water from the Wassani River to conduct rational negotiations over a settlement. . . . Why,
then, has nothing been done for decades? Is it because it isvillages in the south. On Sept. 10, Sharon said that if Lebanon

refused to stop the project, Israel would consider it a “pretext easy for decision-makers to keep us in a constant state of
existential threat? Is it because the option of war is alwaysfor war.”

Although “water wars” have been on the agenda for the less frightening than the option of peace?”
Middle East for the last decade, this conflict has nothing to
do with water. According to Israeli intelligence sources, International Maneuvers

Israeli Foreign Minister Shimon Peres, in a Sept. 14 meet-Sharon is desperate to get a regional war started as soon as
possible, in order to complete his destruction of the Palestin- ing at the United Nations, told Russian Foreign Minister Igor

Ivanov that Lebanon is “dangerously provoking Israel.” Inian Authority. “Sharon has been counting on a U.S. attack on
Iraq so he could expel the Palestinians across the Jordan, and Washington he discussed the issue with Vice President Dick

Cheney, National Security Adviser Condoleezza Rice, andso he could turn around and wipe out Syria,” one source said.
Iraq’s offer to allow UN weapons inspectors could block that, Secretary of State Colin Powell. The Bush Administration

dispatched two State Department water experts to examineand so Sharon is putting pressure on the Syrian front. Threat-
ening to attack Lebanon and Syria, using a water dispute with the project. After discussing the issue with Peres, Secretary

Powell declared, “We don’ t want to see a new crisis develop-Lebanon, is just a pretext. The source said that if Bush doesn’ t
attack Iraq soon, Sharon could attack Syria, in order to force ing over the diversion of water out of the river.”

Peres kept up the pressure by turning the issue againstthe issue.
Syria and its allies in the Lebanon-based Islamic group,
Hezbollah. He told Israel Radio: “There is one power in Leba-Desalination Is the Solution

The Lebanese began the Wassani River project many non that is trying to destroy everything and that is Hezbollah.
It is a force that does not always obey the government. Wemonths ago, in order to supply water to villages that had

been denied access to the water during the 22-year Israeli also don’ t know where Syria stands on this issue.”
The head of Israel’s national water authority Mekorot,occupation. The Israeli claim that this violates international

agreements is spurious, since there simply are none, while Reserve Maj. Gen. Uri Saguy, who happens to have recently
retired as chief of military intelligence, has also called forIsrael is technically in a state of war with Lebanon and Syria.

The Israeli claim that the Wassani is a key source for Lake action.
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Arab League-Iraqi Move
Redefines War Agenda
by Muriel Mirak-Weissbach

Iraqi Foreign Minister Naji Sabri’s Sept. 16 letter to UN Sec- Furthermore, the two major powers of the Persian Gulf,
Saudi Arabia and Iran, had been coordinating their stances onretary General Kofi Annan “called the bluff” of a Bush Ad-

ministration at a peak of war rhetoric; opened a gap between the crisis, and reached a principled agreement to oppose any
military strikes against Iraq. Iranian President Mohammedthe United States and the UN Security Council; and was met

by a Washington war party scramble to change the agenda to Khatami made an “unofficial” visit to Saudi Arabia on Sept.
12-14, to perform a pilgrimage to the Muslim holy sites, andmake immediate war inevitable. Defense Secretary Rumsfeld

expressed the hysteria by telling Congress that now, only met with Saudi Crown Prince Abdallah. In Jedda, the two
leaders discussed behind closed doors for three hours; thenSaddam Hussein’s voluntary exile could stop the war.

That the consensus President Bush sought at the UN Sept. met again in the presence of their defense and interior minis-
ters and heads of intelligence. The U.S. war plans for Iraq12 did not exist, had been known for months. Except for

the Anglo-American combination, the only other government were obviously high on the agenda.
Khatami, after the meetings, underlined the role playedpushing for war had been Israel, and not as an also-ran, but as

a prime mover. Russia, Asia, the Arab and Islamic world, as by the “two regional powers, Iran and Saudi Arabia,” and
stressed that regional countries should avoid provocative ac-well as continental Europe, had made known their determina-

tion to prevent a repetition of Desert Storm. tions, boost cooperation, and defend security. He denounced
the intervention of foreignpowers in the region, as threateningThis time, thoseopposed to warhadmobilized aconcerted

effort to convince the Iraqi leadership that it would be wiser peace and security of all, adding, as the Iranian news agency
IRNA put it, “that if the big powers continue their strong-armto allow the return of weapons inspectors, than to risk a war

which all knew, would not only destabilize the region, but policies, global peace and security would be jeopardized.”
Abdallah echoed Khatami, and said the situation in the regionunleash global, enduring war.
was “sensitive.” He said that any attack on Iraq would cause
irreparable damage to Iraq and its neighbors.Arab League Mobilization Key

Most instrumental in working out an arrangement with Since then, authoritative spokesmen of both Iran and
Saudi Arabia have reiterated this stance. Iran has repeatedlyBaghdad, was the Arab League, as UN Secretary General

Kofi Annan explicitly acknowledged in his announcement of stated its view that Iraq must readmit the UN inspectors, in
order to eliminate a pretext for military action.Iraq’s letter. Representing 22 Arab governments, the Arab

League—led by former Egyptian Foreign Minister Amr Other pressures brought to bear on Iraq came from Eu-
rope, the United States, and Russia. Official and unofficialMoussa, whom Annan specifically congratulated on Sept.

18—had conducted intensive diplomacy towards this end. delegations of parliamentarians from France, for example, as
well as Congressmen from the United States, have visitedThe fact that over the past year, the process of inner-Arab

reconciliation—between Saudi Arabia and Iraq, as well as Baghdad, in an attempt to convince the Iraqi government that
the wisest course of action would be to comply with inspec-between Kuwait and Iraq—has been progressing steadily,

built up a climate of trust in which Iraq could act with confi- tions. American citizen and former UN weapons inspections
chief Scott Ritter has been conducting an indefatigable cam-dence.

The Arab League, at its last summit in Beirut, on March paign, to “wage peace.” On one of many visits to Baghdad,
Ritter addressed the Iraqi National Assembly, on Sept. 8,27-28, had consolidated this process by mediating a ground-

breaking agreement between Kuwait and Iraq, in which Iraq documenting how the U.S. administration has lied about
weapons of mass destruction. At the same time, he urged therecognized Kuwait’s sovereignty, pledged never to violate its

borders, and agreed to other confidence-building measures, country’s leaders to follow the path of non-confrontation.
Ritter delivered the same speech back in the United States, onincluding the return of prisoners ofwar. The summithad taken

a united stand against any military aggression against an Arab the cable TV news channel, C-SPAN, and a book with this
documentation (see below) was to be rushed into print onstate—including Iraq; and, it had endorsed the Saudi peace

proposal for a global Arab-Israeli peace. Sept. 20.
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of the “ international community,” or in-
ternational law. The White House
quickly shifted to “ regime change” as
the strategic aim, with Rumsfeld giving
it the most arrogant expression.

Militarily, preparations for war
have, and will continue to accelerate,
against to the race to get UN inspectors
back into Iraq. Following a months-long
project to expand the air base at El
Obeid, in Qatar (giving it a 15,000-foot
runway), it was announced in early Sep-
tember that the Pentagon would be
transferring the Central Command from
Tampa, Florida, to this tiny Persian Gulf
emirate. The Central Command, re-
sponsible for the Middle East and Cen-Bush on Iraq: We need a change
tral and Southwest Asia, is more conve-
niently placed there for a war.

Centcom’s Commander in Chief, Gen. Tommy R. Franks,Russia has stood out among the permanent members of
the UN Security Council, for its intransigence against the moved to Qatar on Sept. 17, and is to be joined by 600 officers

in November.U.S.-UK position. Not only have the Russians demonstrated
their commitment to honor massive economic cooperation An estimated 2,000 Marines are to start a month-long

amphibious assault exercise in Kuwait later in September.agreements with Iraq—worth $40 billion—but they have re-
peated their rejection of any military aggression. Simultane- While these “maneuvers”—obviously designed to become

live war operations—begin, the American and British war-ously, Russian diplomacy has focussed on urging Iraq’s lead-
ers to comply with inspections. Most significantly, Russia planes, that have been periodically attacking sites in the so-

called “no-fly zones” in Iraq, have shifted, to target majorparticipated in an unprecedented meeting of the foreign min-
isters of the “strategic triangle” countries—Russia, India, and air defense sites, evidently to degrade Iraq’s air defenses in

preparation for a major attack. At the same time, the U.S.China—at the UN, signalling the intention to combat the war
drive with Eurasian development (see article, this section). military is preparing to base B-2 bombers outside the United

States for the first time. The U.S. officially requested basingFinally, the turnaround on Iraq effected by German Chan-
cellor Gerhard Schröder, has lent decisive weight to the anti- rights on Britain’s island of Diego Garcia in the Indian Ocean.

Flight distance to Baghdad would thereby be cut by approxi-war forces. Schröder stunned the world, especially Washing-
ton, when he announced that his government would not partic- mately 3,300 miles, from 6,800 miles. The B-2s, according

to a Sept. 17 New York Timesreport, “can carry sixteen 2,000-ipate in any military action against Iraq, militarily or finan-
cially. Given that Germany was the logistical launching pound laser-guided bombs, and the Air Force is preparing,

within the next few months, to equip the aircraft to hold aspad—and major funder—of Desert Storm, this stance has
raised questions as to whether such an operation can be re- many as eighty 500-pound laser-guided bombs, which the Air

Force is expected to stock in its arsenal within months.”peated. The popular support Schröder has received reflects
the majority view across Europe, against a new war. Those opposed to a war, led in the UN Security Council

by Russia, will continue to push for immediate resumptionInside Iraq, a process had been initiated by the leadership,
months ago, to prepare the population for the return of UN of inspections, and insist, as Russian Foreign Minister Igor

Ivanov has, that there is no need for any further resolutions.inspectors. Once the threats emanating from the White House
reached fever pitch, Iraq made its move. Thus, anyone under- In New York on Sept. 18, the relevant officials—Hans Blix

of the UN inspections regime, Kofi Annan and Iraqi Foreignstanding political processes in the world, and following these
not-at-all-secret events, should have realized that there would Minister Naji Sabri—discussed the inspectors’ return. Sabri

spoke of a “fl ying start,” to lay stress on the need to hurry,be no consensus for a new war, and that Iraq would comply.
before the bombing begins. Final preparations are to be read-
ied at the end of September when the Iraqis and the UN meetWar Preparations Actually Accelerated

In Washington, leading spokesman for war have, in impe- in Vienna. The reason for the rush, is the belief that inspectors
on the ground would be an effective deterrent. (In 1998, be-rial fashion, called these events politically “ irrelevant” (the

President’s continued taunt at the United Nations). More to fore President Bill Clinton buckled under to pressure to bomb
Iraq, he had the UN inspectors recalled for this reason.)the point: The war party has determined that there will be war,

regardless of the actions of the United Nations, the thinking Whether there will be war or peace, will depend on what
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President George W. Bush decides to do. The warplanes are tion of the democratic way of life we love and cherish. And
you do us a great disservice if you think and say otherwise. . . .in place, and could move as soon as he were to give the order.

Or, the President could be brought to abandon the war policy,
by the mobilization sparked by Lyndon LaRouche, and to Iraq Needs ‘More Welcoming Posture’

The truth of the matter is that Iraq is not a sponsor of theclamp down on those forces in the United States and Israel,
who are committed to Mideast conflagration. kind of terror perpetrated against the United States on Sept.

11, and in fact is active in suppressing the sort of fundamental-
ist extremism that characterizes those who attacked the
United States on that horrible day. This is the truth, and once

Documentation the American people become familiar with and accept this
truth, the politics of fear will be defeated and the prospect of
war between our two countries greatly diminished.

Iraq needs to help the people of the United States, andFormer UN Inspector indeed the world, become familiar with these truths. In order
to do this, Iraq needs to adopt a more welcoming posture toRitter to Iraq’s Congress
invite the kind of scrutiny that would facilitate the discovery
of these truths, for good reason. Iraq today finds itself in a

Former head of UN inspection teams in Iraq, American Scottdefensive posture preparing itself for war. This is understand-
able. However, a defensive posture enables those who pro-Ritter, now “waging peace” against a new Iraq war, ad-

dressed the Iraq National Assembly Sept. 8—the first Ameri-mote the politics of fear to distort reality in a way that turns
Iraq’s defensive characteristics into aggressive intent. . . .can ever to do so. These excerpts are from the Iraq Satellite

Channel broadcast; Ritter also re-read his speech in a C-
SPAN broadcast from Washington Sept. 16. ‘Only Option’ Is Unconditional Inspections

Let America and the world know that Iraq, instead of
. . . While I have a great deal of respect and sympathy for the being on the side of those who perpetrated the crimes of Sept.

11, is in fact at one with the world community in condemningpeople of Iraq, I have a greater love for my own country and
my people, which is why I am here. My country seems on the such actions and that Iraq is prepared to stand shoulder to

shoulder with the rest of the world in combating such personsverge of making a historical mistake, one that will forever
change the political dynamic which has governed the world and organizations.

Iraq must renounce violence and aggression against all ofsince the end of the Second World War; namely, the founda-
tion of international law as set forth in the United Nations its neighbors. Iraq should let the American people and the

world know that if there is a resolution to the Palestinian crisisCharter, which calls for the peaceful resolution of problems
between nations. My government has set forth on a policy of that is acceptable to the people of Palestine, Iraq will accept

this; that Iraq cannot be more Palestinian than the Palestin-unilateral intervention that runs contrary to the letter and in-
tent of the United Nations Charter. ians. And that, in any case, Iraq rejects the threat or use of

force in resolving this crisis.The consequences of such action are not only dire in terms
of their near-term consequences as measured by death, de- Iraq must show the people of the United States that it

will act in a manner respectful of international borders andstruction and lost opportunities, but also the long-term global
destabilization that will result in the rejection of an interna- agreements and that Iraq will strive to adhere to the interna-

tionally accepted standards of human rights. Educate thetional law by the world’s most powerful nation. As someone
who counts himself as a fervent patriot and a good citizen of world as to the great good that Iraq has achieved in the past

regarding health, education and an acceptable standard ofthe United States of America, I feel I cannot stand by idly
while my country behaves in such a fashion. living; and convince the world that Iraq will continue to pur-

sue these achievements in a manner which does not oppressAmericans are a good people. No, Americans are a great
people capable of doing great good. Never forget this. There the rights of any individuals or groups of people inside Iraq.

And, most importantly, show the world that Iraq does nothas been a disturbing tendency among certain nations, Iraq
included, to try and make a distinction between the people of possess weapons of mass destruction. Iraq must loudly reject

any intention of possessing these weapons and then workthe United States and the government of the United States.
This is wrong. Ultimately, there is no difference, and indeed within the framework of international law to demonstrate this

as a reality. There is only one way that Iraq can achieve this;there can be no difference between the people of the United
States and the government of the United States, because with the unconditional return of UN weapons inspectors,

allowing such inspectors unfettered access to sites inside Iraqthanks to our Constitution, we the people of the United States
of America are the government. In America today, we take in order to complete the disarmament tasks as set forth in

Security Council resolutions.very seriously the concept of government of the people, by
the people and for the people. This represents the very founda- On this matter, Iraq has no choice. . . .
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cial Iran-Contra period of the Reagan-Bush years, he was
Lunacy of the U.S. War Party special assistant to the President at the National Security

Council.
Today Menges is a Senior Fellow with the Washington,

D.C.-based Hudson Institute, which has become a major pol-
icy-shaping force in the Bush Administration. Hudson is‘Why Stop at Iraq?
bankrolled through a nexus of tax-exempt foundations, led
by the Olin Foundation, the Bradley Foundation, the SmithOn to Brazil!’
Richardson Foundation, and the Mellon Scaife family funds.
Among its prominent board members are Richard Perle,by Dennis Small
chairman of the Pentagon’s Defense Policy Board, and Con-
rad Black, the British Commonwealth’s billionaire magnate

• “A new terrorist and nuclear weapons/ballistic missile who owns the Hollinger Corp., the London Daily Telegraph,
and the Jerusalem Post. The director of Hudson’s Middlethreat may well come from an axis including Cuba’s Fidel

Castro, the Chávez regime in Venezuela, and [Country X].” East program, Meyrav Wurmser, has extensive ties to Israeli
intelligence, through her previous work as co-founder and• “ [Country X has] many advanced sectors, including in

aerospace and military production. From 1965 to 1994, this executive director of Middle East Media Research Institute.
Menges is directly influential in shaping the Bush Admin-country had an active program to develop nuclear weapons.

. . .[After that, there were] secret plans of the military to build istration’s Ibero-American policy, through what one well-
informed Washington source described to EIR as Menges’san atomic bomb.”

• “China, which has been actively courting [Country X’s] close working relationship with Cuban-American Otto Reich,
the Assistant Secretary of State for Western Hemisphere Af-military . . . has sold [Country X] enriched uranium and has

invested in [Country X’s] aerospace industry, resulting in a fairs.
Menges’ call for a jihad against Brazil was published in ajoint imagery/reconnaissance satellite.”

• “ [Country X could shortly be] re-establishing its nu- string of articles appearing in the Moonies’ Washington Times
(Aug. 7), the neo-conservative Weekly Standard (July 29),clear weapon and ballistic missile programs, developing close

links to state sponsors of terrorism such as Cuba and Iran. . . . and elsewhere. His argument is that the leftist candidate Luiz
Inacio “Lula” da Silva could well win the Oct. 6 Presidential[This could lead to] a very dramatic increase in the threat of

terrorist attack in the U.S.” elections in Brazil, and that his victory would establish a new
axis of evil in the Americas, centered on Castro’s Cuba, Hugo• “This disaster for U.S. national security . . . must and

can be averted. . . . The new axis is still preventable. . . . The Chávez’s Venezuela, Colombia’s FARC terrorists, and, of
course, Brazil. Bolivia, Ecuador, and Peru would quickly fol-Bush Administration and other democracies [must]. . . act in

time to prevent this from happening.” low suit, Menges posits. “ If these regimes recruited only one
tenth of one percent of the 30 million military-aged males forDoes this sound like the latest rant by U.S. Secretary of

Defense Donald Rumsfeld, calling for war against Iraq? Or terrorist attacks on the U.S., this could mean 30,000 terrorists
coming from the south.” This is good arithmetic, but badone of the Hudson Institute’s lunatic ideologues of a new

utopian world order, justifying a planned Israeli nuclear strike political analysis. Menges and his utopian friends at Hudson
are not actually worried about Lula; they are worried aboutagainst any one of half a dozen Arab countries on their hit list?

Close . . . but not quite. Brazil breaking ranks with the Anglo-American financial in-
terests they represent.The quotes do come from one of the influential Hudson

Institute’s numerous resident whackos—in this case, Senior Brazil is the largest country in Ibero-America (in popula-
tion, geography, and economy), and the region’s one nationFellow Constantine Menges. But the country being targetted

is not Iraq; it is Brazil. that has managed to preserve a semblance of sovereignty, in
the face of the onslaught by the international financial oligar-
chy and their policies of economic zero growth, technologicalA Scenario From Deep Right-Field

Menges has had, let us say, a checkered career. A Colum- apartheid, Malthusian depopulation, and war—in short, a
New Dark Age.bia University Ph.D. in international relations, in 1961 he

helped individuals escape as the Berlin Wall was being built.
In 1963 he worked in Mississippi as a volunteer for equal Brazil and LaRouche Alternative

Consequently, Menges reserves particular venom for Bra-voting rights. By 1968 he was at the RAND Corporation, the
staging ground for many of today’s War Party insiders who zil’s high-technology sectors, in particular its nuclear and

aerospace programs, and he repeatedly targets Brazil’s coop-have seized control over the Bush Administration. From 1981
to 1983, Menges was national intelligence officer for Latin eration with China in these areas. Although President

Fernando Henrique Cardoso’s two successive administra-America at the CIA. And from 1983 to 1986, during the cru-
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tions played by the rules of globalization for eight years, and wars, including against Iraq, to radically redraw the Mideast
political map. The IASPS cabal instantly sold the policy todefended free-trade economic policies, they also kept other

options open, especially vis à vis China and other Asian econ- Israel’s Netanyahu government, and short years later man-
aged to foist it on the Bush Administration.omies.

During 2002, the country’s establishment watched, That same IASPS crowd, it turns out, also has an elabo-
rate, utopian plan for Ibero-America, which is of a piece withaghast, as the International Monetary Fund and the financial

oligarchy laid waste to neighboring Argentina. It was such the Menges call for war against Brazil.
In a July 18, 2002 article in the Buckley family’s Nationallayers that decided, in mid-2002, that it was time to hear

directly from U.S. Presidential pre-candidate Lyndon Review, editor Rich Lowry reported favorably on the argu-
ments put forth by IASPS Strategic Fellow Paul MichaelLaRouche, exactly what the policy options are for a country

like Brazil. Thus, LaRouche’s historic visit to that country Wihbey, who argues that the United States must end its depen-
dence on Persian Gulf oil, and instead get strategic control ofin June.

Although Menges stops short of explicitly advocating a the large oil fields in the South Atlantic, both in West Africa
and in off-shore Brazil—“off-shore Brazil and off-shore WestU.S. military attack against Brazil, his argument is identical,

in all essentials, to the arguments being wielded by fellow Africa are part of the same geological basin,” he asserts sug-
gestively. To achieve this, Wihbey calls for the formation ofHudson Institute ideologues, such as Richard Perle, to justify

war on Iraq. Not surprisingly, many in the policymaking elite an “Atlantic Free Trade Bloc” and a “North American Energy
Grid” to pool the resources of the United States, Mexico (ain Brazil—and elsewhere in Ibero-America—are seriously

worried that just such plans are afoot. If it’s being done to major oil producer), and Canada.
In Congressional testimony on March 16, 2000, WihbeyIraq, they reason, why wouldn’ t we be next? They view this

military threat as part of a a grab for oil and other resources, further argued that the United States establish a South Atlantic
military command to enforce this energy policy. And on Oct.targetting the Brazilian Amazon and other areas. And they

think that the call for direct U.S. or supranational military 1, 2001 in the International Herald Tribune, Wihbey was
quoted praising the Cheney energy report—adopted as Bushinvolvement in the war against narco-terrorism in Colom-

bia—emanating from certain circles in Washington, and tol- Administration policy—noting that “one probable outcome
. . . is the creation of a North American energy grid includingerated as a live option by Colombian President Alvaro Ur-

ibe—could be the excuse for far broader foreign military Canada and Mexico, to be followed by greater energy integra-
tion with South America.” The article went on to praise thepresence across South America. Sound paranoid?

The Brazilians are not paranoid, Lyndon LaRouche com- Cheney energy plan as “ the beginning of the most radical
changes in U.S. energy policy since the oil shocks of themented on the matter; the Menges and related plans could

well be cooking as U.S. policy. It is true that a natural re- 1970s.”
This policy is what is behind the massive pressure broughtsources grab is a component of that plan, but the overall policy

thrust, LaRouche emphasized, will bring about a planetary to bear on the Vicente Fox government in Mexico to deregu-
late and privatize—i.e., put in foreign hands—the country’sNew Dark Age. The source of the problem is that insanity has

seized control of the White House, and as a result, every substantial energy sector.
In addition to coveting Brazil and Mexico’s oil, IASPSambitious lunatic with crazy ideas, such as Menges, is given

a hearing. The Menges and related plans should be listed and the Vulcans in Washington are also drooling over Vene-
zuela. IASPS Koret Fellow Limor Menirav recently wroteunder the heading, “marketable lunacies,” LaRouche

quipped. that Venezuela could and should vastly increase its oil ex-
ports, “with a free market economy . . . [and] by setting priva-
tization processes in motion.” And IASPS President RobertThe IASPS Angle: Oil, and More

The cabal of lunatics that has taken over the unstable Bush J. Loewenberg gave wild, public support to the ultra-right-
wing coup-within-the-coup which tried to topple the jacobinAdministration called themselves, during the campaign, the

“Vulcans,” and include Richard Perle, Deputy Defense Secre- Chávez regime in Venezuela, arguing the case in strictly me-
dievalist terms. For example, Loewenberg wrote that the couptary Paul Wolfowitz, and Vice President Dick Cheney—with

policy influence now encompassing Defense Secretary Don- against Chávez “was a revolution, but not on Enlightenment
lines. This was a true revolution along the lines of the ancientald Rumsfeld and others. EIR has documented that, at the

center of this policy cabal is the Institute for Advanced Strate- principle of natural right. . . . All honor to the men of Vene-
zuela.”gic and Political Studies (IASPS), a Jerusalem- and Washing-

ton-based think-tank which, back in July 1996, concocted the It is noteworthy that important elements of the opposition
to Chávez in Venezuela today share this outlook, and answerpolicy now being implemented as Washington’s war on Iraq.

This was presented in a paper called “A Clean Break,” co- to the likes of Menges, his buddy at the State Department Otto
Reich, and allied lunatic right-wing elements of the Miamiauthored by, among others, Richard Perle and Meyrav

Wurmser, both today with Hudson. It called for a series of Cuban exile community.
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parties, especially the “big” parties, now present to the voters:
German Elections entertainment spectacles, which are designed not by politi-

cians, but by public relations specialists, and addressed to a
virtual TV audience, rather than to real people confronting
the candidate or party. It is a sign of the shift in public aware-
ness, that the Bu¨So events in this campaign were very well
attended,and thenumberofpeopleattendinggrewthroughoutHelga Zepp-LaRouche:
the campaign. In the last week of the campaign, hundreds
attended meetings addressed by Zepp-LaRouche, in Biele-‘I Know What To Do!’
feld, Cologne, Berlin, Dresden, Munich, and Frankfurt.

Several other public meetings were of special importance.by Ortrun Cramer
For several weeks in the Summer, Amelia Boynton Robinson,
a 60-year veteran of the American civil rights movement,

Helga Zepp-LaRouche, chairman of the Civil Rights Move- joined Zepp-LaRouche’s campaign. In early August, Virginia
U.S. Senate candidate Nancy Spannaus, a LaRouche Demo-ment Solidarity (Bu¨So), the “LaRouche party” in Germany,

issued a call in January 2002, to the leading candidates for crat, held a joint press conference with Zepp-LaRouche in
Berlin. A campaign seminar on the Eurasian Land-Bridge,Chancellor in the Sept. 22 election, Social Democrat and in-

cumbent Gerhard Schro¨der and Christian Democrat Edmund held in Dresden, was addressed by senior political representa-
tives from the Czech Republic and Poland, together withStoiber, to debate her on the strategic issues that will deter-

mine the future of the country: 1) the ongoing disintegration Zepp-LaRouche.
One other flank that the Bu¨So took up was to address theof the world financial and monetary system; 2) the push by

the utopians in the Bush Administration, for a “Clash of Civi- Turkish population living in Germany. Of the 2.7 million
Turks in Germany, almost 500,000, have become Germanlizations”; and 3) the perspective of developing the Eurasian

Land-Bridge as a concrete way out of the world economic de- citizens and thus have the right to vote. Zepp-LaRouche ad-
dressed them with a bilingual leaflet, “The New Silk Road Ispression.

Zepp-LaRouche is not only the top candidate of Bu¨So, Good for Germany, and for Turkey.”
she is also leading the slate of candidates in the city-state of
Berlin, and is running as a direct candidate in Berlin’s centralFinancial Crises and Devastating Floods

Several times during the campaign, “politics as usual”district. With her, there are about 150 candidates on Bu¨So
slates in 8 of the 16 states—representing about two-thirds of was shaken up by catastrophes: First, at the end of July,

there was the danger of the meltdown of the world financialthe electorate—and 45 direct candidates across the country.
The campaign has been so energetic and determined, that system, following the bursting of the “New Economy” stock

market bubble, and a collapse of the telecom sector world-some of the key points outlined by Zepp-LaRouche are being
taken up by the other parties, even if no one has had the wide. It was not possible to cover up this crisis in the usual

way, and the Bu¨So’s response was to immediately publishcourage to publicly debate her.
To tease and provoke the established politicians even a four-page election broadside on how to reorganize the real

economy, with the Eurasian Land-Bridge. None of the othermore, the Bu¨So produced a poster with Zepp-LaRouche’s
picture, and the words: “Financial Crash, Danger of War: I parties have addressed the issue of the global financial crash,

up to the present day. Nevertheless, there were some usefulKnow What To Do!”
Another provocative intervention was Bu¨So’s national proposals brought forth, such as one for a national job-

creation program, financed through the Kreditanstalt fu¨rcampaign TV spot, 90 seconds long, which was broadcast
four times. Zepp-LaRouche rejected President Bush’s drive Wiederaufbau (Reconstruction Finance Agency), which pre-

sented by an independent commission appointed by thefor a war against Iraq, as a way to deflect attention from the
ongoing financial and monetary crash, worse than in 1929. Schro¨der government and headed by Volkswagen director

Peter Hartz.She outlined the Eurasian Land-Bridge as a “perspective for
the future and a vision for the youth.” Then, Germany—East Germany in particular—was hit

by the worst flooding in several hundred years, which devas-
tated lands, roads, railways, bridges, public buildings, andEffective Campaigning

Campaign events by the Bu¨So dispensed with the the tra- houses. There is still no full evaluation of the total amount of
damage, but first estimations are that it will be in the order ofditional format of an election meeting: Instead, a candidate

or party representative would present the strategic situation, $15 billion in the state of Saxony alone—money that simply
cannot be provided in the framework of today’s financial sys-explain what political steps the candidate or the party will

take, once in office, and then engage an active, personal dia- tem, not to mention the limitations on state expenditures set
by the European Union’s Maastricht criteria.logue with the audience. This is contrary to what all other
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elaborated in a national leaflet. Had
the proposals by Lautenbach been
put into practice in 1931, Zepp-
LaRouche said, Hitler would never
have come to power in Germany; in
the same way, to put such proposals
into practice now, could prevent a
political disaster, not only in Ger-
many, but globally.

Finally, in the early days of Sep-
tember, when the utopian war party
in the Bush Administration escalated
its push for a military attack on Iraq,
Chancellor Schröder opposed these
plans publicly, and ruled out any
German participation in the war plan.
The same position was taken by For-
eign Minister Joschka Fischer, the
leading candidate of the Green party.

A Berlin campaign rally of Helga Zepp-LaRouche’s party, the Civil Rights Movement Again, the BüSo expressed itself
Solidarity (BüSo), warns a Berlin daily to stop its slanders and attacks which “help the war- more clearly than any of the other
mongers.” Zepp-LaRouche, heading the national slate and running in Berlin, makes clear

parties. In a live national TV broad-that she knows “what to do” to stop the plunge toward Mideast war, and build out of the
cast on the “small” parties, aired ononrushing economic depression, unlike her competition.
Sept. 16, BüSo Deputy Chairman
Hartmut Cramer forcefully refuted
the war hype by the Bush Adminis-

tration, warning that this could lead to a “Clash of Civiliza-The economic situation in the eastern German states, of
which Saxony is one, is grave, given the effects of the “ free tions” and World War III.

On Sept. 13, Zepp-LaRouche issued another nationalmarket reforms” after the collapse of the communist regime
in 1989. Basically all industry has stopped, agriculture has leaflet, again taking up the words from her election poster:

“Financial crash and war danger: I know what to do!” Shebeen dismantled, and many research facilities have been
closed down. The result is disproportionately high unemploy- wrote: “The world and Germany are threatened by two acute

existential dangers: First, the war against Iraq, as planned byment in eastern Germany, with no perspective for youth, in
particular. Zepp-LaRouche had already earlier initiated a the Bush Administration, would lead to an endless ‘war of

civilizations.’ And second, we find ourselves in the end phase“Discussion Forum East,” to show the real economic alterna-
tive, and encourage citizens to again become a politically of the collapse of the world financial system, which will throw

the real economy into a maelstrom of a new depression muchactive force for change, as they were during the fall of the
communist regime 12 years ago. The BüSo had prepared a worse that in the 1930s.” She stressed, again, the need to have

a dialogue of cultures, rather than a war of civilizations, andbroadside, “How To Overcome the Injustices in the East of
Germany,” which was distributed primarily, though not ex- concludes, that without economic development, there can be

no peace. “Chancellor Schröder is right with his rejection ofclusively, in the eastern states.
Now, faced with the devastation brought about by the the war, but in economic policies, he does not go far enough,

even by approximation. Therefore, Germany needs a differentflood, which in some areas could only be compared to the
devastation caused by the Allied bombing during World War force in the Bundestag, which corrects what Schröder lacks,

namely the perspective for overcoming the financial-eco-II, politicians had to act. Chancellor Schröder demanded a
national reconstruction effort, no matter what the Maastricht nomic systemic crisis. The BüSo represents exactly that—

with our program for a new world financial system (‘Newcriteria allow. Candidate Stoiber followed, if far more more
cautiously, and leaving out the Maastricht question. Bretton Woods’ ) and the Eurasian Land-Bridge, as the basis

for the reconstruction of the world economy. We must buildThe BüSo circulated two major statements on how to deal
with the effects of the flood: The first was by Helga Zepp- peace, today, against a perpetual war of civilizations. Instead

of war: Peace through development. Give me and the BüSoLaRouche, calling for the measures proposed by German
economist Dr. Wilhelm Lautenbach, in 1931, for state credit your confidence. It is about war or peace, about a collapse

into chaos or a new, just, world economic order. I know whatto fund major infrastructure projects to overcome national
emergencies, such as natural catastrophes. This subject was has to be done!”
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It Didn’t Start, or Stop,
With Spy Jonathan Pollard
by Jeffrey Steinberg

Addressing the National Council on U.S.-Arab Relations West Bank and Gaza Strip (see “The Pollard Affair Never
Ended!” EIR, Sept. 20). The study was prepared under theSept. 8, Gen. Anthony Zinni hardly concealed his anger in

answeringEIR White House correspondent Bill Jones’ ques- auspices of the Institute for Advanced Strategic and Political
Studies (IASPS) in Jerusalem and Washington, a Jabotinsky-tion about the July 10, 2002 Pentagon session of the Defense

Policy Board, where former RAND Corporation “senior ana- ite think-tank bankrolled by right-wing American billionaire
Richard Mellon Scaife. Prime Minister Netanyahu whole-lyst” Laurent Murawiec called for the U.S. military occupa-

tion of the oil fields of “enemy” Saudi Arabia: If he were still heartedly embraced the Perle document in a speech he deliv-
ered before a joint session of the U.S. Congress on July 10,in charge of the Central Command, declared Zinni, no such

obscenity would have ever taken place inside the Pentagon. 1996. Since coming into office in early 2001, current Israeli
Prime Minister and serial war criminal Ariel Sharon hasWhy, then, have none of the principals responsible for the

Defense Policy Board fiasco—Board Chairman Richard ruthlessly pushed the Perle-Feith-Wurmser scheme, with
murderous efficiency.Perle, Assistant Secretary of Defense for Policy Doug Feith,

or Deputy Defense Secretary Paul Wolfowitz—been fired, or In 1988,EIR published an exclusive cover story (June
3, “Suspected Soviet Spy Cell Wrote Reagan’s Long-Termeven rebuked?

To answer that question,EIR investigators spoke to a wide Strategy”), which identified ten senior Reagan Defense De-
partment officials, all investigated by the General Counsel torange of Washington sources—on Capitol Hill, inside the

Pentagon, in the intelligence community, and in the Adminis- Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger, as suspected mem-
bers of an “X Committee,” deploying convicted Israeli-Soviettration itself. Among the most telling responses came from a

Capitol Hill source, who complained, bitterly, that the Penta- spy Jonathan Jay Pollard from within upper echelons of the
Pentagon. The individuals named were: Albert Wohlstetter,gon and State Department Israeli “mole hill” is being pro-

tected by senior White House staffers in the Office of Vice Henry S. Rowen, Andrew Marshall, Fred Charles Ikle´, Rich-
ard N. Perle, Stephen D. Bryen, Frank Gaffney, Jr., DouglasPresident Dick Cheney. The source freely acknowledged that

Perle, Feith, and State Department arms control specialist J. Feith, John F. Lehman, Jr., and Paul Dundes Wolfowitz. Of
this group, Marshall, Feith, and Wolfowitz hold top PentagonDavid Wurmser were “guilty as charged” of peddling an Is-

raeli Likud policy of perpetual war with the Arab world inside posts today. Perle and Ikle´ are both on the Defense Policy
Board, a prestigious advisory group to the Secretary of De-Team Bush—with an alarming degree of success.

We have documented that Perle, Feith, and Wurmser fense, that reports directly to Feith and Wolfowitz.
The entire Israeli spy network was nearly rolled up sevenwere the principal authors of a July 1996 study for then-

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, calling for a yearsbefore Pollard’s November 1985 arrest, when Bryen,
then a senior professional staffer on the Senate Foreign Rela-“clean break” with the Oslo peace process and all regional

peace plans based on land-for-peace, in favor of a geopoliti- tions Committee, was caught by an eyewitness passing a clas-
sified Pentagon document on Arab military capabilities, tocal “balance of power” strategy based on destabilizing the

entire Arab world, with Israel permanently annexing the visiting Israeli Ministry of Defense officials and a Washing-
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ton-based Israeli “diplomat” suspected of actually being the
Mossad station chief. A Justice Department probe of Bryen
and the “diplomat,” Zwi Rafiah, was stymied by collusion of
Deputy Attorney General Philip Heyman and Bryen attorney
Nathan Lewin.

What came to be known, following Pollard’s arrest, as the
“X Committee,” was thus fully operational, years before the
U.S. Navy intelligence analyst Pollard was recruited, to steal
classified U.S. intelligence documents for the top-secret Is-
raeli scientific intelligence unit, Lekem, headed by Sharon
and “Dirty Rafi” Eytan.

The Protectors
Pursuing the lead offered by the Capitol Hill source, EIR One of the LaRouche campaign teams distributing 1 million copies

investigators have developed extensive evidence that the key of the leaflet, “The Pollard Affair Never Ended” in mid-
“mole hill” protector in the Office of Vice President Cheney September. Lyndon LaRouche has followed that blast, with

500,000 of the new leaflet reported here.is his chief of staff and principal national security adviser, I.
Lewis “Scooter” Libby.

Libby, according to an April 30, 2001 New York Times
joined forces with Zvi Rafiah; with hedge fund manager,profile, has been a protégé of Paul Wolfowitz since 1973,
Mega Group founder and Democratic Leadership Councilwhen Libby was his student at Yale. When Wolfowitz joined
moneybags Michael Steinhardt; and with Anti-Defamationthe Reagan State Department, Libby came to Washington as
League (ADL) national director Abe Foxman,to lobby Presi-his deputy. When, in 1989, Wolfowitz became the number-
dent Clinton to grant Rich a pardon before leaving office inthree Pentagon official under Secretary of Defense Dick Che-
January 2001.ney, in charge of policy, Libby came back to government as

The Rich pardon triggered a political explosion, whichhis top aide.
both the Republicans and the Gore-Lieberman DemocratsDuring his long career as a private attorney, Libby was
sought to use against former President Clinton, to deprive himboth protégé and law partner of Leonard Garment, Richard
of leadership of the Democratic Party. Rep. Dan Burton (R-Nixon’s White House General Counsel, and a pivotal figure in
Ind.), chairman of the House Government Reform Commit-the Zionist Lobby power elite. In the days following Pollard’s
tee, convened hearings on Feb. 28, 2001 and hauled in Lewisarrest in November 1985, Garment conducted a damage as-
Libby to testify about his role in the pardon. Libby, alreadysessment for the Israeli government. In 1986, he was brought
in the G.W. Bush transition team when the final lobbying pushto Israel and became the attorney for Col. Aviem Sella,the
for the Rich pardon was under way, told the Committee that heIsraeli Air Force officer who was the recruiter and controller
had not been involved, although he insisted that Rich shouldof Pollard.
never have been indicted by the U.S. government. Libby did,The Garment-Libby Israeli connections run much deeper.
however, admit that he had met with Rich’s chief lobbyist,On and off from 1985-2000, while out of government, Libby
Jack Quinn, a former Gore White House attorney, on thewas the lead attorney representing fugitive metal trader Marc
pardon.Rich. Rich was indicted by the Justice Department in 1983

What neither Burton nor Libby chose to mention wasfor tax evasion and trading with the enemy (violating the
that Libby was actively representing Rich at the time that theboycott/embargo of Iran during the 1979-80 hostage crisis).
pardon drive was first launched by Michael Steinhardt—inBefore going to trial, Rich fled the country, taking up luxuri-
1996—and, perhaps as late as December 1999 when the Fox-ous exile in Zug, Switzerland, outside the reach of U.S. au-
man-Azulay-Rafiah discussions were initiated. (Once Fox-thorities.
man agreed to assist in the Rich pardon drive, the Marc RichFrom his Swiss base, Rich was a pivotal figure, drawing
Foundation in Israel promptly made a $100,000 grant to thetogether the Russian Mafia, the Sharon circles in Israel,
ADL.)and convicted KGB spy Shabtai Kalmanowitch, in a vast

Perched in the Vice President’s office, cleansed of Rich’sintelligence and underworld operation that spanned the
tarnish, Lewis Libby has assembled a national security teamglobe. His Israel-based Marc Rich Foundation was headed
of “X Committee” allies, including chief Middle East policyby a former high-ranking Israeli spook, Avner Azulay, who,
aide John Hannah—formerly deputy director of the leadingaccording to Israeli sources, was bounced from the Shabak
Israeli Lobby think-tank, the Washington Institute on Near(Israel’s FBI-equivalent) on corruption charges. Rich boasts
East Policy (WINEP)—and Eric Edelman, a career foreignthat his “ foundation” was a source of funding for overseas
service officer who joined Wolfowitz and Libby in the BushMossad operations.
Sr. Pentagon.According to a Newsweek magazine account, Azulay
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threat from Sharon?
Have you looked inside the mind of a Jabotinskyite uni-

versal fascist like Sharon or Netanyahu? These men are the
continuation of the avowedly fascist Vladimir Jabotinsky, a
Mussolini crony who not only described himself as a fascist,Bush Must Say, ‘No’ To
but offered, unsuccessfully, to make a deal with Nazi dictator
Adolf Hitler. These followers of Jabotinsky gained their pres-Israel Nuclear Blackmail
ent power in Israel through the 1995 assassination of Prime
Minister Yitzhak Rabin, who had the courage to pursue aby Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.
“peace of the brave” with the Palestinians.

Since the 1956 attack on Egypt by Britain, France, and
This statement was issued Sept. 18 for national circulation by Israel, until the 1989-1991 break-up of Soviet power, Israel’s

access to nuclear weapons had made it the third “tilt” powerthe Presidential pre-candidate’s political committee,
LaRouche in 2004. Subheads have been added. in the global strategic equation.

Already in 1956, it took an experienced military man,
I am warning President George W. Bush and European lead- President Dwight Eisenhower, to force Israel to back down

from the Suez invasion, after both Britain and France haders: If weapons inspectors return to Iraq, and an otherwise-
certain Iraq-centered new Middle East war by the United withdrawn under American pressure. Eisenhower not only

threatened to cut off all U.S. military and civilian aid to Israel;States is thus averted, the governments of the United States
and Western Europe must be prepared to forcefully intervene, he also threatened to remove the tax-exempt status of all

American organizations that provided aid to Israel. An evento prevent an increasingly more desperate and psychotic Ariel
Sharon’s nuclear-armed regime in Israel, the world’s third- more resolute action will now be required from a far-less

qualified President George W. Bush, to stop Sharon fromranking strategic nuclear-weapons power, from blowing up
the entire Middle East region, and beyond, with those carrying out either a false-flag “Islamist” terrorist attack

against an American target, or a nuclear attack on Iraq or Iran.weapons!
At an international webcast, before a live audience in This is deadly serious stuff, and your personal involvement

in the effort to stop it is vital.Washington on Sept. 11, 2002, I identified three hurdles that
had to be overcome to avert an Iraq war that would trigger a
perpetual “Clash of Civilizations” religious conflict and a Costs of a War

Are you prepared to have the Sharon regime in Israel onceNew Dark Age. First, the United Nations Security Council
had to become the venue for dealing with the Iraq situation, again blackmail an American President into starting a war in

the Persian Gulf, out of fear of an Israeli weapons of massand a reasonable resolution had to be drafted, that would be
agreed to by President Bush, overriding the Sharon-influ- destruction attack on Baghdad? Do you have any idea what

the consequences will be for the U.S. and world economy, ifenced “war party” within his own Administration’s senior
ranks. Second, the resolution had to be accepted by Iraq’s a new Persian Gulf War, costing American taxpayers between

$2-3 trillion, is launched today, under the current conditionsSaddam Hussein, as well as by President Bush. With those
two conditions met, I warned, the gravest, remaining danger of a collapsing U.S. economy and a thoroughly bankrupt

world financial system?to overcome would be a berserker move by Sharon in Israel
to sabotage the peaceful resolution and blow up the region. I warned that the toleration for the swamp of Sharon

agents inside the Bush Administration, is another grave im-
pediment to the President taking the urgently required action,Suez Crisis Resolve Needed Again

It was the threat of an Israeli nuclear attack on Iraq in 1991 in concert with our European allies and Russia, to stop Sharon
from provoking this perpetual war. In a recent mass-circula-that blackmailed the first Bush Administration into launching

Operation Desert Storm. Today’s Israel, under the insane tion LaRouche in 2004 release, “The Pollard Affair Never
Ended,” I named the names of the leading Sharonists insideSharon regime, is the only nation on Earth that genuinely fits

the profile of a “rogue state” armed to the teeth with “weapons the Bush Pentagon and State Department—Paul Wolfowitz,
Richard Perle, Doug Feith, David Wurmser—some of whomof mass destruction.” Israel has the third-largest nuclear

weapons arsenal on Earth, and a triad of submarine, missile, literally prepared the foreign policy doctrine of perpetual war
for then-Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu in Julyand bomber delivery systems, capable of obliterating the en-

tire Persian Gulf. Israeli scientists have recently threatened 1996. These Netanyahu-Sharon Likud moles inside the Bush
foreign policy and national security establishment are stillthat they now have the capability of launching an interconti-

nental ballistic missile, meaning that no place on Earth— suspected, now with more and more evidence of involvement
with the convicted Israeli spy, the American-born Jonathanincluding the United States—is exempt from an Israeli pre-

emptive nuclear attack. I ask you: Do you dare dismiss this Pollard.
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The Case of I. Lewis Libby
Since the release and circulation of a million copies of the

“Pollard Affair Never Ended” campaign document, new, even
more damning evidence has surfaced. Therefore, I must inten- Democratic Officials
sify my demand for a thorough national security investigation
into key staffers in the Office of Vice President Dick Cheney, Spit on Legacy of FDR
beginning with his chief of staff and national security advisor,
I. Lewis “Scooter” Libby. by Edward Spannaus

Libby, a protégé of Deputy Defense Secretary Paul
Wolfowitz for the past 30 years, has assembled a “shadow

While most Democratic elected officials are capitulating tonational security council” in the Vice President’s Office,
which has protected the Israeli agents nest inside the Pentagon the White House’s drive for a new Middle East war, a number

of party officials are also deliberately striking out to destroyand State Department—and blocked an urgently needed
purge of these Likudniks. Libby has his own longstanding the alternative to the onrushing financial and economic col-

lapse, and war—by trying to silence the voices of LaRouchedeep ties to the Sharon circles, including to the Pollard spy
ring. Democrats who are proposing solutions in the tradition of

Franklin Delano Roosevelt.While out of government, Libby served between 1985-
2000 as the personal attorney for fugitive swindler Marc Rich. • In Virginia, where the Democratic Party denied the

nomination for the U.S. Senate race to LaRouche DemocratRich was indicted by the U.S. Justice Department in 1983 for
tax evasion and for trading with the enemy, and he fled the Nancy Spannaus—and refused to even put up a candidate

against Republican incumbent John Warner—the party isUnited States, establishing a luxurious hide-away in Zug,
Switzerland. now demanding that Spannaus stop calling herself a Demo-

crat at all.Today, according to Israeli sources, Rich is under investi-
gation, for illegal contributions to Ariel Sharon’s last politi- • In Connecticut, where the Democratic Party’s nominee

for a state legislature seat, Laurie Dobson, has announced hercal campaign. He has been involved in Russian Mafia opera-
tions in Africa, and, through his Marc Rich Foundation in endorsement of Lyndon LaRouche, party officials are calling

for her to resign as the Democratic nominee.Israel, has openly financed international operations of the
Israeli Mossad. Libby’s law partner and mentor, Leonard • In Michigan, where LaRouche Democrat Kerry Lowry

won the Democratic primary in District 19 for the State HouseGarment, was a pivotal player in the Israeli government’s
damage control effort, following the Pollard arrest in No- of Representatives with 61% of the vote, party officials have

announced that they will refuse any assistance to Lowry, al-vember 1985, and he served as the attorney for Israeli Air
Force Col. Aviem Sella, the man who recruited and deployed though he is the party’s elected nominee.

This suicidal pattern of conduct by party officials is alsoJonathan Pollard.
reflected in Nevada. There, State Sen. Joe Neal, a 30-year
Democratic office-holder, and a collaborator of the LaRoucheStop World War in Mideast

Now, Ariel Sharon’s regime is Hell-bent on provoking a movement who is campaigning against energy deregulation
and against the gambling casinos, won the Democratic guber-regional war in the Middle East, a war pivoted on an Israeli

pre-emptive attack on Iraq. The threat is that, if President natorial nomination in the Sept. 3 primary, but the Democratic
Party is giving him no support, declaring that it is a waste ofBush does not virtually exterminate Iraq, and neighboring

countries, too, Israel will. This means the likely use of nuclear, time and money to challenge the incumbent Republican Gov-
ernor.biological or chemical weapons. All the while, Sharon’s

Washington moles are operating under the shadows of the
Vice President and the Secretary of Defense of the United ‘Childish Petulance,’ or Worse

On Sept. 13, Virginia Democratic Party Chairman LarryStates. If Sharon is to be stopped from launching World War
III in the Middle East, this entire Pollard stay-behind appara- Framme decided to advertise the impotence of his party,

which is a putative tool of the Democratic Leadership Counciltus must be thoroughly investigated, exposed, and removed
from government—now! It is time for these Israeli agents faction of Sen. Joe Lieberman (Conn.) and Michael Stein-

hardt. Framme put out a press release indicating that he hasand spies to be kicked out of government, and the Israeli
government to desist from its nuclear blackmail. I demand it. demanded that LaRouche Democrat Nancy Spannaus “cease

and desist” caling herself a Democrat, including in her radioI can not believe that any sane and patriotic American would
not back me up “100%” on this specific issue. ad campaign in Washington, D.C.

Spannaus began the radio ads on Sept. 9, with two adsSupport me actively on this issue. If you are serious about
the security of our nation and its people, I should be able to featuring the voice of Lyndon LaRouche, calling for a shift

to the economic policy of Franklin D. Roosevelt. LaRouchecount on you.
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is followed by Spannaus, who declares that LaRouche has ingly looked to as the alternative to the war and depression
policies of the DLC.”been right about the financial collapse, and that people should

join her in supporting his “ road to recovery.” In the ads, Span-
naus identifies herself, correctly, as “ the Democratic candi- Uproar in Connecticut

A more sustained uproar has been building up in Connect-date for U.S. Senate in Virginia.” In fact, there is no other
Democrat on the ballot—and, although Spannaus will be icut, since Laurie Dobson, the Democratic candidate for State

Representative in the 141st district, declared on Sept. 5 thatidentified as “ I,” for Independent, that does not change the
fact that she is a Democrat. she is “ running as a LaRouche Democrat, which is synony-

mous with being an old-style FDR Democrat.” Dobson wentIn response to Framme’s complaint, which was put out by
Associated Press, along with a potpourri of slanders against on to directly challenge DLC spokesman and pro-Ariel

Sharon war-monger Senator Lieberman. She wrote: “ In addi-LaRouche, Spannaus issued the following statement:
“First, Framme’s claim that I am not a Democrat, is false. tion to wanting to have the economy in the hands of the crimi-

nals who have put him in politics, Lieberman and otherIt is a childishly petulant ejaculation, of no intrinsic merit.
“Second, Framme is the putative personal property of the chicken hawks demand that Bush rush us into an insane war.

. . . Lieberman is harming the Democratic Party, to the pointDemocratic Leadership Council of Michael Steinhardt, the
extreme right-wing faction of the Democratic Party, and the where people are afraid to speak for basic democratic princi-

ples which relate to promoting the general welfare.”leading campaigners against Franklin Roosevelt’s policies.
“Third, my association with the Democratic Party and Like lemmings, the local Democratic Party has asked

Dobson to resign as a candidate, and voted on Sept. 17 to denypolicies of FDR, for which I am fighting today, make me the
respectable Democrat, especially compared to the unDemo- her support, including campaign contributions of any sort.

Although Dobson was permitted to speak on her behalf, thecratic actions of the Virginia party in closing down this year’s
Senate, and other elections. Democratic Committee voted unanimously against her. But

Dobson reports that support for her stand against the Iraq war,“Fourth, the issue here is LaRouche, who is the leading
defender of FDR policies internationally, and is being increas- and for FDR economic policies, is growing.

edly stated that Bush’s willingness to go to war against
Saddam is the litmus test for whether “Operation BullLieberman/McCain Moose” will be unleashed.

On Sept. 12, McCain appeared at a joint press confer-Blackmailing Bush to War
ence with Senate Minority Leader Trent Lott (R-Miss.),
damning Bush with faint praise, and reminding him that

Within hours of President George W. Bush’s disastrous anything short of a military campaign to oust Saddam from
speech before the United Nations General Assembly on power would be a failure. On Sept. 15, during an appear-
Sept. 12, Senators Joseph Lieberman (D-Ct.) and John ance on CBS TV’s “Face the Nation,” McCain babbled
McCain (R-Ariz.) were once again, outfront, demanding that a military victory against Saddam would be a cake-
immediate war against Iraq. Since their secret conclave at walk. “ I don’ t believe it’s going to be nearly the size and
McCain’s Arizona ranch on the Fourth of July weekend scope that it was in 1991,” he opined, betraying his own
2001, the two Senators have been engaged in a political military incompetence.
blackmail campaign against President Bush, aimed at forc- Speaking on the floor of the Senate on Sept. 13, Lieber-
ing him into a needless and suicidal war against Saddam man bellowed that “every day Saddam remains in power
Hussein, that will only blow up the Middle East and trigger is a day of danger.” While he endorsed President Bush’s
the broader Huntington-Brzezinski Clash of Civilizations consultations with the United Nations Security Council,
war. he warned that the United States must take military ac-

Key to the blackmail trap against the President is Mc- tion anyway.
Cain’s threat to wage a third party “Bull Moose” campaign In a March 7, 2002 Wall Street Journal editorial-page
for the 2004 Presidency, thus splitting the GOP vote and piece, Lieberman had ranted against Saddam, calling him
throwing the race to a Democrat—just as McCain’s idol, the “world’s greatest terrorist,” and delivered a patronizing
Teddy Roosevelt, threw the 1912 Presidential race to the warning to President Bush: “ I am encouraged that Presi-
insane Woodrow Wilson. Lieberman makes no secret of dent Bush appears to have turned the corner on Iraq, and
the fact that he wants to be the Democrat who benefits now seems committed to changing the regime in Bagh-
from the Bull Moose gambit. Together, they have repeat- dad.”— Scott Thompson
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On Classical Strategy

Shakespeare’s George I; Or, How
George I Lost His Re-Election
by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.

It is true that the Zionist Lobby’s Michael “Mega-bucks” It was the economy, not an angered Zionist lobby, which
actually sank “41”; but, not exactly the way Carville’s quipSteinhardt played a notable role in backing Bill Clinton to

ruin the re-election prospects of President George H.W. Bush, implied. When you see the point of my argument here, you,
if you are anyone who understands the ABCs of political-Sr. (“41”), but, it was not Bush’s Middle East policy which

ruined him. The essential fact remains, as James Carville said: economy, would have to agree. All the most crucial evidence
to prove my case is a comparison of the U.S. policy which I“It’s the economy, stupid!” That, however, is not the way the

drama will end. To help you understand the presently looming announced in my 1988 Columbus Day press conference, with
the directly opposite, foolish policy adopted by “41,” afterpolitical nightmare of son George W. Bush, Jr., let me tell

you how William Shakespeare would have sketched the draft the Berlin Wall fell, just over a year later. If you see those
connections, you understand exactly what is threatening theof his “The Tragedy of George I.”

See how, and why, Shakespeare would have written me early ruin of “43’s” career. Carville diagnosed the economic
effect accurately, but did not pin-point the underlying eco-into a leading role in his account of the tragedy of “41.”

As history will show, in Autumn 1988, I was the only nomic cause.
The essential background, briefly stated, is as follows.actually qualified candidate running then to become the 41st

President of the U.S.A. As it is now well known, the circles
of candidate George H.W. Bush, had plans for being rid ofThe Strategic Defense Initiative

By the mid-1970s, I had diagnosed the tragic force whichme by means other than an election, and so did the crowd
behind Michael Steinhardt’s failed choice of candidate of was moving to doom the Soviet system. With a mass-murder-

ous madman like Zbigniew Brzezinski controlling the 1977-that time, Dukakis. To come directly to the tragic flaw in
Bush’s 1988 candidacy, on Oct. 12, 1988, Columbus Day, 1981 Carter Administration, on the one side, and a gravely

wounded Soviet bear on the other, it was urgent that we launchI had delivered a campaign address in Berlin, announcing the
early collapse of the Warsaw Pact system, and the impending political steps toward bringing to an end the doomsday-sys-

tem of nuclear deterrence. Silly children believe that it isreunification of East and West Germany, with Berlin to be
designated as the future capital of the reunified nation. I did conscious intentions of governments which will determine

what will, or will not be likely in a crisis. We were headedmore; I outlined the economic policy which the next U.S.
President must adopt, for dealing successfully with the global toward a global systemic crisis, whether either power chose

to recognize that or not. The times were becoming very dan-strategic implications of that forecast set of developments.
My Berlin address was broadcast on U.S. network televi- gerous. It was necessary to get what Brzezinski represented

out of government, and to develop a fresh U.S. long-rangesion that same month. Within hours of “41’s” being sworn in,
the following January, I was imprisoned through a kangaroo- approach toward relations with Moscow.

In my second effort to save the U.S. from the disaster Icourt-style rushed trial, and “George I” was already tragically
predestined to suffer the defeat of his 1992 re-election bid. A knew a Brzezinski-controlled administration would mean, I

developed a conception for a new approach to overturningShakespeare living today would have added a few notes in
preparation for the prospect of adding a “Tragedy of George the doomsday nuclear-warfare scheme of mutually assured

destruction (MAD) introduced to U.S. policy and NATO-II.”
That is the way Shakespeare would have told it, and the Soviet doctrine by mad scientist Bertrand Russell’s Leo Szi-

lard. My policy was expressed in a 1979 policy paper issuedway future history will, in fact, tell it. The ultimate outcome,
both for “43” and the U.S. economy, is not yet decided; but, by my campaign. That policy was later emphasized to the

incoming Reagan Administration, and was later adopted, inunless appropriate changes from the current direction of U.S.
policy are made soon, awful results for our nation, and, proba- its most essential features, in President Reagan’s March 23,

1983 address proffering a Strategic Defense Initiative to thebly, the world besides, would become inevitable.
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Lyndon LaRouche (right) delivers his Oct. 12, 1988 press conference in Berlin,
outlining what policy the next U.S. President must adopt toward the Warsaw Pact
countries, and forecasting the impending reunification of Germany. On the left,
LaRouche and his wife Helga at the Berlin Wall, October 1988. A little over a year
later, the Wall came down, as LaRouche had said it would.

Soviet government. Soviet General Secretary Yuri Andropov The Economic Issue
The immediate reaction of Britain’s Margaret Thatcherturned the proffer down flat, and implicitly committed the

Soviet Union to an economic escalation of the arms-race. and France’s François Mitterrand was sheer lunacy. Both
were savagely determined that German reunification shouldDuring the period from February 1982 through February

1983, I had been conducting a back-channel discussion of my not occur. Fortunately, U.S. Ambassador to Germany Vernon
Walters, and some other relevant U.S. officials were moreproposal with the Soviet government, under the watchful eye

of relevant White House officials. I was told, from Moscow, sensible. President George Bush was persuaded to support
Germany’s Chancellor Helmut Kohl in standing firm for Ger-in February 1983, that General Secretary Andropov would

reject my proposal, were President Reagan to present it. I man reunification; but Bush acceded to economic conditions
dictated by Thatcher and Mitterrand. Those conditions, com-informed relevant White House officials of this immediately,

including my response given to the Soviet channel. I had bined with the U.S.-led carpet-bagger’s looting of the remains
of the Warsaw Pact, and of the Soviet Union in particular,expressed my estimate, to Moscow and to the White House,

that were Andropov to carry out his reported intention, the intersecting the economic effects of the “Desert Storm” war
(which I had warned, in January 1989, was already plannedSoviet economy would collapse within about five years.

Shortly after that, I repeated that opinion publicly, “ in the in London and Israel), created the conditions which assured
the economic setbacks which lost “41’s” re-election.clear.” I was off by one year; the collapse of the Warsaw Pact

system occurred just slightly more than six years later. It was the combination of “41’s” deal with Thatcher and
Mitterrand, Bush’s folly in following Thatcher to war, and hisAll of this, including the essentials of my role, was known

in vivid detail to every relevant circle within higher-ranking carpet-bagging policy, which made him ripe for the picking in
his re-election campaign of 1992.echelons of the U.S. intelligence community, and also crucial

NATO circles in Europe. Hence, there was no acceptable The consequences of that folly are not behind us. The
effects for today are still reverberating, more violently thanexcuse for what the former Vice-President, “41,” did follow-

ing the collapse of the “Berlin Wall.” What “41” and his ever before.
administration did, was a true Classical tragedy.

Thus, my Oct. 12, 1988 Berlin announcement of the im- How To Win Conflicts
What was destroyed by post-1989 U.S.-led carpet-bag-pending collapse of the Warsaw Pact system. Despite my

widely circulated forewarning, the governments of the United ging and the economic conditionalities imposed on Europe
by Thatcher, Mitterrand, and Bush, was a vast mass of existingKingdom, France, the U.S.A., and Germany, and others, were

caught “fl at-footed.” productive capital—physical capital. Had that physical capi-
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become a massive loss of the structure for po-
tential production.

For the medium-term, over the course of
the 1989-1996 interval, the grinding up of the
physical capital and population of the former
Warsaw Pact territories, such as Poland, for en-
riching the West with cash, neared a point of
exhaustion. The1997-1998 international mone-
tary-financial crises reflected this effect. This,
combined with continued, cannibalistic pillag-
ing of Western Europe, through “privatization”
swindles, and related carpet-bagging practices,
resulted in an accelerating gap between a gener-
ally declining level of physical capital and out-
put, and an accelerating rate of monetary-fi-
nancial growth of giant speculative bubbles.
The point had been reached, by the close of

George I in the bunker at a Marine base in Saudi Arabia, during Operation 2000, that the delusion of successful growthDesert Storm. It was his deal with Britain’s Thatcher and France’s Mitterrand
could no longer be sustained, even by the typesover economic policy and German reunification, his folly in following Thatcher to
of fraudulent practices which exploded to thewar against Iraq, and his carpet-bagging policy toward the former Soviet bloc,

which made him ripe for the picking in his 1992 re-election campaign. surface in the Enron case.
The alternative to the presently accelerating

collapse of the global monetary-financial sys-
tem, would have been to follow the policy I projected in mytal been mobilized in the way I had outlined in my 1988

Columbus Day address, the end of the Warsaw Pact system 1988 Columbus Day press conference. There was a mass of
somewhat obsolescence-ridden, but still usable basic eco-would have unleashed one of the great economic booms of

history. Two, closely related types of effects were produced, nomic infrastructure and physical capital of production within
the pre-1989 Comecon sector. The use of the occasion of thedirectly, by the crude carpet-baggers’ looting and other de-

struction of that productive capital still standing in the former collapse of the Berlin Wall, to launch a “Marshall Plan” -
like program of reconstruction in that vast area, would haveWarsaw Pact system. The conditions of life in the former

Warsaw Pact nations of Eastern Europe, and the former Soviet produced a global economic recovery at a moment, 1987-
1991, the U.S.A., Japan, and elsewhere, were expressing theUnion are far worse than they were in 1988. This includes the

condition of the population of former East Germany. economic catastrophe inherited from the Nixon decision of
Aug. 15, 1971.The rule is: never allow a person who repeatedly utters

the phrase “my money” to gain significant influence over The success of a strategy does not lie in the number of
targetted persons a nation’s military might kill, but in thenational policy-making. There is often a directly opposite

meaning of the words “making money” and “causing an econ- attractiveness of the cooperation one is able to offer. A decade
after the follies of the agreements among Thatcher, Mitter-omy to grow.” Growth signifies that the amount of physical

wealth consumed, is less than the amount of new physical rand, and “41,” the way of thinking expressed by those agree-
ments is producing cruel impoverishment and increasinglywealth produced. This physical measurement must be made

in both per-capita and per-square-kilometer terms. embittered adversaries, even among former allies, where it
should have won durable friendships. One should be re-This refers to accumulated physical capital as much as

direct physical costs of current production. On the other hand, minded, as Helga Zepp-LaRouche made the argument during
a recent conference, of that folly of Athens which provokedburglars make money by selling stolen goods to a fence, which

is what the U.S.A. and Western Europe did to the area of the the nearly thirty-years Peloponnesian War.
One would therefore hope, that “41’s” current roster offormer Warsaw Pact, and are continuing to do, still today. In

this case, much of the stealing done was done as a currently advisors would be refreshed, to enable that sudden and sharp
change in direction of policy-shaping which would save uslegalized practice; it was still stealing, nonetheless.

The result has been to lower the per-capita, and per- from a tragedy of “George II.”
However, in the final analysis, no official leader, such assquare-kilometer physical output of the territories included

in the former Warsaw Pact. However, the loss of physical either of those Georges, could be the cause of a national trag-
edy. The fault lies with that popular opinion which, by prefer-output per capita has been a less crippling factor, than the

long-term loss of physical capital of infrastructure, agricul- ring leaders inadequate for the times, brings catastrophe upon
that erring nation.ture, and manufacturing. The loss of physical capital has
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Congressional Closeup by Carl Osgood

Loy Expresses Optimism meet the deadlines for baggage screen- energy to go into Iraq to stop them
from producing enough weapons-On Transport Security ing, Loy chalked that up to the engi-

neering difficulties of installing explo-Adm. James Loy, who replaced John grade uranium to produce a bomb, and
we’re doing nothing to prevent thatMaGaw as head of the Transportation sive-detection machines, and asked

the committee to support legislativeSecurity Administration (TSA) in bomb from being smuggled into this
country,” he said.July, gave a rosy picture of the prog- changes that would take those prob-

lems into account.ress the agency is making in imple- Meanwhile, other legislation in-
tended to deal with after-effects of thementing the 2001 Aviation Transpor-

tation Security Act—although he did Sept. 11, 2001 terror attacks continues
to languish. Legislation to increasenot claim that there are no problems. Schumer: Seaports AreLoy told the Senate Commerce, Sci- port security has stalled in conference
committee over a proposal by Senateence, and Transportation Committee Vulnerable To Terrorism

Sen. Charles Schumer (D-N.Y.),on Sept. 10, that fewer than 10% of the Commerce, Science, and Transporta-
tion Committee Chairman Ernest Hol-nation’s commercial airports will be speaking to reporters on Sept. 12,

warned that while attention is focussedunable to meet the passenger and bag- lings (D-S.C.) to impose a user fee to
cover security costs. Legislation togage screening deadlines in the act. on Iraq, American seaports are as vul-

nerable as ever to terrorists who mightHis testimony was in contrast to that provide a government guarantee for
terrorism insurance has also been hungof Transportation Secretary Norman want to smuggle a nuclear device into

the United States. Referencing anMineta, who told the House Aviation up in conference, but House Financial
Services Committee Chairman MikeSubcommittee on July 23, that Con- ABC News report from the night be-

fore, he said, “We are virtually de-gress was to blame for the difficulties Oxley (R-Ohio) told the House on
Sept. 10 that he had had discussionsin setting up the new administration. fenseless against a nuclear weapon be-

ing shipped here to America.” He saidNonetheless, some members of the with Senate conferees, and that they
seemed “prepared and ready to move.”committee expressed unhappiness that a nuclear bomb placed in a ship-

ping container would be virtually un-with the pace of work in the TSA.
Committee Chairman Ernest Hollings detectable, for two reasons. First, the

Customs Service only inspects 1% of(D-S.C.) said that while the news is
better than it was, 90% of airports shipping containers that come into the Drive for Warmeeting the deadlines “is not good country. Second, commonly available

radiation detectors have to be withinenough for this committee.” Ron Wy- With Iraq Accelerates
The drive for war against Iraq hardlyden (D-Ore.) said that “to send the two feet of the source in order to work.

On the second issue, he said that hemessage that key airline security dead- took notice of UN General Secretary
Kofi Annan’s Sept. 16 announcementlines are going to be set aside, I think and Sen. John Warner (R-Va.) were

co-sponsoring an amendment to thewould be tremendously unfortunate.” that Iraq had agreed to the uncondi-
tional return of UN weapons inspec-Kay Bailey Hutchison (R-Tex.) added Homeland Security bill, to provide ra-

diation detection machines that can bethat “it would be ludicrous to change tors. Leaders of both parties in the Sen-
ate indicated that the vote on athe deadline for a year or two out for attached to cargo-handling cranes at

ports; but “it’s greeted by the adminis-every airport, even when the vast ma- resolution sponsored by the Bush Ad-
ministration could take place beforejority can make the deadline.” tration and by too many of our col-

leagues with a yawn.” As for the in-For his part, Loy asked for more the Nov. 5 elections.
Senate Minority Leader Trent Lottmoney and some legislative changes. spection of cargo containers, Schumer

sent a letter to Robert Bonner, com-The administration has requested an (R-Miss.) told reporters on Sept. 17
that the Iraqi announcement will notadditional $546 million for the missioner of the Customs Service,

calling on him to raise cargo inspec-agency, on top of its $4.8 billion fiscal “take the urgency out of” work on a
resolution. Senate Majority Leader2003 budget. He also asked the com- tion standards.

Schumer motivated support for hismittee to support lifting the cap of Tom Daschle (D-S.D.) indicated that
he and House Minority Leader Dick45,000 employees imposed in the fis- legislation by comparing the cost of

port security to the cost of a war withcal 2002 supplemental appropriations Gephardt (D-Mo.) were working with
the White House on a resolution “thatbill. As for the airports that will not Iraq. “We’re spending all this time and
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we could bring before the Senate and ment in my lifetime,” he said, “and I Because so much work remains to
be done, there is talk of a lengthy Con-House some time reasonably soon.” think it deserves the careful attention

the Senate has given it.” tinuing Resolution and a possible lame
duck session after the elections. Spec-Despite the fact that the Senate has

been working on the bill every day, ter said that a CR might go until Febru-Bush, GOP Slam Dems for only one major vote occurred in the ary. “If that happens,” he warned,
“there are a great many items whichHomeland Security Delay week previous to Ridge’s plea. That

came on Sept. 13, when the SenateSenate debate on the Homeland Secu- will not be appropriated,” such as a
$3.4 billion increase for the Nationalrity bill entered its third week on Sept. failed to table an amendment spon-

sored by Sens. Fred Thompson (R-17, with no end in sight. That morning, Institutes of Health. The preoccupa-
tion with Iraq and the Senate’s beingHomeland Security Director Tom Tenn.) and John Warner (R-Va.),

which would strike provisions in theRidge appeared with Senate GOP bogged down on the Homeland Secu-
rity bill make it unlikely that anythingleaders, to demand that Democrats bill creating a White House Office for

Combating Terrorism and mandatingspeed action on the bill. He claimed more than the defense and military
construction bills will be passed be-that “the best way that we can maxim- a national strategy to combat terror-

ism. Warner had told the Senate thatize our effort as a country to protect fore the Congress recesses in October.
Specter, however, expressed concernour people, to protect our way of life, such an office would be redundant and

that the President ought to have theis to give the President the tools to re- that action even on those two bills was
in jeopardy. “Those bills are indis-organize the Executive branch, partic- “maximum flexibility . . . to best serve

his style of discharging the obligationsularly those agencies who have such a pensable for the war effort against ter-
rorism and perhaps against Iraq, andcritical role in defending our of the Office of President.” Senator

Lieberman, who wrote the provisionshomeland.” nothing is happening,” he said.
President Bush complained, dur-House GOP leaders had earlier at issue, tried to argue that the White

House office was necessary to ensurecriticized the Senate for its glacial ing a fundraiser in Iowa on Sept. 16,
that “there has been no budget out ofpace. House Speaker Dennis Hastert that agencies that will not be brought

into the new Homeland Security de-(R-Ill.) told reporters on Sept. 12, that the United States Senate. . . . If you
have no budget, it means there’s nobecause the Senate has not acted, “We partment, be coordinated under a sin-

gle strategy.can’t give the President the abilities discipline, and if there’s no discipline,
it’s likely that the Senate will over-that he needs to protect this country

against terrorism.” Majority Leader spend.” Democrats have not forgiven
Bush for refusing to spend $5.1 billionDick Armey (R-Tex.) noted that the Budget Process inbill is under the jurisdiction of Senate in emergency funding in the fiscal
2002 Supplemental AppropriationsGovernmental Affairs Committee Congressional Gridlock

The House had managed to pass fiveChairman Joseph Lieberman (D- bill, and complain, as do some Repub-
licans, that some funding levels BushConn.), “a man who would have been out of 13 of the annual appropriations

bills as of Sept. 17, whereas the SenateVice President and has not, to our wants for 2003, are too low.
Party bickering intensified onknowledge, vacated his ambitions for had acted on three, and was working

on a fourth. Of the three that bothnational public office since then.” He Sept. 17, when the Senate failed to in-
voke cloture on the Interior Depart-added that Senate Democrats “al- Houses had passed, two—the defense

and military construction bills—arelowed politics within their body to ment Appropriations bill. Democrats
accused the Republicans of trying tohamstring [Lieberman’s] ability to not even in conference yet. Sen. Arlen

Specter (R-Penn.) complained to re-produce a bill before the August block drought relief in the bill, and Re-
publicans accused the Democrats ofrecess.” porters on Sept. 17, “In the 22 years

that I have been here, I have never seenSenate Majority Leader Tom trying to prevent a vote on their
amendment to make it easier for log-Daschle (D-S.D.) responded by saying the appropriations process broken

down as it is now.” He noted that thethat he found the fact that the House ging companies to thin overgrown for-
ests on 10 million acres of Federalrammed their bill through in 24 hours Senate, for the first time since the pas-

sage of the 1974 Budget Act, has not“appalling.” “This is the biggest single land, much of which has been
scorched by wildfires this year.reorganization of the Federal govern- even passed a budget resolution.
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Editorial

The Hand Inside the Glove

Back on Feb. 19, 1988, theWashington Post published a Iran, Saudi Arabia, or some other target?
To answer this question, it is crucial to review twofront-page story by Bob Woodward and Walter Pincus,

headlined “U.S. Hunts American ‘Mr. X’ in Pollard facets of 20th-Century history. First, the origins of the
modern day utopian faction can be traced to the earlyEspionage for Israel.” The article reported that Ameri-

can law enforcement officials were searching for a high- 20th-Century work of H.G. Wells and Lord Bertrand
Russell. As early as 1913, Wells was promoting thelevel “mole” inside the Pentagon, who had deployed the

convicted Israeli spy Jonathan Jay Pollard. Shortly after idea of thermonuclear weapons, whose mass-murder
potential might terrify the world into acquiescing tothe publication of thePost story,EIR received informa-

tion that the “mole hunt” was not aimed at a single one-world Fabiandictatorship. Russell endorsed Well’s
“Open Conspiracy” and devoted his entire life to ther-individual, but at a whole team of suspected Soviet-

Israeli spies, operating inside the upper echelons of monuclear blackmail. The dropping of the atomic bomb
on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and the codification of thatAmerican intelligence. A list prepared by the Office

of the General Counsel of the Secretary of Defense, literally mad policy, through such postwar utopian war-
planning institutions as the Rand Corporation and theobtained byEIR, named ten suspected members of the

“X Committee.” Hudson Institute, were leading fruits of the Wells-Rus-
sell collaboration.Today, five of the ten named suspects hold top posts

at the Pentagon and the Defense Policy Board. They The second event was the Russian Okhrana, and
later British intelligence ownership of Vladimir Jabot-are: Office of Net Assessments head Andrew Marshall,

Deputy Defense Secretary Paul Wolfowitz, Assistant insky, the founder of the Revisionist—ie. universal
fascist—movement within Zionism. From the outset,Defense Secretary Doug Feith, Board Chairman Rich-

ard Perle, and Board member Fred Ikle´. the Jabotinskyites have been police agent assets of one
or another oligarchical faction. The recent NetanyahuAll of these individuals were known, during the

Reagan-Bush era as leading members of the “Wohlstet- government and the present Sharon government of
Israel demonstrate the case perfectly. They have noter Kindergarten,” proteges of Albert Wohlstetter, a

1930s Trotskyite, who went on to be one of the leading interest in securing a durable peace for an Israel living
side by side with sovereign Palestinian and Arab states.figures at the postwar Rand Corporation, promoting the

utopian dogma of thermonuclear blackmail. Israel under Sharon is a trigger for war—a war that
would certainly bring about the final destruction ofThe “Wohlstetter Kindergarten” pedigree of the ac-

cused Israeli-Soviet spies poses a crucial question, a Israel.
The Pollard moles, currently operating inside thequestion with life and death implications, given that the

Perle-Wolfowitz gang, today, is leading the drive to Bush Administration, and the Jabotinskyite crazies in
Israel are part of the same phenomenon. Lyndoninduce the United States into launching an unwarranted

preemptive war on Iraq, that would almost certainly LaRouche described it as the hand inside the glove.
Israel, under Sharon, is the glove, which conceals thetrigger the larger Clash of Civilizations perpetual reli-

gious war. hand inside—the utopian madmen within the Anglo-
American elites, who are committed to provoking a newIs the perpetual war policy of Wolfowitz-Perle, et

al. an Israeli policy being foisted on Washington? Or is Thirty Years War. The purpose of the war? To destroy,
forever, the sovereign nation-state system that camethere something filthy inside the utopian faction of the

Anglo-American Establishment, which is using Israel into being with the American Revolution. Like their
godfathers, Wells and Russell, the utopians and theiras a nuclear-armed “crazy state,” which is to self-de-

struct, by obliterating the entire Middle East, through a Jabotinskyite tools, despise everything that the Found-
ing Fathers of the United States cherished.nuclear, biological or chemical weapons attack on Iraq,
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